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A Marlow Explorer®  interior is the perfect blending of old world craftsman-

ship with space age materials to create an environment that is warm, inviting, 

comfortable and built to perfection.

To start, in an effort to preserve our valuable teak forests throughout the 

world each Explorer interior is crafted from a single teak log. This ensures that 

the grain is all cross-matched and each yacht is consistent in appearance. 

Taking a note from the aviation industry, the use of honey-combed core 

material saves weight and provides a strong and durable base for many of our 

surfaces which don’t require solid wood or stone fabrication. A simple drawer 

tells the story of the pride our craftsmen take in their efforts; dovetail joints, 

a solid wood bottom and not a single razor blades width seam visible any 

where. Next, examine the finish in either gloss or matte, perfectly applied  

and sanded to a glass smooth surface on the wood.  

In a word… Perfect.

Visit us at www.marlowyachts.com to learn more.

North American Inquiries
www.marlowyachts.com • sales@ marlowyachts.com
Marlow Marine Sales, Inc.
800.362.2657

International Inquiries
www.marlowyachts.com • sales@ marlowyachts.com

Warm, inviting and 
crafted with pride.
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Loyal Sabre yacht owners asked the New England builder to create a 

larger version of its 54-foot salon express. The builder responded with 

plans for the SABRE 66, a lifestyle yacht that stays true to the company’s 

Down East heritage. We introduce this design on page 28. Princess 

Yachts knows that competition in the midsize express-cruiser category 

is f ierce, so it took its time creating the PRINCESS V48. We jump aboard 

this highly anticipated debut from across the pond to see how she 

stacks up. Join our sea trial on page 30. Replacing the perennially 

popular Marlow 57 with the MARLOW 58E is a brave gamble, but David 

Marlow is all about taking calculated risks — and this one could pay 

big dividends. Meet this motoryacht on page 40. Correspondent Chris 

Caswell says the OCEAN ALEXANDER 90 is both “cool and elegant” 

yet “as friendly and inviting as a warm puppy.” Discover how her 

designers were able to blend those ingredients on page 52. 

Where to Cruise
People cruise to exotic locations for two main reasons: to get away from it all

and let life’s worries melt away under the sunshine, or to let loose and have a

WVKM�QV�I�TQNM\QUM�M`XMZQMVKM��*W\P�\aXM[�WN�\ZI^MTMZ[�_QTT�Å�VL�[I\Q[NIK\QWV�QV�\PM�

beautiful Abacos section of the Bahamas. Explore it with us on page 34. 
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Seeing the difference between two of 14,232 shades of green

can make all the difference.

Maui Jim’s patented polarized technology provides higher contrast and depth perception.
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STATE OF GRACE
Some sailing yachts are born for racing, while 
others are for cruising in comfort. The 131-foot 

cutter State of Grace offers both in high style.

DANCES WITH BERGS
A voyage to Prince William Sound, Alaska, 

aboard a Fleming 65 brings one cruiser 
 face-to-face with jagged ice and rugged beauty. 
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Nordhavn Atlantic Rally and the 

lessons learned from it. 
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stay safe underway 
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analyze both to 

help you decide the 
best way to stabilize 

your vessel. 
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GEAR

From classically 
styled instruments 
to modern optics, 
this new gear will 
 improve any boat. 
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RELAXATION FOR MIND AND BODY: EXCLUSIVE EXTERNAL AREAS CREATE A FEELING OF PURE WELLBEING.

SENSUAL PLEASURE: SCENIC WALLS OF GLASS, WRAPAROUND LIGHT, AN ENDLESS HORIZON 

BEAUTY TREATMENTS: THE LUXURY AND DESIGN OF THE SUITES MAKE FOR A TRULY RELAXING AND REGENERATIVE EXPERIENCE. 

NEW AZIMUT 80: YOUR EXCLUSIVE SPA ON THE WATER.

FLYBRIDGE COLLECTION

45 - 48 - 54 - 60 - 64 - 70 - 80

84 - 88 - 100 LEONARDO

FLYBRIDGE COLLECTION - EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR CONTINENTAL U.S.: MarineMax - Tel. (888) 429 - 6812  - www.marinemax.com
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Remembering the NAR
By John Wooldridge

Ten years ago this May 16 and 17, 18 trawlers departed Fort Lauderdale’s Port Everglades inlet 

bound for Gibraltar. It was the beginning of a historic transatlantic crossing, the start of the Nord-

havn Atlantic Rally (NAR). The fleet consisted of 15 trawlers built by Nordhavn, ranging from 

the N40 Uno Mas to three N62s, as well as three distance cruisers from other builders: the Seaton 

55 Que Linda, the Krogen 58 Sea Fox and the Monk-McQueen 90 Crosser. Traveling together loosely 

in this first-of-its-kind event for powerboats, the fleet was organized into two groups, one of which 

was the 8-knot “fast” fleet, the other a 7-knot “slow” fleet. On May 22, the whole fleet’s first 

john.wooldridge@yachtingmagazine.com

Follow John@jwooldr715

stop was right on schedule with an arrival 

in Bermuda. The 3,800-mile ocean voyage 

took the group there and then to the Azores, 

where it spent roughly a week in each port 

preparing for the next leg. After celebrat-

ing the crossing in Gibraltar, each boat was 

destined to go her own way, exploring Euro-

pean waters. Some owners planned to spend 

more than a year in the Mediterranean and 

then return home on their own, while oth-

ers planned to team up and explore together.

I was fortunate enough to be aboard Atlan-

tic Escort, a Nordhavn 57 commanded by Jim 

Leishman, a company vice president and 

co-owner, for the 1,800-mile passage from 

Bermuda to the Azores. She was one of  three 

factory-sponsored vessels participating in the NAR, 

ready to provide support parts and services to any 

trawler that had a problem. Atlantic Escort was also pre-

pared to launch a RIB from a slide, which we did when 

\PM�ÆMM\�LWK\WZ�IJWIZL�_I[�\ZIV[XWZ\ML�\W�I�̂ M[[MT�_Q\P�

a crew member suffering from kidney stones; to transfer 

diesel fuel underway, which we did for Uno Mas, about 

halfway across the Atlantic, to ensure she would arrive 

in the Azores with a fuel reserve; and even to tow a ves-

sel in case one suffered engine failure.

It was this kind of contingency preparation that 

crossed my mind when I received an email from Tom, 

a friend in California who said he was considering 

ÆaQVO�LW_V�\W�5M`QKW�_Q\P�I�XZWNM[[QWVIT�KIX\IQV�QV�

the spring to help bring a cruising sailboat back to a 

harbor near Santa Barbara. My mind immediately 

started ticking off personal gear I would toss into a 

sea bag for just such an adventure: heavy-duty foul 

weather gear, an offshore-style life jacket with a strobe 

light and whistle attached, a harness and tether, a 

personal locator beacon and a waterproof VHF with 

extra batteries in a watertight enclosure 

(along with my passport and cash). In reply 

to my email, he said he had already assem-

bled a ditch bag with most of these items as 

well as extra water and rations. We traded 

emails on (the presence of and the repack 

date on) the life raft, and the condition of 

the manual bilge pump.

Reading a bit further, I discerned that the 

boat had been in Mexico for more than two 

years while the owners remained in California. 

This is a very long time to let a boat sit, no mat-

ter where it is tied up or hauled out. Like rust, 

corrosion of  every kind never sleeps. Ultra-

^QWTM\�ZIa[�[IX�\PM�TQNM�W]\�WN �ÆaJZQLOM�KIV^I[�

MVKTW[]ZM[��[IQT[�N]ZTML�WV�NWZM[\Ia[�IVL�ÆISML�

on booms, lines left haphazardly on deck. Seals dry out, 

fuel gets contaminated, hoses rot and more.

I called Tom and told him I was having second 

thoughts about his participation. Was the captain an 

experienced, hands-on guy with an eye for detail, one 

who could recommission an engine, energize a moth-

balled electrical system, get them home safely if the 

navigation and communications electronics went dark 

at night, in a storm, somewhere along the rocky, unfor-

OQ^QVO�8IKQÅK�KWI[\TQVM�WN�\PM�*IRI�8MVQV[]TI'

I never gave a second thought to putting out to sea 

_Q\P�\PM�6):�ÆMM\�JMKI][M�1�SVM_�\PI\�ITT�WN�\PM�XIZ-

ticipants had passed thorough inspections and had 

completed qualifying offshore passages.   
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The new princess S Class, including the S72. Low profile, high performance.

38 knots in the most exciting Sportbridge yacht on the water.

The speed, the style, the thrill of it all. To find out more please contact:

PRINCESS YACHTS AMERICA

(877) 846-9874 · info@princessyachtsamerica.com

Over 65 Authorized Sales and Service Centers in North America, Central America, and the Caribbean 

FEEL THE EARTH MOVE

THE SEA FLY

AND YOUR MIND

BEING BLOWN AWAY.

WWW.PRINCESSYACHTSAMERICA.COM
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OLDIE, BUT GOODIE
 I read on an iceboating 

website that the Novem-

ber 1931 issue of YACHTING 

had an article with plans 

to build a stern-steering 

iceboat. I didn’t think the 

library was going to be able 

to help me out, so I thought 

I would go to the source.

Thanks again for your 

I[[Q[\IVKM�QV�Å�VLQVO�I�

plan that I can use as some 

sort of guide to construc-

tion. I sincerely appreciate 

you taking the time to help 

me out. Thank you.

RANDY FARAGHER

Via email

Hi, Randy, 

We are happy to support your 

dream by sending you a copy of the 

article. We are currently work-

ing on digitizing our archives 

so readers such as yourself will 

have access to YACHTING  his-

tory at the click of a mouse. Stay 

tuned! — THE EDITORS

MOVE OVER, NEMO!
Here’s the latest in a concept 

yacht: a 377-foot submers-

ible. Our Facebook fans had 

a lot to say about this one.

When you REALLY want to 

get away from everything!

AL ALLEN

I want one with missiles and 

torpedoes to play with.

CURT JANSSON

A good way to avoid a rough sea.

SNOUSSI LAGHA

No, thanks. I don’t want to 

be the target of whatever 

navy may be close.

GARY DOVE

If you have to ask why, 

you can’t afford it. 

JOHN BROOKS

What do you think?

Join the discussion at 

facebook.com/yachtingmagazine.
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STAGE 1 - SHOCK:   “No way! I’ve never 
seen a rebate this BIG!”

Super Colossal - $1,500
on the purchase of a single MFD*

Colossal - $1,000
on the purchase of a single MFD*

Super - $500
on the purchase of a single MFD*

STAGE 2 - DOUBT:   “$1,500 bucks back on 
ONE display, that must be a mistake?!”

STAGE 3 - REALIZATION:   “Wait... this 
program is super-simple!”

STAGE 4 - EUPHORIA:   “Wow! I just got a 
$6,000 rebate check from Furuno!”

Maybe we’ve gone a little overboard, but right now you’ll get $1,500 back on 9" 

and 14" NavNet TZtouch displays, $1,000 on 8" and 12" NavNet 3D displays, 

and even $500 back on any NavNet vx2 system. It’s super-simple to qualify for 

these “Colossal” savings, with no minimum quantities or dollar values to hit, no 

bundles to buy, and no convoluted rebate formulas to fi gure out. The more you 

buy, the more you save. For example, buy a multi-station system and put up to 

$6,000 back in your wallet! Now that’s math anyone can understand! 

Scan QR code or visit www.FurunoUSA.com 

for complete rebate details.

*Rebate amounts vary depending on products purchased.

 Going on now thru June 30th, 2014 www.FurunoUSA.com
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Why is it that watching a sunset from the water is sweeter than anywhere else? Perhaps it’s 
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RED SKY AT NIGHT 
Submit your snapshot to YACHTING’s Best Sunset Photo Contest for a chance to win big!
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Inspired by Hemingway
Naming a new rum after the leg-
endary Ernest Hemingway and his 
sport-fi shing boat Pilar is a bold 
move. The prolifi c writer, fi sherman 
and adventurer known as “Papa” 
was also a well- documented 
drinker. The Hemingway Rum Co. 
says Papa’s spirit of adventure was 
its inspiration for Papa’s Pilar. Two 
brands, Papa’s Pilar Dark ($40) and 
Papa’s Pilar Light ($30), are aged up 
to 24  and seven years, respectively, 
in American oak bourbon barrels 
and port wine casks, and then are 
fi nished in Spanish sherry casks to 
infuse the rum with multiple fl avors. 
The bottle is shaped like a World 
War II canteen, and the cap has 
a compass etched into its top to 
evoke a sense of adventure at sea. 
A medallion engraved on the bottle 
pays tribute to Key West, Florida, 
once the home of Hemingway 
and his yacht. The special edition 
versions include a leather or canvas 
jacket, which holds a pen and pad, 
perhaps to chronicle your adven-
tures or to help you remember the 
night before. papaspilar.com
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TOP-NOTCH EARNS TOP WATCH

Wild Thing  Looking at animals for yacht-design inspiration might seem odd, but that’s 
where Dennis Ingemansson discovered the idea for his 230-foot yacht,   Star. More specif-
ically, it was the movements and camoufl aged fur of a Siberian tiger that piqued his inter-
est. Weighing 1,545 tons and with a predicted top speed of 25 knots, Star certainly is pow-
erful, but her true tiger infl uence is seen in the bow, which resembles the shape and sharp-
ness of the predator’s fang, a pattern that is echoed in the windows throughout her super-
structure. Those windows are also intended to add an abundance of light to the interior, 
providing a feeling of luxuriousness. The general arrangement plan allows for four guests 
in two equal-size master suites and as many as 18 crew members . Other outstanding fea-
tures include a foredeck tender garage with fold-out doors for two 25-foot tenders, a pair of 
PWCs and a sleek helicopter pad, which doubles as a sun pad. dennisingemansson.com



GPSMAP
®

8000

Enjoy the power and simplicity of having fully integrated control across a sleek, beautiful glass 

helm. With the GPSMAP 8000 Glass Helm series, everything can be integrated from the main 

helm to the fly bridge, including sonar, GHP™ 20 autopilot, engine data, and Meteor™ 300 Audio 

from one screen across all screens. SmartMode control allows you to switch all chartplotter 

displays in sync to a custom preset mode like “planning,” “docking” or “fishing” without 

manually switching each display separately. You can also use an iPad or iPhone to view and 

control your Glass Helm with the Garmin Helm app1.

To learn more, visit Garmin.com/8000

Simply beautiful control.

©2014 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

1  When paired with the Garmin Marine Wi-Fi Adapter (sold separately). iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.
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If you’ve spent any serious time cruising the East 
Coast, you’ll likely recognize the name Dozier, as 
in Dozier’s Waterway Guide or the many marinas that 
bear that name. 

 What you might not know is that they were owned 
and operated by an entrepreneur and 
boat nut named Jack Dozier. 

The son of boaters, Dozier learned at 
a young age that he wanted to spend 
his life working around the water. 
He was in his 20s when he bought a 
small ship’s store in the rural town of 
Deltaville, Virginia, that he quickly 
transformed into a thriving marina. 

A blossoming businessman, Dozier 
went on to run multiple marinas, the 
Waterway Guide (which he purchased in 
2000) and Skipper Bob Publications, yet he always 
found time to go cruising. Along with his wife of 
44 years, Craig, he took a variety of craft through 
the Chesapeake and up and down the Intracoastal 
Waterway nearly 30 times to the Florida Keys and 

Bahamas. He visited ports from New England to 
the   Virgin Islands, always catching a line for a 
neighbor and making friends all along the way. 

Dozier was a man with a lot to be proud of, and 
his son Ned   says that besides his family, he was 

most proud that he could make a liv-
ing while working around boats. 
“He was one of the proudest boat-

ers you’ll ever know,” explained Ned. 
“He really loved what he did. It’s a 
quip but he always said it: Operating 
marinas never felt like work because 
he got to deal with boaters.” 

 Jack lost his battle with colon can-
cer in February, but before passing 
PM�XMVVML�PQ[�Å�VIT�MLQ\WZQIT�QV�Doz-

ier’s Waterway Guide Magazine, where 
he summarized his life on the water: “I have lived 
a most fortunate life, having always lived on the 
water and worked in water-related businesses. … 
Live each day to the fullest doing something you 
enjoy and you too can look back with no regrets.”

EIGHT BELLS: JACK DOZIER
The boating world loses a marine publisher, marina owner and friend. 

Going Once ... Going Twice ... Sold! For nearly 25 years, Mecum Auctions 
has been connecting buyers with collector cars and motorcycles, averaging 
10,000-plus vehicles sold annually. This month at Miami Beach Marina, Mecum 
will bring its sales style to yacht auctions. Mecum Yacht Auction President 
Jerry Burton says the fi rst event will feature up to 30 boats ranging from sport- 
fi shermen to sailboats, each with a reserve price in excess of $250,000.

As any boat owner will attest, buying a lovingly restored car is a lot simpler than 
buying a boat. Burton agrees, which is why he allows each craft to be inspected, 
surveyed and sea-trialed (for qualifi ed buyers) before the auction. Captains and 
crew are standing by to help you deliver your new purchase to your home port. 

The Miami Beach Marina auction is just the beginning for Mecum; more yacht 
auctions this year will be announced at mecumyachtauctions.com.
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 S
hould Einstein have been right, I might 

someday voyage aboard a way-back 

machine and revisit yachting’s “good old 

days.” Most seasoned boaters have such 

fond memories from back in the day, when 

boats transported families to new places. 

Boats still perform this function, although 

the hardware has changed, just a bit! 

My grandparents were boat nuts, and, like so many 

WN �\PMQZ�OMVMZI\QWV��\PMQZ�Å�Z[\�ZQLM�_I[�I�+PZQ[�+ZIN\��

I����NWW\�+WUUIVLMZ�J]QT\�QV��!����<PMa�_MZM�KZIba�

IJW]\�KPI[QVO�[XQVLTM�JMIS[��[IQTÅ�[P��IVL�PIL�\QZML�WN �

N]VLQVO�5QIUQ¼[�KPIZ\MZ�JWI\�ZW_��+PIZ\MZ�JWI\[�_MZM�

the minnow pool from which yards like Rybovich, Whiti-

KIZ�IVL�5MZZQ\\�WN\MV�LZM_�K][\WUMZ[� NWZ� \PMQZ�Å�VM�

K][\WU�ZQLM[��5a�OZIVLXIZMV\[�_MZM�XZIK\QKIT��KPMIX���

<PMa�PIL�WVTa�\W�_IVLMZ�I�NM_�UQTM[�WNN �5QIUQ�*MIKP�

\W�ZIQ[M�Å�[P�IVL�Z]V�\PM�1V\ZIKWI[\IT�[W]\P�\W�KZ]Q[M�\PM�

3Ma[��IVL�\PM�+PZQ[�+ZIN\�_I[�XMZNMK\�

<PM����PIL�I�LW]JTM�XTIVS��UIPWOIVa��PIZL�KPQVM�

V-bottom and a top speed of  20 knots with a pair of  

����PWZ[MXW_MZ�OI[WTQVM�MVOQVM[��;PM�_I[� [\I\M�WN�

\PM�IZ\�XZWL]K\QWV�JWI\�NIZM�QV�\PM��!��[��;MIOWQVO��

high-speed hull forms and lightweight, wood construc-

tion methods had advanced during World War II. Yacht 

J]QTLMZ�.ZIVS�0]KSQV[�PIL�UILM� [QOVQÅ�KIV\�KWV\ZQ�

J]\QWV[�QV�PQ[�LM[QOV�NWZ�\PM�8<�JWI\��7\PMZ�_IZ\QUM�

innovations such as radar were also migrating to recre-

I\QWVIT�JWI\QVO��)[�IVOTMZ[�NWTTW_ML�\PM�Å�[P�NIZ\PMZ��\PM�

average length overall increased, and Detroit Diesel’s 

two-stroke engines provided the muscle. 

Wood construction, à la modern epoxy glue and cold 

molding, is still a popular choice for custom tourna-

UMV\�Å�[PQVO�JWI\[��0W_M^MZ��0I\\MZI[¼�Å�JMZOTI[[�0]TT�

6W�����\PM����NWW\�Knit Wits TI]VKPML�QV��!����_I[�I�

game-changer in the production of  larger boats. Dick 

Bertram combined the new material with Ray Hunt’s 

wave-taming deep-V design and, after proving both on 

\PM�ZIKMKW]Z[M��JMOIV�XZWL]K\QWV�WN �I����NWW\MZ��<PM[M�

pioneers in materials and form inspired a legion of  build-

ers supported by baby boomers thirsty for the sea. 

Like most enthusiasts of  the day, my grandparents 

KWV[QLMZML�aIKP\QVO�I�TQNM[\aTM�KWUUQ\UMV\��<PMa�UW^ML�

]X�\W�I�� �NWW\�?PMMTMZ�IVL�\PMV��QV�\PM�TI\M��!��[��

UQOZI\ML�NZWU�Å�[PQVO�\W�KZ]Q[QVO��J]QTLQVO�\PMQZ�Å�Z[\�WN �

\_W�/ZMJM["�����IVL����NWW\MZ[��<PM[M�_WWLMV�KZ]Q[MZ[�

were considered large at the time. With a modest beam 

IVL�,M\ZWQ\�,QM[MT�XW_MZ��\PM����KZ]Q[ML�MNÅ�KQMV\Ta�I\�

IJW]\����SVW\[��

<Z]UXa��*]ZOMZ�IVL�*ZW_IZL�J]QT\�[QUQTIZ�Æ�][P�LMKS�

cruisers, as did a new Dutch consortium called Feadship. 

1V�\PM��!��[�_WWL�IVL�[\MMT�TW[\�NI^WZ�\W�VM_�IT]UQV]U�

ITTWa[�[]Q\ML�NWZ�aIKP\�J]QTLQVO��1V�\PM��! �[�TIZOMZ�� ���

IVL�!��NWW\�LM[QOV[�WNNMZML�KZ]Q[QVO�[XMML[�WN �� �\W����

SVW\[��<PM�UIZSM\�M`XIVLML�QV�\PM��!!�[��IVL�TQOP\�

_MQOP\��KWZML�Å�JMZOTI[[�[\Z]K\]ZM[�JMKIUM�I�XZIK\QKIT�

choice in terms of  weight and cost for “custom” pro-

L]K\QWV�aIKP\[�I[�TIZOM�I[�����NMM\��AIKP\�J]QTLMZ[�IVL�

shipyards now served the “big boat” market longer than 

200 feet, and steel became a sensible choice for long-

range displacement yachts. 

If  my grandparents were around today, they’d be 

excited by the technology we take for granted. Given 

\PM�XMZNWZUIVKM�WN �\PMQZ��!���+PZQ[�+ZIN\��\PMa¼L�JM�

MV^QW][�WN �\PM�Å�[PQVO�WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[�\PI\�JWI\[�_Q\P�\_QKM�

\PM�TMVO\P�W^MZITT��[XMML�IVL�ZIVOM�ITTW_��<PMa�_W]TLV¼\�

JMTQM^M� \PM� TQ^QVO� [XIKM�IJWIZL�I�UWLMZV� �JMIUQMZ��

���NWW\MZ��WZ�\PI\�\PMa�KW]TL�LWKS�PMZ�Ja�RWa[\QKS�_Q\P�

W]\�KZM_��+Z]Q[QVO�\PM�*IPIUQIV�W]\�Q[TIVL[�O]QLML�Ja�I�

/8;�XTW\\MZ�_Q\PW]\�I�XIXMZ�KPIZ\�WZ�TWKIT�XQTW\'�=VJM�

lievable! Planning a boating season without allocating 

I\�TMI[\�I�UWV\P�QV�\PM�aIZL�\W�Å�`�[\]NN �¸�QUXW[[QJTM	�

/WWL�WTL�LIa['�<W�PMTT�_Q\P�\PM�_Ia�JIKS�UIKPQVM��

I’m staying here!  

The Way-Back Machine
My oh my, how things have changed!
By Jay Coyle

In the 1960s, 
yachts like the 65-
foot Grebe were 
the perfect ride 
for cruising the 

Bahamas and the 
East Coast.



Successful people place a high value on their time. Every 

minute counts in their world and that goes for their family 

down time too. For the past three years Hargrave’s been 

working on what the next generation of yachts will look like, 

incorporating the best of the cutting edge technology that has 

been introduced recently, and reaffirmed our commitment 

to world class quality. The next generation is here now and 

available for immediate sale and delivery this season.  

Don’t settle for anything less — Choose Hargrave for your  

next adventure and you won’t miss a minute on the water.

1887 WEST STATE ROAD 84, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315  |  800.551.9590  |  954.463.0555  |  HARGRAVECUSTOMYACHTS.COM
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YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE.

WE GET THAT.

76' 2013 MODEL Hargrave Open Bridge

Don't Miss This Factory Demo Sale

With Full New Boat Warranties
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 O
n many commercial vessels where 

noise and vibration are not pri-

mary concerns, and aboard a 

number of smaller recreational 

craft as well, the main engine 

is hard-mounted directly to the 

engine beds. In such installations, 

bolting the transmission output half-coupling directly to 

the propeller shaft half-coupling is acceptable.

For most yachts, however, such basic installations aren’t 

good enough. Noise and vibration can be not only annoy-

ing, taking the pleasure out of  pleasure boating, but they 

can be dangerous too, leaving the captain/operator overly 

fatigued and inattentive to his duties. The most effec-

tive way to address this issue is to reduce the transfer of  

vibration from the engine into the vessel’s main struc-

ture. A variety of  engine-mount and 

shaft-coupling combinations are avail-

able to accomplish this.

The simplest and cheapest, but 

least effective, solution is the instal-

TI\QWV�WN �I�Æ�M`QJTM�LQ[K�JM\_MMV�\PM�

two coupling halves, usually in asso-

ciation with a straightforward set of  

resilient engine mounts. If  there is 

space between the engine and engine 

JML[��IVL�M`\ZI� TMVO\P�JM\_MMV�\PM�

propeller and rudder, such equip-

UMV\�KIV�WN\MV�JM�ZM\ZWÅ�\\ML��;WUM�

[a[\MU[�][M�\_W�Æ�M`QJTM�LQ[K[��[WUM�

\QUM[� QV� KWVR]VK\QWV�_Q\P� IV�M`\ZI�

KW]XTQVO�IVL�I�[\]J�[PIN\��\W�IKKWUUWLI\M�UWZM�Æ�M`�

ible engine mounts as well as more radial and angular 

misalignment. This takes up more space and will usually 

require remachining of  the prop shaft, at a minimum. 

If  you’re considering this setup, be sure it’s a marine 

unit built to take thrust loads both ahead and astern. 

If  you want even more reduction in noise and vibration, 

uncouple the engine from the transmission, mounting 

MIKP�[MXIZI\MTa�IVL�ZMRWQVQVO�\PMU�_Q\P�[XMKQIT\a�Æ�M`�

couplings and a stub shaft. Almost all 

vibration originates at the engine, so if  you 

KIV�UW]V\�Q\�WV�M`\ZI�Æ�M`QJTM�UW]V\[��aW]¼TT�LW�I�JM\�

ter job of  preventing the transfer of  vibration into the 

surrounding structure. The best superyacht installations 

even have a mass damping “raft” installed between the 

engine and engine beds, similar to that found on some 

high-end marine generators. In all such uncoupled instal-

lations, the transmission can be more hard-mounted, so a 

Æ�M`�KW]XTQVO�Q[�VW\�OMVMZITTa�ZMY]QZML�JM\_MMV�Q\�IVL�\PM�

prop shaft. Keep in mind, though, that the transmission 

is now carrying the thrust loads, so if  a thrust bearing is 

not incorporated within the transmission, a separate one 

must be installed to carry those loads.

<PM�UWZM�Æ�M`QJTM�\PM�UW]V\[��\PM�UWZM�UW^MUMV\�

you’ll see in the engine, creating other considerations. 

0W[M[��XQXM[�IVL�_QZQVO�U][\�JM�UWLQÅ�ML�\W�IKKWUUW�

date the increased movement. In addition, their means 

of attachment and support must be 

designed for movement, incorporat-

ing rubber elements on cooler systems 

or steel springs on those with higher 

temperatures.

8Ia�[XMKQIT�I\\MV\QWV�\W�\PM�M`PI][\�

[a[\MU��5]NÆ�MZ[�IVL�M`PI][\�XQXQVO�

are usually mounted fairly rigidly, 

with allowance only for thermal 

M`XIV[QWV��IVL�KIVVW\�\WTMZI\M�\PM�

KWV[QLMZIJTM�UW^MUMV\�WN �I�Æ�M`QJTa�

mounted engine. If  you locate the 

ZMY]QZML�Æ�M`QJQTQ\a�QUUMLQI\MTa�ILRI�

cent to the engine, a steel bellows is 

the only means that will stand up to 

\PM�M`PI][\�PMI\��J]\�Q\�Q[�[WUM\QUM[�LQNÅ�K]T\�\W�I^WQL�

overstressing the connection to the turbocharger. That’s 

why many installations, especially those with the softest 

UW]V\[��_QTT�PIZL�UW]V\�\PM�M`PI][\�A�KWTTMK\WZ�IVL�

or a length of  double-wall, water-injected piping directly 

\W�\PM�MVOQVM��ITTW_QVO�\PM�][M�WN �I�UWZM�Æ�M`QJTM�Z]JJMZ�

JMTTW_[�LW_V[\ZMIU�_PMZM�\PM�M`PI][\�Q[�KWWTMZ�

Regardless of  which level of  system you choose, it’s 

not just about the shaft coupling. There’s more involved, 

and a successful installation demands that 

all aspects be considered.  

Whirled Piece
Prop-shaft couplings are found at the intersection of noise and vibration.

Here’s how to change that. By Dudley Dawson
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A shaft line
isolation coupling, 

such as this pre-
mium unit from 
Soundown, is an 

essential part of an 
integrated noise 
and vibration re-
duction system.

ASK DUDLEY
Contact me with your technical questions
at performance@yachtingmagazine.com.



Enjoy your time on the water with friends, family and the world’s most trusted marine fabric. sunbrella.com/galatea
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Sabre 66  A Maine builder is inspired
by its past when creating its
future express cruiser.  By Dennis Caprio

 W
hen Sabre Yachts felt the 

time was right to intro-

duce a new motoryacht, the 

company built on its tradi-

tion of conservative styling, 

high-quality construction 

and value. The result is the 

Sabre 66, which will make her debut in the summer of 

2015. Although introducing a new model of this size 

requires courage, Bentley Collins, Sabre’s vice presi-

dent of sales and marketing, told me loyal fans of the 

brand asked for something larger than its 48 and 54 

Salon Express models. From the outset, Collins said, 

Sabre’s goal was to design the 66 as a true owner- 

operated vessel, but with the option of crew’s quarters. 

The design team, headed by Kevin Burns, Sabre’s 

vice president of  design and product development, 

wisely stayed true to the company’s aesthetic image. 

A subtly sweeping sheer line establishes the 66’s New 

England heritage, recalling — but not quoting — the 

sheer that makes yachtsmen swoon over working lob-

ster boats. Her stem, gently curving as it emerges from 

the waterline, wouldn’t look out of  place on a same-size 

sailing yacht. The reverse transom, too, recalls those of  

conservatively styled sailboats. 

In keeping with the Sabre style, the designers drew 

a highly crowned trunk cabin forward of the house. 

The plan view shows that this part of the super-

structure narrows considerably as its front plunges 

to the foredeck. This treatment reduces our percep-

tion of bulk, and it’s far enough forward to avoid 

 compromising headroom in the stateroom below. 

1N �aW]�KWUXIZM�\PM�XZWÅ�TM�WN �\PM����\W�\PI\�WN �\PM�

54, you’ll see the effect that length has on a yacht’s 

appearance. The additional 8 feet of  hull allowed the 

designers to lengthen the pilothouse/salon and give its 

windshield more rake than what we see on the 54 — 

IVL�_Q\PW]\�[IKZQÅ�KQVO�I�[QOVQÅ�KIV\�IUW]V\�WN �[XIKM��

The longer house also let the team streamline the side 

windows abaft the door that leads from the helm to the 

starboard side deck. Gracefully curving the solid area 

between the side windows and the wraparound win-

dows at the after end of  the house visually reduces its 

height, as does the slickly tapered coachroof  extension. 

Sabre placed the full-beam master stateroom amid-

ships. The large berth sits athwartships, extending 

from the port side and facing a settee against the star-

board side. An en suite head spans the entire beam 

between the engine room and the main part of the 

stateroom. The VIP suite is on the port side immedi-

ately forward of the master, and the galley is opposite. 

In the bows, the standard arrangement has another 

guest suite. Buyers may opt to divide this area into 

two equal-size cabins with upper and lower berths, the 

portside half devoted to a captain and mate. 

This Sabre 66 is a lifestyle yacht, and in addition to 

the spacious staterooms, she provides her owners and 

their guests with a delightfully bright and roomy social 

area than runs uninterruptedly aft from the helm to 

the swim platform. 

I have to ask: When do we cast off ?  

Sabre Yachts, 207-655-3831; sabreyachts.com  

Specifi cations
LOA: 70’0”
LOD: 66’0”
BEAM: 18’4”
DISPL.: 78,000 lb.
FUEL: 1,000 gal.
ENGINES: 2 x  900 hp 
Volvo Penta IPS 
1200 diesels
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Beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder.

AND HERE, THERE’S SO MUCH TO BEHOLD.

Between the gorgeous land, stunning Lake Oconee, and a 
vibrant community of more than 3,000 residents, there’s always 

something to do at Reynolds Plantation. A range of exciting 
adventures awaits just 80 miles east of Atlanta – from golf, 

boating, fishing, and fitness classes to social events 
and an incredible variety of dining. 

So whether you’re seeking a weekend retreat, a summer home, 
or an exceptional primary address, 

Reynolds Plantation invites you to Come Play in 2014.

Book your discovery package at

D I S C O V E R R E Y N O L D S . C O M

or 8 7 7 - 8 8 2 - 3 9 8 2

H O M E S I T E S  U N D E R  $ 1 0 0 K  T O  $ 1 . 5 M +

R E S I D E N C E S  F R O M  T H E  $ 3 0 0 ’ S  T O  $ 4 M +

Real estate and other amenities are owned by Oconee Land Development Company LLC and/or other subsidiaries and affi liates of MetLife, Inc. (collectively, “OLDC”) and by unrelated third parties. MetLife is not the owner of Reynolds Plantation. Reynolds Plantation Properties, LLC (“RPP”) 
is the exclusive listing agent for OLDC-owned properties in Reynolds Plantation. RPP also represents buyers and sellers of properties in Reynolds Plantation which OLDC does not own (“Resale Properties”). OLDC is not involved in the marketing or sale of Resale Properties. This is not 
intended to be an offer to sell nor a solicitation of offers to buy OLDC-owned real estate in Reynolds Plantation by residents of HI, ID, NY, OR, or any other jurisdiction where prohibited by law. No offering of OLDC-owned properties can be made to residents of New York 
until an offering plan is fi led with the Department of Law of the State of New York. As to such states, any offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy applies only to Resale Properties. Access and rights to recreational amenities may be subject to fees, membership dues, 
or other limitations. Information provided is believed accurate as of the date printed but may be subject to change from time to time. The Ritz-Carlton Lodge is a private commercial enterprise and use of the facilities is subject to the applicable fees and policies of the operator.  

For OLDC properties, obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. Void where 
prohibited by law. WARNING: THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF REAL ESTATE HAS NOT INSPECTED, EXAMINED, OR DISQUALIFIED THIS OFFERING. An offering statement has been fi led with the 
Iowa Real Estate Commission and a copy of such statement is available from OLDC upon request. OLDC properties have been registered with the Massachusetts Board of Registration of Real Estate 
Brokers and Salesmen at 1000 Washington Street, Suite 710, Boston, Massachusetts 02118-6100 and the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection at 1700 G Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20552. 

Ranked one of the
“10 Gorgeous Lakes in the US” by MSN.com
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 T
he Princess V48 is the only boat in her 

builder’s line with Volvo Penta’s IPS 

setup (see “Insider’s View,” this story), 

and the company has taken its time 

developing this craft. She is going 

head-to-head with several  similar-size 

models from other U.K. and Italian 

builders with IPS engines, so Princess had to come up 

with something exceptional in terms of performance 

and styling. It did, but in an understated way. 

There is nothing glitzy or ostentatious about this 

8ZQVKM[[��0MZ� XZWÅ�TM� Q[� UWZM� [\ZIQOP\�MLOML� \PIV�

curved and certainly more conservative than some 

other boats’. But the V48 should hold her classic look 

longer than some contemporary designs. The same can 

be said of her interior: All of the woodwork is beauti-

N]T�IVL�UM\QK]TW][Ta�Å�VQ[PML��_Q\P�TMI\PMZ�IVL�[\WVM�

accents that add substance rather than glitz. My test 

boat in Plymouth, England, had a serotina cherry inte-

rior while a second V48 I saw at the Miami Yacht & 

Brokerage Show in February featured walnut. 

Princess incorporates many tactile and visual details 

like leather pieces on cabinet knobs, faux textured 

leather on rails and small, backlit pillars inside of a 

drawer where the china is stowed. The yard uses the 

same components and hardware as on its 131-footers. 

It shows in features like galley drawers on tracks that 

close softly instead of slamming. In Miami, I overheard 

two couples discussing how much they liked the leather 

handrails and size of the Samsung TV in the master. 

The portside galley below allows in natural light 

thanks to an open, atriumlike connection with the upper 

LMKS��<PQ[�OITTMa�PI[�I�Æ�WWZ�\W�KMQTQVO�?IMKW�NZQLOM�

freezer, stainless-steel sink and three-burner Trident con-

vection stove. To starboard is the 44-by-89-inch lounge 

with a 24-by-80-inch table that converts to a berth. 

The spaciousness continues in the aft master suite. 

Substantial 22-by-52-inch windows and 6½ feet of 

headroom give it a sense of expansiveness, while the full 

beam allows for a lounge, full-size bed and large dresser. 

An en suite head has an enclosed shower, Dometic toilet 

and signature Perrin and Rowe ceramic sink. Princess 

used Avonite composites to good effect on the galley 

countertops as well as the head soles. 

Her VIP suite, with scissor berths that open up the 

space, also has 6 feet 7 inches of headroom. It connects 

to another large, full-feature head doing double duty as 

a day-head, with a separate door to the galley.

The V48 rides high on the water for an express-

style yacht, mainly because of  the interior headroom 

Princess designed into both the upper salon and lower 

staterooms. This extra height didn’t affect her running 

Specifi cations:
LOA: 49’11”
BEAM: 13’6”
DRAFT: 3’9”
DISPL.: 30,900 lb.
FUEL: 330 gal.
WATER: 96 gal.
DEADRISE: 15 degrees
ENGINES (tested): 2 
x 435 hp Volvo Penta 
IPS600 D6 diesels
PRICE AS TESTED: 
$1,400,000 (approx.)
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Princess Yachts’ V48 is a midsize cruiser offering timeless lines,
a solid ride and a fl awless fi nish. By Michael Verdon



Cliff Eastman
Owl Creek Boat Works

The Micron
brand gives
me the
outstanding
performance
I expect…

I’ve been using Micron CSC antifouling
from Interlux for the last 20 years.
I choose it because it provides
excellent, long lasting protection.
My customers like that it’s low
maintenance, and great value since
they don’t have to have the boat
repainted at every haul-out. Micron
CSC is reliable and we use it
on both power and sailboats.

Scan this QR code to see Cliff’s video

REAL Testimonials by REAL Americans   
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 characteristics, however, as I discovered on 

a brisk sea trial in Plymouth Sound. The 

4-to-6-foot seas were evenly spaced rollers, 

pushed in by 20-knot southeasterly winds, 

outside the harbor’s centerline breakwater. 

My test boat handled the seas with author-

ity, tracking true in the chop with no rattles 

or shakes when she came off  a wave top. 

Just outside the breakwater in Cawsand 

Bay, we found some calmish water to run 

\PM�[XMML�ÅO]ZM[��<PM�>� �IKKMTMZI\ML�

well, coming on plane in about 10 sec-

onds, reaching a top end of  29.9 knots on 

the GPS. Princess says the V48 can make 

a top speed of  32 to 33 knots, and in ideal 

KWVLQ\QWV[��ÆI\�_I\MZ��TQ\\TM�N]MT��\_W�XMW-

XTM�WV�JWIZL��[PM�XZWJIJTa�KIV��?M�PIL�

six people on board and 80 percent fuel 

load along with strong winds and tide — 

in other words, a typical English day 

on the water — so I could see spot-

ting them a few knots on top end. 

The V48 turns well at speed, 

doing a circle in about four boat 

TMVO\P[��?M�IT[W�JIKSML�LW_V�IVL�

turned with the joystick in Cawsand 

Bay, and she responded well in a 

��NWW\�KPWX��<PM��UWLQÅML�>�Z]V-

ning surface, measuring 15 degrees 

at the transom, was the right match 

for these power plants.

Princess designed the helm as 

an all-weather station that can be 

buttoned down in rough weather 

or opened up on warm days. A 

large sunroof (5 feet by 8 feet 8 inches) 

slides open, and the driver’s side has an 

opening window for ventilation. Her 

helm has a double seat — two bucket 

seats abutting each other — that makes 

a stylish alternative to a bench seat setup. 

The helm station is well laid out with 

good visibility through the windshield 

and side windows, and with a minimalist 

black console with a large Garmin multi-

function display on the left. A tilt steering 

wheel sits on the right with the Volvo Penta 

engine monitor on a tier above the wheel, 

and analog gauges on a tier above that. 

The IPS joystick is on a shelf  to the right 

at elbow height for easy access. 

8ZQVKM[[�_QTT�KWVÅO]ZM�\PM�JWI\�_Q\P�

any electronics package an owner prefers. 

My test boat was equipped with Garmin’s 

GPSMAP 5212 chart plotter, GMR 404 

radar, GHP 10V autopilot and GMI 10 

depth sounder, Simrad’s RS87 VHF and 

optional Side-Power bow thruster. 

The V48 also has a teak swim plat-

NWZU�_Q\P�PaLZI]TQK�TQN\�\W�ÆWI\�\PM�\MVLMZ�

(up to 11 feet length overall, 880 pounds) 

into the water. Her transom features a 

sizable stowage locker. This vessel’s cock-

pit is accessed from the starboard side of 

the swim platform via three steps and a 

21-inch-wide door; the steps on the port 

side lead directly to the port deck. 

Princess’ competitors use a variant of 

\PM�[IUM�[QVOTM�MV\Za�KWVÅO]ZI\QWV��ÅO]Z-

ing the trade-off of having a line handler 

climb over the lounge to get to the port-

side lines and fenders is worth a larger 

J-shaped lounge (instead of a straight 

bench if both sides were open to the swim 

platform) and more intimate cock-

pit area. The lounge measures 6 feet 

7 inches by 7 feet 10 inches, with a 

teak table in the center. On the star-

JWIZL�[QLM�Q[�IV�QV\MOZI\ML�_M\�JIZ�

OZQTT�NZMMbMZ��

The salon, with a lounge to port 

and console (with a pop-up TV and 

entertainment center) to starboard, 

was made for socializing. Six people 

were on board during my sea trial, 

and it felt like we could add six more 

before it would even start to feel like 

a crowd. The engine room also has 

great space for getting around the 

>WT^W[�IVL�\PM������S?�7VIV�OMV-

erator (standard size for U.S.-spec’d boats 

for running serious air conditioning) and 

doing line-of-sight checks. 

The V48 should be a strong midsize- 

market contender for Princess, a fast, 

all-weather boat with the interior space 

WN�I����NWW\MZ�IVL�\PM�N]MT�MNÅKQMVKa�WN�

a smaller sport yacht. Good things do 

indeed come to those who wait.  

Princess Yachts, 877-846-9874; princessyachts.com 

TEST CONDITIONS:
Speeds were measured by GPS off Plymouth, 

U.K., in 4- to 6-foot seas and 18 knots of wind with 
80 percent fuel, 100 percent water and six people 

aboard. Fuel consumption was measured with 
the Volvo Penta electronic engine-monitoring 

system. Sound levels were measured at the lower 
helm with doors and windows closed.

RPM KNOTS GPH dB(A)

600 3.9 0.7 61

900 4.5 1.4 62

1200 7.1 2.2 68

1500 8.7 5.3 66

1800 9.4 8.2 63

2100 10.2 12.2 64

2500 14.4 21.2 71

3000 21.5 31.4 72

3500 29.9 44.6 72

Insider’s View
Compared with other builders, it looked like Princess was taking its time launching an IPS-powered boat, but, in fact, the V48 was the 

third Princess with the IPS. It’s just the first one that boaters are seeing. The other two boats, a 42 Flybridge and V45, didn’t meet the U.K. 
 builder’s rigorous performance and handling standards, so Princess shelved those projects and designed a new boat and hull around the twin 

435-horsepower Volvo Penta IPS600 D6 diesels. This boat was spot-on, straight out of the box, and she made her U.S. debut last fall. 
I sea-trialed the first U.S.-bound V48 in Plymouth, U.K., near the company’s headquarters. I initially had mixed feelings about the boat. She 

got a thumbs-up for a solid ride in the tempestuous seas outside the Plymouth breakwater and maneuvered well with the IPS joystick around 
the wind-swept Mayflower Marina, but the interior was wrapped in plastic, including a camouflage-covered helm seat, for her transatlantic 

 shipping, so it was hard to gauge her fit and finish. I had another good, long look at a ready-for-prime-time V48 at the Miami Yacht & Brokerage 
Show this past February, and this time in a near-tropical setting where the sunroof was open. I came away giving her two thumbs up. — M.V.
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 H
aving spent 30 years cruising to fas-

cinating places both near and far, I 

keep one destination at the top of  

my list: the Abaco Cays . Lying 135 

miles east of  Florida, the Abacos 

are as accessible as they are exotic. 

They can be civilized yet wild, offer-

QVO�Y]QM\�[MKT][QWV�WZ�I�N]V�KZW_L��AW]�KIV�Å�[P��LQ^M��

cruise, race, comb the beach, party until you drop 

or simply chill out. Above all, the visual splendor of  

 azure-colored water and unspoiled beaches will have 

you coming back for more. 

Reaching the Abacos from Florida requires cross-

ing the Gulf  Stream, and one of  

the more popular routes is Palm 

Beach to West End on Grand 

Bahama Island, a distance of  55 

nautical miles. Pick your weather 

window and avoid a north wind. 

You’ll need to check in with 

Bahamian customs and immigra-

tion at Old Bahama Bay, so go to 

bahamas.com/boating-enter-exit 

for the required documentation 

and fees. From West End, cross 

the shallow Little Bahama Bank 

to either Walkers    Cay or Great 

Sale Cay, and from there island-

hop along the northern Abacos, 

eventually reaching Great Abaco 

Island and its outlying cays.

Many cruisers, including our-

selves, visit the southern Abacos 

after cruising the Exumas. From 

the northern Exumas, we stop at 

Spanish Wells on Eleuthera and 

then make the ocean crossing of 

The Abacos
Looking to lie back or let loose? You don’t have to choose here.

By George Sass Sr.

50 miles to Little Harbour. There’s 15 feet of water over 

the Little Harbour Bar entrance, and the reefs on each 

side show themselves in just about any weather. We’ll 

start our Abacos cruise by dropping the hook off the 

beach near Pete’s Pub in Little Harbour. The entrance 

to the harbor is shallow, and if your vessel draws more 

than 4 feet you’ll need to wait for mid to high tide. Dur-

ing low tide, we’ve anchored off Lynyard Cay and 

taken our dinghy into the harbor. After celebrating 

our safe ocean passage with a cold Kalik at the pub, we 

visit the beachfront gallery portion of Pete’s Pub and 

Gallery that sculptor Peter Johnston built in the early 

1990s. On display is artwork created by his father, Ran-

dolph Johnston, and his children 

Pete, Greg and Tyler, as well as 

other local artists. A tour of their 

bronze sculpture foundry can be 

arranged. The cave where Ran-

LWTXP�IVL�PQ[�_QNM��5IZOW\��Å�Z[\�

lived can be seen from the water, 

and we scamper up the coral rock 

to peek inside. 

On our way up the Sea of 

Abaco the next day, we stop and 

pick up a mooring at Pelican Cays 

Land and Sea Park, 5 miles from 

Little Harbour and known for its 

bountiful reef on the seaward side 

of Sandy Cay. We don our wet-

suits, masks and snorkels and are 

treated to an underwater show of 

\ZWXQKIT�Å�[P�IVL�KWTWZN]T�XTIV\�

life. Exposed to the ocean surge of 

the North Bar Channel, we move 

NZWU�\PM�XIZS¼[�UWWZQVO�Å�MTL�\W�

an anchorage between Sandy and 

Cornish Cays, where we spend a Z
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The descendants
of Man-O-War 
Cay’s fi rst set-

tlers excelled at
boatbuilding and 

bonefi shing. 
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calm night. Only two other boats are in the 

IVKPWZIOM��IVL�I�KWWT��[IT\a�JZMMbM�Å�T\MZ[�

through our boat while the sun sets behind 

a line of palm trees. 

The Sea of  Abaco, which lies between 

Great Abaco Island and its popular barrier 

islands, is mostly protected and rela-

tively shallow, making it cruiser friendly. 

Just about any spot in the lee of  the pre-

vailing wind is safe to anchor in. While 

most islands are within a couple of  miles 

of  one another, they are separated into 

two regions by a shifting sandbar that 

stretches from Treasure Cay on the main 

island across the Sea of  Abaco to Whale 

Cay. I have successfully crossed this bar at 

high tide but wouldn’t recommend it if  

your boat draws more than 3 feet. Instead, 

check the conditions in Whale Channel 

and poke your nose into the ocean for a 

7-mile passage around Whale Cay and 

back inside. “Rages”  — high seas offshore 

caused by nor’easters — make the passage 

too dangerous to attempt. For up-to-date 

conditions, tune in to the Cruiser’s Net on 

VHF Channel 68 each morning at 8:15. 

(For a real hoot, go to cruisersnet.org and 

listen to the friendly morning chatter.) 

One of  our all-time favorite anchor-

ages is off  Tahiti Beach on Elbow Cay, 

the popular island east of  Marsh Har-

bour. From Sandy Cay, it’s just 5 miles to 

this picture-perfect beach that looks like a 

[KMVM�NZWU�\PM�UW^QM�;W]\P�8IKQÅ�K��<PM�

anchorage is close to Lubbers Quarters, a 

small island of  private homes and Cracker 

P’s restaurant, a popular gathering place 

for cruisers. We enjoy a day at the beach 

and a fun dinner at Cracker P’s.

Elbow Cay is home to beautiful Hope 

Town and its iconic red-and-white, can-

dy-striped lighthouse. We pick up a 

mooring in the inner harbor, although we 

have sometimes anchored out near Par-

rot Cay, being careful to stay clear of  the 

Albury’s Ferry Service route. A delight-

ful walk through town reveals that things 

PI^MV¼\�KPIVOML�[QVKM�M^MV�W]Z�Å�Z[\�^Q[Q\�

years ago. The narrow streets are not 

much more than paved paths, and where 

allowed, the occasional car or pickup truck 

typically creeps along at idle speed. The 

houses, decorated with gingerbread trim 

and surrounded by white picket fences, are 

painted in bright tropical colors that com-

plement the blue sky and water. 

The next morning we rent a golf  cart 

and tour the island, stopping at the Sea 

Spray Marina on White Sound, where 

we enjoy lunch at the Boat House Restau-

rant. Elbow Cay is a popular vacation 

destination, and many attractive homes 

and cottages are available for rent. Indeed, 

as we pass by the Albury’s ferry landing 

we see a boatload of  tourists climbing up 

the dock ladder with their luggage, hav-

ing arrived from nearby Marsh Harbour. 

Back in town we stop at Vernon’s grocery 

store for some supplies and heed the advice 

of  locals: “If  you see something you need, 

buy it  — chances are it will be gone later.”

A short trip brings us to Man-O-War 

Cay, where we pick up a mooring in the 

harbor. Known for its boatbuilding her-

itage, the island was settled in the late 

18th century by British loyalists. Today, 

its descendants, many of  whom are part 

of  the famous Albury family, continue 

\W�M`KMT�I\�JWI\J]QTLQVO��Å�[PQVO�IVL�KIZ�

pentry. This is a quiet, conservative (dry) 

settlement, so if  you’re looking for night 

life, or even an alcoholic beverage, you’ll 
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need to hop over to another island. 

From Man-O-War, we run 

across to Marsh Harbour and get 

a slip at the Conch Inn Marina. 

With a population of more than 

5,000, Marsh Harbour is the 

hub of activity in the Abacos. It 

is also the jumping-off point for 

\PW[M�Æ�aQVO� QV� NZWU�\PM�;\I\M[�

or Europe who are chartering 

from the well-known compa-

nies headquartered here such 

as The Moorings and Sunsail. 

Since it’s Wednesday night, we 

take our dinghy across to the Jib Room 

at the Marsh Harbour Marina for its 

weekly barbecue bash, which includes 

live music and dancing. While others 

consider Marsh Harbour only as a point 

of entering or leaving the Abacos by air, 

we enjoy spending time here and getting 

to know some of the locals. 

Our next stop is Great Guana Cay, 

where we drop the hook in Fisher’s Bay 

and hike over to the ocean side for our obli-

gatory drinks and munchies at Nipper’s, 

the ever-popular bar and grill high above 

the beach. If  you time things right, you 

can catch a two-day live concert by the 

Barefoot Man. His songs, such as “Kiss 

My Glass,” “Save the Lap Dance For Me” 

and “When They Cut You Off  at Nip-

per’s,” give you an idea of  what it’s like 

to hang out here. You won’t forget it. On 

second thought, you probably will. 

The next morning brings calm 

seas, and we navigate Whale 

Channel to begin the last phase 

WN�W]Z�)JIKW[� IL^MV\]ZM�� Å�Z[\�

visiting the quaint settlement of 

New Plymouth on Green Tur-

tle Cay and later getting a slip 

at the Green Turtle Club, where 

we enjoy dinner and drinks at 

the Yacht Club Pub. From here 

we work our way back to Great 

Sale Cay and West End before 

crossing the Gulf Stream and 

returning to modern civilization. 

Once again, the Abacos have treated 

us to memorable days of   island-hopping. 

If  you can’t get there on your own boat, 

check out the charter companies in Marsh 

Harbour or talk with your favorite char-

ter broker about a larger crewed yacht. 

Whether you choose power or sail, the 

Abacos are guaranteed to make it to the 

top of  your cruising list.  

Bright tropical colored homes line the sailboat- and turquoise-wa-
ter-fi lled inner harbor of Hope Town in the Bahamas.

Box 134 • South Casco, Maine 04077 • Tel 207-655-3831 • www.sabreyachts.com

Sabre 38, 42, 48 & 54 Salon Express

Sabre 42 & 54 Fly Bridge

Downeast, beautiful ... and yours.
The Elegant Sabre 38 Salon Express
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The Marlow essence is in the details, such as the teak planking impeccably nibbed into the centerline king plank.
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QVLMML��_PW�ÆQM[�QV�\PM�NIKM�WN �[]KP�PWUM-

OZW_V�_Q[LWU��,I^QL�5IZTW_�Q[�R][\�[]KP�

I�UIV�\W�\ISM�\PI\�KPIVKM��J]\�PM�LQLV¼\�

ZMXTIKM�\PM�5IZTW_����ZI[PTa��<PM����Q[�VW\�

WVTa�_MTT�TW^ML��J]\�IT[W�WVM�WN �\PM�UW[\�

XWX]TIZ�JWI\[�QV�5IZTW_�AIKP\[¼�TQVM�ZIVO-

QVO�NZWU��!�\W�!��NMM\��VW\�\W�UMV\QWV�WVM�

\PI\�PMTXML�KI[\�\PM�J]QTLMZ¼[�ZMX]\I\QWV�NWZ�

KWV[\Z]K\QVO�[\aTQ[P�IVL�[MI_WZ\Pa�̂ WaIOMZ[�

;W�KZMI\QVO�\PM�� -��-�NWZ�

-`XTWZMZ��_I[�PIVLTML�I[�WVM�

UQOP\�XQKS�]X�I�XZQKSTa�[MI�

]ZKPQV"� KIZMN]TTa� IVL�_Q\P�

U]KP�XTIVVQVO��)VL��_PQTM�

5IZTW_� LZM_� WV� UIVa� WN�

\PM�NMI\]ZM[�\PI\�UILM�\PM����

[]KKM[[N]T��\PM�� -�Q[�I�KWU-

XTM\MTa�VM_�̂ M[[MT�\PI\�[\IZ\ML�

NZWU�I�JTIVS�[PMM\�WN�XIXMZ��

6W�¹TM\¼[�][M�\PM�P]TT�UWTL�

_M�PI^M�º�IT\PW]OP�PM�LWM[�

[Ia�PQ[�LZIN\QVO�PIVL� _I[�

O]QLML�Ja�KWUUMV\[�W^MZ�\PM�

aMIZ[�NZWU�PQ[�aIKP\[¼�W_VMZ[���

1V�5IZTW_¼[� _WZL[�� ¹?M�

NZQMVLTQML�PMZ�]X�I�JQ\�º�IVL�

\PI\�[Ia[�Q\�ITT��<W�SMMX�\PM�

[][XMV[M�LW_V�� TM\� UM� [Ia�

\PI\�\PM�� -�Q[�I�ZMUIZSIJTM�

aIKP\� \PI\�LZI_[�WV� \PM�5IZTW_�,6)�

�[PM¼[�MI[QTa� ZMKWOVQbIJTM�I[�WVM�WN � \PM�

KTIV���J]\�[PM�PI[�I�XMZ[WVITQ\a�\PI\�Q[�NZM[P�

IVL�VM_��;W�U]KP�NWZ�XZW^MV�IXPWZQ[U[�

<PM�M[[MVKM�WN�\PM�� -�Q[�\PI\�[PM�PI[�

JM\\MZ�XMZNWZUIVKM� IVL�UWZM� QV\MZVIT�

IVL�M`\MZVIT�̂ WT]UM�\PIV�PMZ�XZMLMKM[[WZ��

<PM�V]UJMZ[�\MTT�\PM�[\WZa��0MZ�KMV\MZTQVM�

TMVO\P�OZM_����QVKPM[�W^MZ�\PM�����J]\�\PM�

_I\MZTQVM�TMVO\P�QVKZMI[ML����QVKPM[�IVL�

\PM�JMIU�_QLMVML���QVKPM[��<PM�� -¼[�

LQ[XTIKMUMV\� ZMUIQV[� \PM� [IUM� I[� \PM�

��¼[��IVL��QN�aW]�_MZM�\W�M`IUQVM�\PM�\_W�

JWI\[�W]\�WN�\PM�_I\MZ��aW]�_W]TL�[MM�UWZM�

JMTT�[PIXML�NWZ_IZL�[MK\QWV[�UISQVO�NWZ�

I�[WN\�QUXIK\�_Q\P�\PM�^MM¼L�XWZ\QWV��<PM�

QVKZMI[ML� ^WT]UM�SMMX[� \PM�JW_� NZWU�

XT]VOQVO��1V�M[[MVKM��I�KTMIV�MV\Za�IVL�

M`KMTTMV\�J]WaIVKa��I[�_MTT�I[�QVKZMI[ML�

[\W_IOM��MY]QXUMV\�IVL�TQ^QVO�[XIKM�

;W�PW_�Q[�\PM�ILLQ\QWVIT�̂ WT]UM�X]\�\W�

][M'�<PM�N]TT�JMIU�UI[\MZ�[]Q\M�Q[�[QUQ-

TIZ�\W�\PM�WVM�WV�\PM�����J]\�\PMZM¼[�M`\ZI�

[XIKM� QV�\PM�XWZ\[QLM�O]M[\�[\I\MZWWU��

<PMZM�Q[�UWZM�[XIKM�QV�\PM�MVOQVM�ZWWU��

IVL�JW\P�\PM�TIbIZM\\M��QVKZMI[ML�Ja����

XMZKMV\��IVL�KZM_�Y]IZ\MZ[�IZM� TIZOMZ��

<PQ[� aIKP\¼[� \ZIV[WU� [XWZ\[� I� [\aTQ[P�

ZILQ][��IVL��UWZM�QUXWZ\IV\��\PM�IN\MZ-

LMKS�PI[�OZW_V�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta��

)VW\PMZ�KPIVOM�WV�\PM�� -�Q[�\PM�][M�WN�

I�[MUQMVKTW[ML�JZQLOM��I�NMI\]ZM�\PI\�5IZ-

TW_�QV\ZWL]KML�WV�Q\[����NWW\MZ[��1\�\]ZV[�

\PM�IZMI�QV\W�IV�ITT�_MI\PMZ�TQ^QVO�[XIKM�

_Q\PW]\�QVKZMI[QVO�JZQLOM�KTMIZIVKM[�

5a� QV\ZWL]K\QWV� \W� \PM� � -� _I[� QV�

\PM�KWUNWZ\IJTM�[ITWV��_PMZM�1�V]Z[ML�I�

VMMLML�KWNNMM�QV�WVM�WN�\PM�_QVO�KPIQZ[��1�

PM[Q\I\M�\W�][M�\PM�LMKQLMLTa�]V�VI]\QKIT�

\MZU�homey��J]\�\PM�_WZL�KIUM�\W�UQVL��

?Q\P�I�KW]KP��KPIQZ[��KWNNMM�\IJTM�IVL�<>��

\PQ[�Q[�\PM�TQ^QVO�ZWWU�NWZ�\PM�aIKP\��

=X�NW]Z�[\MX[�Q[�\PM�XQTW\PW][M��IVL�Q\¼[�

WXMV�\W�\PM�[ITWV��[W�VMQ\PMZ�IZMI�NMMT[�

MVKTW[ML��7V�\PM�_Ia�]X�\PW[M�[\MX[��XI][M�

\W�KWV[QLMZ�I�UW[\�[MIUIVTQSM�MTMK\ZQKIT�

XIVMT�JMPQVL�\MIS�NZIUML�4]KQ\M�LWWZ[��

1¼^M�IT_Ia[�PI\ML�J]QTLMZ[�\PI\�XTIKM�MTMK-

\ZQKIT�XIVMT[�[W�TW_�\PI\�1�PI^M�\W�OM\�WV�Ua�

SVMM[�\W�ZMIL�\PM�TIJMT[��1V�\PQ[�KI[M��MIKP�

TIJMT�Q[�JIKSTQ\�IVL�I\�MaM�TM^MT���UISQVO�

\PQ[�I�̂ MZa�][MZ�NZQMVLTa�XIVMT�

,MXMVLQVO� WV� _PM\PMZ� aW]� _IV\� I�

TW_MZ�PMTU�[\I\QWV��_PQKP�aW]�UIa�VW\�

JMKI][M�\PM�JZQLOM�Q[�[W�_MTT�XZW\MK\ML���

\PM�XQTW\PW][M�IZMI�KIV�JM�K][\WUQbML��

<PM�WZQOQVIT�LZI_QVO[�NWZ�\PM�� -�[PW_ML�

\PM�OITTMa�NWZ_IZL�IVL�I�NWZUIT�LQVQVO�

\IJTM�QV�\PM�VW�PMTU�XQTW\PW][M��J]\�Ua�

\M[\�JWI\�PIL�\PM�QV[QLM�PMTU�NWZ_IZL��I�

[XIKQW][�LQVM\\M�\W�XWZ\�IVL�

\PM� OITTMa� IKZW[[� \PM� IN\MZ�

J]TSPMIL��1�\PQVS�\PQ[�Q[�_PI\�

1�_W]TL�KPWW[M��JMKI][M�Q\¼[�

I�KWUNWZ\IJTM�IZZIVOMUMV\�

NWZ� TWVO�LQ[\IVKM� KZ]Q[QVO"�

<PM�[SQXXMZ�Q[�[INMTa�QV[QLM�

QV� IQZ�KWVLQ\QWVML�PMI\ML�

KWUNWZ\��\PMZM�Q[�I�LQVM\\M�NWZ�

UMIT[��IVL�\PM�KWWS�LWM[V¼\�

NMMT�W[\ZIKQbML��)�_QLM�OZIV-

Q\M�KW]V\MZ\WX�_Q\P�OWWL�[MI�

ZIQT[� \W� XZM^MV\� [XQTT[� [MXI-

ZI\M[�\PM�PMTU�IZMI�NZWU�\PM�

=�[PIXML� OITTMa�� _PQKP� Q[�

TQVML�_Q\P�MVW]OP��LZI_MZ[��

TWKSMZ[� IVL� K]JJaPWTM[� \W�

LMTQOP\�I�KPMN��

<PM� PMTU� Q[� [MIUIV-

TQSM� _Q\P� I� [QVOTM� XMLM[\IT�

KPIQZ��IV�QVTIQL�\MIS�[\MMZQVO�_PMMT�IVL�

I�ZISML�\MIS�LI[PJWIZL�_Q\P�̂ Q[WZ[�[W�\PM�

\_W�/IZUQV������UWVQ\WZ[�LWV¼\�XQKS�]X�

ZMÆMK\QWV[�NZWU�\PM�_QVL[PQMTL��7^MZPMIL��

IV�MTMK\ZQKIT�XIVMT�QVKT]LM[�I�KWUXTM\M�

[PQX¼[�UWVQ\WZ�IVL�ITIZU�[a[\MU�W^MZTIQL�

WV�I�XZWÅTM�WN�\PM�� �_Q\P�ZML�TQOP\�_IZV-

QVO�QVLQKI\WZ[�

)�XIQZ�WN�[_QVOQVO�Æ][P�UW]V\ML�XIV-

\WOZIXP�LWWZ[�IZM�\W�XWZ\�IVL�[\IZJWIZL��

XZW^QLQVO�IKKM[[�\W�\PM�_ITS�IZW]VL�[QLM�

LMKS[�IVL�I�8WZ\]O]M[M�JZQLOM��.WTLQVO�

LWWZ[� QV� \PM� NWZ_IZL�KWIUQVO�XZW^QLM�

JT]M�_I\MZ�XZW\MK\QWV�I[�_MTT�I[�IKKM[[�\W�

\PM�\MIS�XTIVSML�NWZMLMKS��TW]VOM�IZMI�

IVL�IVKPWZ�XTI\NWZU�

1V[QLM�\PM�XQTW\PW][M�Q[�I�[\IQZ_MTT�TMIL-

QVO�\W�\PM�JZQLOM��IVL�\PQ[�Q[�I�OWWL�XTIKM�

\W�UMV\QWV�I�KW]XTM�WN�W\PMZ� KPIVOM[�

5IZTW_�UILM�_Q\P�\PM�� ��0M�LM^MTWXML�

I�VM_�LM[QOV�NWZ�\PM�[\IQZ[�TMILQVO�NZWU�

ANY NUMBER OF APHORISMS PROMISE DIRE
CONSEQUENCES TO ANYONE WHO,

TO USE THE COLLOQUIAL, “FIXES WHAT AIN’T 
BROKE,” AND IT IS A BRAVE MAN,
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Clockwise  from top left: The semienclosed bridge is a hallmark of the 58E. The guest cabin is finished to a high Marlow standard.  A Portuguese bridge surrounds 
the wheelhouse, and skippers will revel in either the seamanlike lower helm or the fully-equiped upper helm. The master suite is spacious with ample stowage. 
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Marlow Yachts, 800-362-2657; marlowyachts.com    

 SPECIFICATIONS: 
LOA: 59’1” LWL: 54’4” BEAM: 18’6” 

DRAFT: 4’10” DISPL.: 69,000 lb.
FUEL: 1,500 gal.WATER: 300 gal. ENGINES 

(std.): 2 x 575 mhp Caterpillar C9 diesels 
ENGINES (tested): 2 x 1,015 mhp   Caterpillar 

C18 diesels PRICE: On request

Manufacturer’s Data:

RPM KNOTS GPH dB(A)

600 6.7 2.1 62

900 8.4 3.4 62

1200 9.8 17.9 66

1500 11.2 37.0 66

1800 19.0 57.5 66

2100 22.8 72.4 66

2260 27.9 103.2 68

TEST CONDITIONS: 
Speeds were measured by GPS in the

waters off Biscayne Bay, Florida, in smooth
water and 4 knots of wind with 75 percent fuel, 

no water and four people on board. Fuel
consumption was measured with the 

Caterpillar electronic engine-monitoring 
system. Sound levels were measured at the 
lower helm with doors and windows closed.



INNOVATIVE MARLOW TANK DESIGN
The 58E features this builder’s pro-
prietary Marlow Captive Sump fuel 
tank, which is shaped like the ves-
sel’s deadrise and located on the 
longitudinal center of balance (LCB) 
so it doesn’t affect trim or cause 
pitching like a tank located forward 
of or abaft the LCB. If a 1,500- gallon 
tank is located 8 feet abaft LCB, it 
would generate more than 87,000 

pounds of pitching moment. 
Not only does this tank have a 

centerline sump that holds about 
90 gallons, but also the slope of its 
sides, combined with Z-shaped 
baffles, causes significant “flush-
ing” of sediment. With a minimum 
corner radius of 2 inches, there 
are no recesses to trap fuel crud 
or algae that can break loose on a 

rough day to clog the fuel filters.
A fuel pickup for the main engines 

is at the bottom of the sump, while 
the generator pickups are stag-
gered so they will run out of fuel se-
quentially before the mains. The 
fuel returns from the engines are at 
the top of the tank, so fuel is cooled 
before it reaches the pickup point. 
The fiberglass tanks, which have 

ABS, BV, ABYC and Germanischer 
Lloyd approvals, are fireproof and 
coated with a smooth finish de-
signed for fuel systems. Aside 
from the innovative design, a de-
sirable feature of the Marlow tank 
is a man-size port in the top, allow-
ing a worker to enter the emptied 
tank and polish the interior to keep 
it spotless. — C.C.  
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DIVINE ORIGINS
PERINI NAVI DELIVERS THE FIRST IN A NEW

SERIES OF FAST CRUISERS. BY DUDLEY DAWSON
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State of Grace’s twin-headsail cutter rig is clearly evident as she runs with a bone in her teeth. 
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starring Sean Penn as a Hell’s Kitchen cop. Ten years ago, 

State of Grace was a short-lived TV series. Last year, “State 

of Grace” was a popular Taylor Swift song. None of these, 

PW_M^MZ��MUJWLQML�\PM�[XQZQ\]IT�LMÅ�VQ\QWV�WN�\PM�XPZI[M�I[�I�

Æ�I_TM[[�KZMI\QWV�WN�LQ^QVM�WZQOQV[��<PM�VM_�8MZQVQ�6I^Q�aIKP\�

WN�\PM�[IUM�VIUM�¸�\PM�Å�Z[\�QV�I�NI[\�KZ]Q[QVO�[MZQM[�NZWU�\PM�

Italy-based yacht builder — absolutely does. 

Perini Navi is well known for its beautiful sloops as well as 

for the distinctive DynaRig Maltese Falcon. The builder refers 

to the 131-foot State of Grace, however, as a cutter rather than 

a sloop. I’ll leave it to the sailing purists to argue that point, 

but I would side with the yard’s designation because State of 

Grace sports two large headsails and has her 165-foot-tall car-

JWV�Å�JMZ�UI[\�[\MXXML�_MTT�IN\��;PM�Q[�\PM�Å�Z[\�QV�8MZQVQ�6I^Q¼[�

40-Meter Fast Cruising series, a design that strikes a nice bal-

ance between cruising in comfort and no-frills racing.

The design of State of Grace, developed by Perini Navi’s in-house 

engineering team in collaboration with Ron Holland, was intro-

duced to the public in early 2010. It is to the credit of the designers, 

the builder and the owner that, when she was delivered last fall 

IVL�XZM[MV\ML�I\�\PM�5WVIKW�AIKP\�;PW_��[PM�Æ�WI\ML�̂ MZa�VMIZTa�

on the marks announced almost four years earlier.

Displacement is a key indicator of speed, and anything that 

adds to the overall displacement, whether a designer’s overly 

optimistic miscalculation, a builder’s well-intentioned depar-

ture from the plans or an owner’s ever-growing list of changes, 

will inevitably degrade the yacht’s performance. None of that 

happened with State of Grace, as her displacement is within just 

I�NM_�\WV[�WN�_PI\�_I[�Å�Z[\�XZMLQK\ML��<PM�NIK\�\PI\�[PM�Q[�N]TTa�

classed for commercial yacht service by the American Bureau 

WN�;PQXXQVO��VW\�WVM�WN�\PM�MI[QMZ�KTI[[QÅ�KI\QWV�[WKQM\QM[�\W�[I\�

isfy, makes the achievement all the more commendable.

TWENTY YEARS AGO, STATE OF GRACE WAS A HIT MOVIE
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As I approached State of Grace and her slip mate, Seahawk, also 

built by Perini Navi and on display in Monaco (see “State of 

)NNIQZ[�º�XIOM�������\PM�Å�Z[\�WJ^QW][�LQNNMZMVKM�QV�\PQ[�VM_�[MZQM[�

WN�aIKP\[�_I[�\PM�IJ[MVKM�WN�I�Æ�aQVO�JZQLOM��.ZWU�\PM�JMOQVVQVO��

ITUW[\�ITT�8MZQVQ[�PI^M�KIZZQML�JZQLOM[��[WUM�_Q\P�PIZL\WX[�IVL�

I�NM_�QV�KWVR]VK\QWV�_Q\P�I�ZIQ[ML�XQTW\PW][M��J]\�UW[\�WN�\PMU�

[QUXTa�WXMV��MTM^I\ML�O]M[\�IZMI[�JTMVLML�QV\W�MIKP�aIKP\¼[�TW_��

[TMMS�XZWÅ�TM��<PM�JZQLOM�_I[�IV�QVVW^I\QWV�_PMV�Q\�IXXMIZML�

on Felicità��8MZQVQ¼[�Å�Z[\�JQO�K][\WU�aIKP\�QV��! ���J]\�Q\�PI[�JMMV�

a signature feature of all 53 sailing yachts the builder has deliv-

MZML�[QVKM��_Q\P�\PM�M`KMX\QWV�WN�Squall, P2�IVL�\PM�\_W�VIUML�

 Heritage��State of Grace�NWTTW_[�Maltese Falcon as the second Perini to 

JM�Å�VQ[PML�KWUXTM\MTa�I\�\PM�KWUXIVa¼[�AQTLQb�[I\MTTQ\M�aIZL�VMIZ�

1[\IVJ]T��<]ZSMa��)TT�[]J[MY]MV\�Q[[]M[�WN�\PM���5�[MZQM[��I[�_MTT�

I[�[WUM�W\PMZ�UWLMT[��_QTT�IT[W�JM�J]QT\�\PMZM��*]ZIS�)SO�T��\PM�

AQTLQb�aIZL¼[�UIVIOMZ�IVL�WVM�WN�\PM�[PIZXM[\�\MKPVQKIT�UQVL[�

QV�\PM�J][QVM[[��PI[�JMMV�I�Å�`\]ZM�I\�8MZQVQ�6I^Q¼[�UIQV�aIZL�QV�

>QIZMOOQW��1\ITa��NWZ�UIVa�aMIZ[��[W�\PMZM�Q[�VW�ZMI[WV�\W�Y]M[\QWV�

\PM�Y]ITQ\a�WN�aIKP\[�KWUQVO�NZWU�\PM�VM_MZ�NIKQTQ\a��5a�QV[XMK�

tion of State of Grace�QV�5WVIKW�KWVÅ�ZUML�\PI\�NIK\��1\�_W]TL�PI^M�

JMMV�QUXW[[QJTM�\W�LM\MZUQVM�_PMZM�[PM�_I[�J]QT\�_Q\PW]\�I[S�

QVO��.Q\�IVL�Å�VQ[P�_MZM�[]XMZJ��IVL�[PM�_I[�M^MZa�JQ\�_WZ\Pa�WN�

KIZZaQVO�\PM�OWTLMV�8MZQVQ�JILOM�WV�PMZ�_QVO�JWIZL[�

1V�ILLQ\QWV�\W�\PM�IJ[MVKM�WN�I�Æ�aQVO�JZQLOM� State of Grace has 

I�XIZ\QIT�ZMKM[[�NWZ_IZL�NWZ�KIZZaQVO�PMZ�� �NWW\�\MVLMZ��N]Z\PMZ�

MVPIVKQVO�PMZ�TW_�XZWÅ�TM��<PI\�ZMKM[[�IT[W�KTMIZ[�\PM�LMKS�NWZ�

easy line handling, a task that can be done by one person from 

the cockpit thanks to the sail control system developed by Perini 

State of Grace’ s spacious salon (opposite) showcases the exquisite joinery work and attention to detail for which Perini Navi has long been 
renowned. Clockwise from top left: A fi xed Bimini top protects the recessed amidships cockpit. Large ports keep staterooms light and airy. 
A sweeping sheer and the absence of a fl ying bridge  allow for a sleek profi le. A cozy, retro-style sitting area graces the port side of the salon.
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STATE OF AFFAIRS
The delivery of State of 
Grace was just a part 
of Perini Navi’s activi-
ties during the past year. 
The yard also delivered 
Seahawk, a 197-foot, 
twin-mast beauty, while 
sister company Picchiotti 
delivered a 240-foot 
Vitruvius  moto ryacht. 
The first of a new series 
of 230-foot sailboats will 
be completed in 2015, 
with sisterships to State 
of Grace being built in 
both Viareggio and in 

Istanbul. Seahawk is an 
evolution of the 184-foot 
Perini Navi model. The 
new ketch should boast 
an increase in perfor-
mance. New sail tracks 
incorporating titanium 
are smaller and lighter, 
but can carry loads up to 
30 tons. The rig uses car-
bon fiber in the booms, 
spreaders and many 
other parts. In addition, 
the two masts, while still 
aluminum, have been 
redesigned. Together, 

the two weigh less than 
the main mast alone 
on Burrasca, the first of 
the earlier yachts. The 
advances in  materials 
and design  reduce 
weight aloft and  allow 
for 70 tons less ballast. 
Seahawk also bene-
fits from a reshaped lift-
ing keel, which should 
 enhance speed. She is 
fitted with a new gen-
eration of captive reel 
winches and below-
deck head sail furlers 

to keep her deck clear. 
In spite of the techno-
logical advancements 
aboard Seahawk, she is 
not entirely about per-
formance. As I toured 
her, I was impressed with 
her stunning interior, 
designed by Christian 
 Liaigre of Paris. The in-
terior is contemporary 
with a significant nod 
to marine  influences. 
Four guest staterooms 
carry queen berths, and 
the full-beam  master 

 stateroom is fitted with 
two queen berths, with 
provision for a divider 
to create two state-
rooms. A smaller trunk 
cabin for Seahawk 
means more outside 
living area for guests, 
with cockpits both fore 
and aft. There is also 
a huge stern platform, 
plus a new side door 
with platform for swim-
ming, boarding tenders 
and launching toys from 
the lazarette. — D.D.

Navi’s mast and rigging division. In addition 

to the mast, the furling boom and standing 

rigging are also fabricated by the division 

QV�KIZJWV�ÅJMZ��4IUQVI\ML�[IQT[��ITWVO�_Q\P�

Holland’s savvy input on the design, com-

plete the suite to ensure optimal performance.

State of Grace is every inch a performance 

boat, but she is as comfortable as she is fast. 

I try not to judge yacht interiors on my per-

sonal preferences, as there are as many styles 

as there are owners, but I must admit that I 

loved this interior as soon as I stepped across 

the salon’s threshold. Minimalist is too strong 

a word, but it is certainly uncluttered. In spite 

of that, Perini Navi’s interior design team 

made generous use of various midtone woods 

to create a feeling of modern classicism, if 

there is such a thing. The builder describes 

it as “spare and classic enriched with touches 

WN�KWV\MUXWZIZa�ÆIQZ�º

The salon resides amidships on two lev-

els, with the upper carrying the larger area, 

including a helm to port and a navigation 

area across. Her lower level has a large din-

ing area and a more intimate sitting area, and 

JMVMÅ\[�OZMI\Ta�NZWU�\PM�M`\ZMUM�ZISM�WN�\PM�

windshield above creating a skylight effect.

The galley and crew quarters, along with a 

day-head, are forward below the trunk cabin. 

Cleverly, the trunk extends much farther for-

ward than is necessary for headroom over 

the galley and crew mess, but in so doing, it 

serves three purposes that are not immedi-

ately obvious. 

.QZ[\�� Q\� ^Q[]ITTa�M`\MVL[� \PM�PWZQbWV\IT�

line of the superstructure, combining with 

the cockpit coaming and lower window line 

to increase the length-to-height ratio and 

make the house seem lower than it actu-

ally is. Second, it creates on-deck space for 

four large lockers to house gear. Third, the 

extended trunk allows for recessed stowage of 

the tender without encroaching on the crew 

quarters’ headroom.

Aft, a large open cockpit provides lots of 

comfortable seating with more than enough 

room for both overnight guests and day- 

trippers. The main helm is elevated on cen-

terline, giving excellent sight lines over and 

around the house as well as an unobstructed 

view of the sails. These are important con-

siderations at any time, but especially so for 

a performance cruiser that can be expected 

to compete in the occasional regatta. At the 

[\MZV��_QLM�[\IQZ[�TMIL�LW_V�\W�I�[QbIJTM�[_QU�

platform that folds out of the raked transom.

The four staterooms that comprise the 

guest accommodations are below the cockpit, 

accessible via a winding stair from the upper 

salon. Two identical queen staterooms are 

adjacent to the engine room but well isolated 

from it by en suite heads. The staterooms are 

well lighted and ventilated by large, rectan-

O]TIZ�LW]JTM�XWZ\[�IVL�IZM�ÅVQ[PML�_Q\P�TQOP\�

woods, white overheads and planked soles for 

an open feeling. A third guest stateroom is to 

[\IZJWIZL�IVL�Q[�[QUQTIZTa�ÅVQ[PML��J]\�_Q\P�

twin berths plus a pullman.

At the stern is the master suite with a king 

berth and settee to port, and a desk to star-

board. There’s room to port for a huge head 

and dressing area, but the owner opted to 

keep the necessities fairly modest, leav-

ing room for a gym with step and rowing 

machines. It is a perfect example of the 

K][\WUQbI\QWV�XW[[QJTM��M^MV�QV�I�[W�KITTML�

“standard” series of yachts.

If you’re ready for an adventure on a 

yacht like State of Grace, you have two excel-

lent options. First is to contact Perini Navi. 

Second, if you’re not quite ready to commit, 

State of Grace is available for charter as part of 

\PM�A+7�ÆMM\��-Q\PMZ�_Ia��aW]�KIV¼\�TW[M���

Perini Navi, 401-619-2200; perininavi.it

SPECIFICATIONS:  
LOA: 131’0” LWL: 112’0” BEAM: 30’10” 
DRAFT: 11’5” keel up, 29’6” keel down 

MAIN MAST ABOVE DWL: 167’0” TOTAL 
SAIL AREA: 12,826 sq. ft. FUEL: 3,170 

gal. WATER: 1,321 gal. CONSTRUCTION: 
aluminum DISPL.: 220 long tons NAVAL 
ARCHITECTURE: Perini Navi and Ron 

Holland INTERIOR DESIGN: Perini Navi 
ENGINE: 1 x 670 hp Caterpillar C18 diesel 
CRUISE SPEED (under power): 12 knots 

RANGE (under power): 3,000 nm at 12 knots C
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A hinged bolster allows the lower helm bench to do double duty as salon seating, with retractable screens enabling a better view at anchor.
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BOLDLY BE

OCEAN ALEXANDER’S 90 MOTORYACHT
IS A CLASSY CRUISER WITH

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
OWNER AND GUESTS ALIKE. 

BY CHRIS CASWELL   PHOTOGRAPHY BY FOREST JOHNSON
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AUTIFUL
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ome yachts are like an 

Architectural Digest layout: 

cool and elegant. Others 

are as friendly and invit-

ing as a warm puppy. With 

the Ocean Alexander 90 

Motoryacht, designer Evan 

K. Marshall managed to create a yacht 

that blends all of these elements.

Let me jump ahead and give away a 

major selling point for the 90: No one gets 

a second-class cabin. On most yachts in 

this size range, someone gets the short 

straw. The owners, of course, get a mag-

VQÅKMV\� []Q\M�� I[� \PMa� [PW]TL��/]M[\[��

however, are usually faced with lesser 

accommodations of unequal size and ame-

nities. Not so on this Ocean Alexander.

“You take the VIP up forward,” says 

WVM�O]M[\��¹6W��VW��1¼U�ÅVM�_Q\P�\PM�[\IZ-

board guest cabin. Or maybe I’ll take the 

port cabin. Gee, I can’t decide.” What 

a delightful quandary for your guests to 

face: not being able to choose among the 

three staterooms, each en suite. No Jack-

and-Jill heads or tiptoeing across the 

passageway to a shared head. This took 

\PM�KIZMN]T�Å\\QVO�\WOM\PMZ�WN�[W�UIVa�

elements that it makes a 5,000-piece jig-

saw puzzle look like child’s play. 

The 90 is a natural iteration of the 

Ocean Alexander 88, as reinvented by 

the builder’s marketing director, Richard 

Allender. No, reimagined is a better word, 

because this yacht is not just a freshen-

ing up, but a response to how Ocean 

Alexander owners use their yachts.

Step into the salon, and you’ll see the 

elegant/casual elements in an instant. 

First, Marshall chose a pale nubby fabric 

for the wraparound couch to port, with a 

XIQZ�WN�J]KSM\�KPIQZ[�\W�ÅVQ[P�WNN�\PQ[�MV\MZ-

tainment area. But this isn’t just for guests 

\W�[Q\�[\QNÆa�QV�LQVVMZ�RIKSM\["�<PQ[�_PWTM�

area faces a huge pop-up TV. Stretch out, 

munch on popcorn and have fun. 

Two things you’ll notice quickly are 

huge windows and tons of headroom. The 

windows stretch, literally, from the back 

of the couch to out of sight in the curtain 

[WNÅ\[��IVL�\PMa�IZM�LQ^QLML�Ja�WVTa�\_W�

mullions. The view is spectacular. And 

the 6 foot 9 inches of headroom is nearly 

as much as on the Ocean Alexander 120.

Dining options are plentiful aboard the Ocean Alexander 90. The table for six to eight in the salon (left) is a smart choice for intimate dinners.
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A low divider separates the formal din-

ing area forward, and I give Marshall 

and Allender credit for providing enough 

seating for all eight guests. I can’t explain 

why some builders provide a dining table 

for six on a yacht that sleeps eight. What, 

two people are balancing paper plates 

on their knees in the cockpit? Silly. Even 

better, Marshall and Allender left guests 

enough room to push their chairs back 

at the end of the meal without whacking 

into the divider or bulkheads. 

)\�ÅZ[\�OTIVKM��aW]¼L�\PQVS�\PQ[�Q[�WVM�

of the Euro-style yachts that relegates the 

cook to an unseen corner, but, no, the gal-

ley is in the pilothouse, which becomes a 

casual living space. It is a country galley 

with a wraparound dinette tucked next to 

the helm under the sweptback windshield. 

An interesting touch is the addition of a 

raised breakfast bar facing the galley with 

a pair of stools, offering a perfect place for 

two to enjoy a croissant and coffee. 

The galley is a chef’s dream with top-

notch appliances like the Jenn-Air cooktop 

and Sub-Zero fridges, Gaggenau oven 

and Fisher & Paykel dishwasher. I loved 

the stainless-steel sink capable of swallow-

ing the largest pan and the fact that, while 

standing at that sink, the chef is treated 

to the same counter as guests in the salon. 

The day-head is tucked to starboard 

under stairs to the bridge, and a pair of 

pantograph doors open to the side decks. 

The helm is to starboard in the pilothouse 

with a stylish dash of burled woods and 

leather. A raised panel holds three moni-

tors, and there are chrome posts that put 

this panel into my line of sight through the 

forward windows. Six inches lower would 

be perfect for me, and the adjustment is 

likely doable as this builder is known for 

accommodating its owners. If you’re on 

the taller-than-average side, the place-

ment may not affect your line of sight. 

And, while we’re in the pilothouse, it’s 

important to note that this yacht can be 

run short-handed. Wide walk-around 

side decks with instant access from the 

lower helm, plus bow and stern thrusters 

to position and hold the yacht while lines 

are handled, make this easy for two crew.

Curving stairs lead from the salon to a 

foyer on the lower deck with inlaid marble 

The flybridge (left) is a great spot for offering your guests fresh air and a view, and the galley bar (right) is the place to start your day. 
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underfoot. Just aft is the full-beam mas-

ter suite, with a centerline king-size berth 

that can be raised on gas lifts to hide suit-

cases or other bulky items. Marble-top 

nightstands and wood columns are stylish 

touches, and each side has a trio of large 

windows for light and view. To port is a 

love seat, while the starboard side has a 

built-in bureau that shows off the impec-

cable Ocean Alexander joinery work. 

Two large hanging lockers complete the 

suite, with one a walk-in featuring inter-

nally illuminated Lucite drawers as well 

as a cedar-lined hanging space. The his-

and-hers marble-lined heads just aft are 

separated by an oversize shower with mul-

tijet nozzles, and a spa tub is an option. 

Next forward is the port guest cabin 

— no, wait, it has to be called a guest 

stateroom. A large berth is athwartships; 

the en suite head includes a shower with 

room for a seat, and the hanging locker is 

so large it requires double doors. 

Opposite is an enclosed laundry room 

_PMZM�\PM�KZM_�_QTT�ÅVL�I�N]TT�[QbM��[QLM�Ja�

side washer and dryer, plus ample counter 

space for folding and lockers for laundry 

supplies. This is a thoughtful touch, mak-

ing it easy to service all four cabins without 

having to return to the crew area where 

most laundries are located. 

Next forward is the starboard stateroom, 

and, again, it has an oversize head with 

shower, fore-and-aft berth and large stow-

age drawers under the berth. The VIP 

cabin is forward in the usual spot, with a 

raised berth, tapering hull sides lined with 

lockers and more drawers underneath. An 

en suite head matches the others in terms 

of size and amenities.  

Owners of Ocean Alexander 90s should 

M`XMK\�I�ÆWWL�WN�IXXTQKIV\[�NZWU�KIX\IQV[�

and crew because the crew quarters are 

ÅVQ[PML�\W�\PM�[IUM�PQOP�[\IVLIZL[�I[�\PM�

guest areas. Sited abaft the engine room 

(with direct access to the same), the quar-

ters are accessed from the cockpit (for 

safety at sea) or via a transom door.

<PM�KIX\IQV��IVL�XMZPIX[�[QOVQÅKIV\�

other, gets a comfortable double-berth 

cabin while another crew member has 

a single-berth cabin just forward. This 

single is hinged to reveal a stainless-steel 

workbench underneath. Both crew cabins 

[PIZM�I�VQKMTa�ÅVQ[PML�PMIL�_Q\P�[PW_MZ��

and there is a crew mess with settee, mini 

galley and entertainment system. 

The bridge is the alfresco living area on 

the 90, with everything from a wet bar to 

a country galley to a hot tub. A helm is on 

centerline forward with three Stidd helm 

chairs and, darn it, the same raised monitor 

cut down my view of  the pointy end. I’m 

sure this one could be adjusted too. Just ask. 

On this particular 90, a big lounge is 

next to the helm, inviting guests to curl 

up and watch the scenery. Because the for-

ward half of the bridge is protected by a 

ÅJMZOTI[[�PIZL\WX��\PQ[�ZMITTa�Q[V¼\�I�[]V�

pad, but, for sun worshippers, a large pad-

ded sprawl area is aft next to the spa. 

Under the hardtop on the port side is 

an outdoor kitchen-cum-wet-bar, with a 

OZIVQ\M�KW]V\MZ�IVL�JIZ�\WX��Å^M�XMZUI-

nent stools and, for knocking out steaks 

and burgers, a large electric grill plus 

fridge, sink and stowage.

Opposite is a large (and beautifully 

crafted) teak table with wraparound seat-

ing. A tinted venturi windscreen protects 

seated guests from the breeze, and the 

hardtop shades them from the sun. 

On this 90, the spa is just abaft the hard-

top so it can be used to enjoy the stars in 

the evening, but, for sun protection, “sails” 

are supported by sturdy and removable 

oversize stanchions. Aft and to port is a 

Nautical Structures 1750 crane, leaving 

enough of the 22-foot beam for a tender 

or rows of water toys. That boat deck, by 

the way, stretches aft to shade the cock-

pit, with its settee across the transom and 

another teak table. It’s a bad habit of mine, 

looking into usually unseen areas, but I 

poked my head under the table and found 

it was just as perfectly varnished as the top. 

Seems like a sure indicator of quality when 

a builder spends the time to make unseen 

areas just as good as the more visible ones.

Speaking of  quality, the engine room is 

most impressive, from the neatly loomed 

wiring to the tidy manifolds to the glossy 

gelcoated bilges. Power on the 90 is a pair 

of  MTU 10V 2000s, each putting out 

1,920 hp and propelling our test boat to a 

top speed of  22-plus knots. Standard gen-

sets are twin 32 kW Kohlers. 

Of  note is the standard OctoPlex electri-

cal monitoring and control system, which 

OQ^M[�][MZ[�ÅVOMZ\QX�KWV\ZWT�WN �ITT�\PM�)+�

and DC power from virtually anywhere 

on the yacht. One item that captains will 

appreciate is the oil-change system for 

both mains and generators from a 45-gal-

lon lube-oil tank. 

There are a variety of optional arrange-

ments for the Ocean Alexander 90 

including several three- and four-state-

room layouts, and an enclosed sky lounge 

in place of the open bridge.

Standing on the dock after explor-

ing the 90, I had one thought: This is a 

110-footer in a 90-foot package. That's 

pretty amazing. 

Ocean Alexander, 954-779-1905;

oceanalexanderyachts.com

SPECIFICATIONS:  
LOA: 91’3” LWL: 76’9” BEAM: 22’5” 

DRAFT: 5’6” (dry), 6’5” (loaded) DISPL.: 
209,000 lb. FUEL: 3,000 gal. WATER: 650 gal. 

ENGINES (std.):  2 x 1,920 hp MTU 12V 
2000 diesels  PRICE: On request

Manufacturer’s data:

RPM KNOTS GPH

600 6.5 4.0

1000 10.3 15.0

1400 13.0 34.4

1800 15.8 91.4

2200 21.0 157.0

2300 22.4 163.6

TEST CONDITIONS: 
Speed was measured by GPS in 

waters off Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in smooth 
seas and 5 knots of wind with 50 percent 
fuel, 50 percent water and three people 

aboard. Fuel consumption was measured with 
the MTU electronic engine-monitoring system. 

Decibel readings were unavailable.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
http://oceanalexanderyachts.com
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BUILDING FOR THE SEA
Construction of the Ocean Alexander 90 is to current thinking, with hand-laid and vacuum-bagged hull and decks reinforced with carbon fiber in high-load 

areas. Below the waterline the hull is solid fiberglass, while closed-core foam is used in the topsides. Inside, a longitudinal and lateral fiberglass grid of top-hat 
stringers filled with high-density foam provides strength and longevity. Here’s where it gets interesting: The deck and bridge are both reinforced with aluminum 

I-beams, which add strength and stiffness without weight. Corrosion-resistant aluminum is used in the window mullions, in the deckhouse sides and in both 
the main floor and overhead. Tied into composite crossbeams and the stringer system, these materials create a strong, stiff and squeak-free structure. — C.C.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
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F O U R  W E E K S  I N 

PARADISE  

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
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W E E K S  1 & 2

NATURE, PURE AND POWERFUL
The 500-mile transit across the Gulf of Alaska’s tempestuous waters keeps most cruisers away from Prince William Sound. We arrived after 

I����LIa��������UQTM�RW]ZVMa�NZWU�>IVKW]^MZ�1[TIVL�IVL�NW]VL�W]Z[MT^M[�I\�\PM�J][a�Å[PQVO�XWZ\�WN�+WZLW^I�VMIZ�\PM�JZMMLQVO�OZW]VL[�

of the famed Copper River salmon. The beauty of the place made it hard to believe how close we were to Snug Cove, where Capt. Cook 

anchored in 1778 to repair the Resolution��IVL�PW_�VMIZ�W]Z�ZW]\M�_I[�\W�\PM�SQVL[�WN�QKM�ÆWM[�\PI\�NWZKML�\PM�Exxon Valdez to divert into her 

catastrophic grounding in 1989. More than 150 glaciers here paint a beautiful natural portrait, but they make cruising a worthy challenge.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
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W E E K S  3 & 4

A MAGICAL EXPERIENCE
Towering waterfalls and vertical cliffs make kayakers seem the size of insects in this place. The locals, however, are unfazed: Sea lions and 

whales consider Prince William Sound their playground. Orcas and humpbacks surrounded our boat as if we weren’t there at all. We moved 

[TW_Ta��[WUM\QUM[�[P]\\QVO�LW_V�\PM�MVOQVM[��UM[UMZQbML�Ja�\PMQZ�JMI]\a��0IZJWZ�[MIT[�OZMM\ML�][�I\�+PMVMOI�/TIKQMZ��_PMZM�\PM�QKM�ÆWM[�

let us navigate to within a quarter-mile of the glacier’s face. Huge slabs calved with a warning crack and a thundering boom, then slid majes-

tically into the water, creating swells that gently rolled our boat’s bottom. It would be hard to imagine ever feeling more in tune with nature.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
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GET MORE GEAR!
For more must-have marine products, 

head on over to
yachtingmagazine.com/may2014. 

1   A Better Barometer Barometers 
have been used to forecast weather on 
the water since physicist Evangelista 
Torricelli invented them in 1643. More 
than three centuries later, these devices, 
while technologically out of date, are 
still fi nding a home as salty decora-
tions that pay homage to our nautical 
heritage. With that in mind, Italian 
watchmaker Panerai created a series 
of classic-meets-modern instruments, 
including a barometer ($5,200) for 
the Bermudian ketch Eilean, built in 
1936. Now available to the public, the 
instruments are encased in stainless 
steel to combat the corrosive saltwater 
environment. A black dial adds to the 
modern appearance while allowing for 
easy readability. Other available instru-
ments include a clock, hygrometer and 
thermometer. Panerai, 877-726-3724; 
panerai.com

2   Let There Be Light Whether you’re 
reading a book in the cockpit before 
dawn or making emergency engine 
repairs on the darkest of nights, a 
durable headlamp has myriad uses 
aboard a boat. The  3-ounce Remix 
Headlight ($40) from Princeton Tec 
is a smart, lightweight option. Push 
a button and a 125-lumen LED light 
provides a long-distance beam, which 
is useful in many situations — as any-
one will attest who has tried to fi nd his 
boat in a mooring fi eld at night. For 
up-close-and-personal projects like 
inspecting breakers when your boat’s 
lights go out, three smaller LEDs 
illuminate your line of sight while con-
serving power. A third, red LED option 
is best used when navigating at night 
because it won’t disrupt your or your 
crew’s night vision. Princeton Tec, 609-
298-9331; princetontec.com  

3   Oh Say Can You See If you’re in 
the market for a solid pair of bird- 
watching binoculars, the 14-by-40 mm 
gyrostabilized Bylite ($4,400) from 
Fraser Optics is overkill. Designed for 
fi rst-responder use in extreme con-
ditions, the Bylite’s most prominent 
feature is its stabilizer that, according 
to Fraser, removes 98 percent of the 
image motion that comes from being 
on a boat at speed. Not just steady, it 
offers powerful 14x magnifi cation. A 
CR123 battery (included) powers the 
binoculars for up to 12 hours, and, 
should you need more time, a built-in 
regulator allows for the binoculars to 
receive continuous external power. 
Like anything originally intended for 
use in the military, the gyrostabilized 
Bylite is shockproof, waterproof and 
completely buoyant. Fraser Optics, 
215-443-5240; fraser- optics.com  

By Daniel
Harding Jr.

1. 3.

2.
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B&G’s new Zeus2 
MFD (above) 

comes packed with 
sailing-specifi c 

features, while Iris 
Innovations’ Iris295 
(below) provides 

cost-effective     
thermal imaging.

 S
pring is the perfect time to upgrade your 

yacht’s electronics, and here are six new 

products ready to add serious power to 

your helm/navigation station while mak-

ing things safer, easier and more intuitive. 

   Silent Helmsman
Modern autopilots are crucial to onboard operations, 

yet many owners struggle with initial calibration has-

sles. Raymarine’s Evolution autopilot system ($1,499) 

was designed to address this shortcoming 

while providing rock-solid helm control. At 

the heart of this autopilot is Raymarine’s 

solid-state EV sensor core. It features a 

three-axis magnetometer, accelerometer and 

digital gyroscope that deliver fast, precise 

information to the system’s processor. Evo-

lution autopilot systems use their embedded 

Evolution autopilot-intelligence control algo-

rithms to immediately begin “learning” your 

yacht’s steering characteristics, eliminating 

the oftentimes lengthy sea-trial calibrations 

that traditional autopilots require. More 

important, these same control algorithms 

allow the system to constantly perceive its 

environment and study your yacht’s real-

time steering feedback, helping it maintain 

Spring Fever: Part Two
Cruise into the 2014 boating season with an upgraded helm.

By David Schmidt
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IV�MNÅ�KQMV\�KW]Z[M�\PZW]OP�[TWXXa�IVL�LaVIUQK�[MI[��

A user can control his or her Evolution via a dedicated 

control head, or it can be networked into a compat-

ible chart plotter/multifunction display. Raymarine 

designed the Evolution to connect — via a CAN bus 

port — to now-generation drive-by-wire steering sys-

tems. It’s also compatible with Raymarine’s proprietary 

SeaTalk network. raymarine.com

   Thrifty Thermal
If you cruise at night or during times 

of low visibility, a full-feature thermal- 

imaging camera is a great addition to your 

helm. Iris Innovations’ Iris295 Night-

Runner dual- payload, thermal imaging/

daylight color camera ($4,500) delivers a 

suite of features typically reserved for cam-

eras that cost several times more. It has a 

high-resolution 700TVL daylight camera, 

a 320-by-240-pixel  thermal camera, and 

joystick-controlled 360-degree panning 

and 180-degree tilting. The camera uses a 

vanadium oxide, 17M pitch, high- resolution 

thermal core and comes with a powerful dig-

ital zoom that — when operating in thermal 

mode — enables you to detect a man over-

board from 3,280 feet and to identify a 

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
http://raymarine.com
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[XMKQÅ�K�XMZ[WV�NZWU�����NMM\#�\PM�KIU�

era allows you to spot an object from 

7,800 feet while allowing you to properly 

identify it from 1,640 feet. Iris bundles 

\PM�1ZQ[�!��6QOP\:]VVMZ�QV�I��TW_�XZWÅ�TM��

shock-and-weatherproof housing that 

QVKT]LM[�IV�QV\MOZI\ML�Å�`QVO�JI[M�IVL�1ZQ[¼�

Easy Cable wiring solution, which uses 

a single plug-and-play Cat5 cable rather 

than requiring dedicated data, video and 

power cables. boat-cameras.com

   Next-Generation Domes
Garmin made headlines in 2010 with 

its 4 kW xHD open-array radars, which 

delivered almost eight times as much 

signal-processing bandwidth as its 

 previous-generation open-array radar. 

Garmin’s latest two radomes — the 

GMR 18 xHD ($1,599) and the GMR 24 

xHD ($2,399) — both sport xHD, mak-

ing them ideal primary units for midsize 

yachts or great backup radars for larger 

vessels. Both units feature 4 kW of trans-

mit power, a max speed of 48 rpm, a max 

range of 48 nautical miles and dual-range 

operation, offering split-screen color 

views of both near and far horizons. The 

radars generate beam widths that are 5.2 

degrees horizontal and 25 degrees verti-

cal and deliver precise, high- resolution 

QUIOMZa#�JW\P�]VQ\[�IT[W�XZWL]KM�ZQKP��

eight-bit color on select chart plot-

ters/MFDs. Additionally, Garmin’s 

Dynamic Sea Filter and Dynamic Auto 

/IQV�Å�T\MZ[�KWV[\IV\Ta�ILR][\�\PM�ZILIZ¼[�

operations to best match its surroundings 

and to deliver optimal performance in all 

weather conditions. Installation is pur-

portedly straightforward, and — unlike 

some more complicated open-array 

radars — both the GMR 18 xHD and 

the GMR 24 xHD come programmed 

with simple user interfaces designed to 

make adjusting the radar’s modes and 

settings intuitive. garmin.com

   Android Operated
If you run PC-based navigation software 

as your primary navigation tool, or if 

you’re an Android-based wireless user 

looking for some stand-alone redun-

dancy, Argonaut Computer’s A615 

smart monitor could be your next helm 

tool/toy. The smart monitor can be 

installed in any helm/nav station, cock-

pit, cabin or owner’s suite via a surface 

mount, an optional bracket mount or a 

RAM arm mount, delivering an energy- 

MNÅ�KQMV\�����_I\\[�WN�����WZ����^WT\�,+�

power) navigation/entertainment 

screen. The A615 ($2,899) features a 

lightning-fast, quad-core ARM  Cortex 

A9 processor chip, an internal 2.4/5G 

L]IT�JIVL�?Q�.Q�IV\MVVI�IVL�I�<Æ�M`�

15-inch, optically bonded, LED-backlit 

LCD display that’s sunlight view-

able, water-resistant  to NEMA 4X 

360-degree standards and built from 

IV\Q�ZMÆ�MK\Q^M��PIZLMVML�OTI[[��)[�NIZ�I[�

connectivity to the rest of your vessel’s 

helm, the A615 comes equipped with 

HDMI video output, DVI and RCA/S 

video input, and a USB 2.0 port. The 

device comes loaded with one gigabyte 

WN�:)5�� �OQOIJa\M[�WN�6)6,�Æ�I[P�

memory and a built-in 8-gigabyte SD 

card. Additionally, the A615 smart 

monitor comes with a proprietary nav-

igation app (including all U.S. coastal 

cartography) as well as one-tap access to 

more than 875,000 different apps. 

argonautcomputer.com

   Wind Whisperers
B&G has long been the go-to brand for 

racing sailors, but the company also cre-

ates products that make recreational 

sailing easier. Navico (B&G, Lowrance 

and Simrad) has two impressive new 

�KWUXM\Q\Q^M�[IQTQVO�[XMKQÅ�K�WNNMZQVO[�NWZ�

2014: the B&G Zeus2, which is aimed at 

the Corinthian/performance-cruising 

market, and B&G’s H5000 system, which 

Q[�LM[QOVML�NWZ�\PM�KIZJWV�Å�JMZ�KZW_L��

The touch-screen-sensitive Zeus2 is 

available in three screen sizes — 7 inches 

($2,049), 9 inches ($2,749) and 12 inches 

($3,999) — and comes loaded with sailing- 

[XMKQÅ�K�NMI\]ZM[�[]KP�I[�;IQT<QUM��_PQKP�

generates time and distance calculations, 

based on laylines), SailSteer (a dedicated 

page that displays heading, COG, wind, 

laylines, tides, rudder angle,  wind-angle 

information and a wind-shift history) 

and WindPilot  (which tracks trends such 

as true wind speed and true wind direc-

tion). Additionally, all three units feature 

a multitouch user interface as well as 

B&G’s rotary controller and keypad offer-

ing push-button access (and shortcuts) to 

the MFD’s features, for better accuracy in 

a sloppy seaway. Additionally, the Zeus2 

plays nicely with a wide range of marine 

cartography, and it offers full integration 

with other electronics including radar 

(on a dedicated page or overlaid onto a 

chart), AIS and proprietary Navico prod-

ucts such as SonicHub and the GoFree 

Wireless router.

The H5000 (contact company for pric-

ing) is a black-box system for competitive 

sailors that can be spec’d with a vari-

ety of B&G processors, controllers and 

expansion modules, and that relies on 

[IQTQVO�[XMKQÅ�K�ITOWZQ\PU[�LM[QOVML� \W�

bolster your yacht’s performance on any 

racecourse. The H5000 features a high-

speed central processor unit that’s up to 

50 times faster than its predecessor’s, and 

it can be purchased with different levels 

of software (Hydra, Hercules and Per-

NWZUIVKM��JI[ML�WV�aW]Z�[XMKQÅ�K�[IQTQVO�

needs and goals. bandg.com  

The GMR 18 xHD (above) delivers the sort of power 
found in open-array systems. The A615 (below) blends 

the traditional defi nitions of a monitor and a tablet. 
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1   Blue-Water MFDs
Touch-screen-sensitive multi-
function displays (MFDs) have 
been around for a few years, but 
Humminbird’s line of Ion MFDs 
offers some interesting and 
intuitive ways to approach com-
mon tasks such as navigation or 
fi sh-fi nding. For example, both 
the Ion 10 ($2,499) and the Ion 12 
($2,999) feature Humminbird’s 
exclusive Cross Touch interface, 
which provides a backup touch 
pad with hard-key redundancy 
to all touch-screen commands 
(great for sloppy offshore 
conditions), pinch-to-zoom 
cartography and sonar imagery, 
as well as a variety of interesting 
sonar (including SwitchFire, 
Clear Mode and Max Mode) and 
imaging features. Ion MFDs can 
be easily networked to instru-
ments, autopilots, engines and 
IP cameras via NMEA 0183/2000, 
Ethernet or wireless connec-
tivity (via built-in Wi-Fi), giving 
you an easily expandable elec-
tronics platform. Additionally, 
Ion-series MFDs feature an “N” 
connector, which allows you 
to add an external 11 dB Wi-Fi 
antenna (sold separately) and 
dramatically extend your Wi-Fi 
range. Humminbird, 800-633-
1468; humminbird.com

2   Double Duty
If you want to bolster your 
fi sh-fi nding game without 
extra black boxes, Navico’s 
SonarHub could help. The 
SonarHub ($599) — avail-
able through Lowrance and 
Simrad — delivers CHIRP 
and Navico’s StructureScan 
HD technologies, providing 
high-defi nition target detail 
and a picturelike look into the 
deep. The SonarHub pairs 
Navico’s exclusive DownScan 
Imaging and side-scanning 
technologies, and it uses an 
enhanced transducer design 
to deliver crisp imagery. The 
plug-and-play SonarHub 
is compatible with certain 
Lowrance HDS and Simrad NS 
multifunction displays/chart 
plotters (including Lowrance’s 
HDS Gen2 and Gen2 Touch 
MFDs and Simrad’s NSS Sport, 
NSE Expert and NSO Offshore 
MFDs), and it is equipped 
with three Ethernet ports. The 
SonarHub is compatible with a 
variety of existing transducers, 
and it comes bundled with 
various brand-new transducers 
(prices vary). Navico, 800-628-

3   Constant Monitor
Maretron’s N2KView vessel-
monitoring and -control soft-
ware packs lots of functionality 
into a cost-effective software 
suite, allowing users to enjoy 
a constant information feed 
— including safety warnings 
and alarms — both on board 
and ashore. N2KView ($995) is 
PC-compatible, or it can run on a 
Maretron MFD or black-box unit, 
and the software is designed 
to greatly simplify the technical 
requirements of monitoring 
NMEA 2000-networked instru-
ments via an MFD and/or stand-
alone display or wirelessly via a 
networked smartphone/tablet. 
For example, N2KView users 
can constantly monitor their 
engine/generator data, HVAC, 
batteries, AC power, rudder 
angles and more while having 
access to all of their navigation 
information. Additionally, the 
software is user-confi gurable 
(including custom screen views, 
gauges and warning lights) and 
features a Bridge Navigation 
Watch Alarm System helping 
to ensure a sharp watch even 
during the darkest hours of the 
graveyard shift. Maretron, 866-
550-9100; maretron.com  

1.

2.

3.
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he best answer to those questions 

may be “it depends.” Traditional 

Å�V�\aXM�[\IJQTQbMZ[�IZM�LM[QOVML�

\W� XZW^QLM�UI`QU]U� [\IJQTQbI�

\QWV�I\�I�^M[[MT¼[�VWZUIT�KZ]Q[QVO�

speed. This makes sense on the 

[]ZNIKM��J]\�KWV[QLMZ�\PI\�QV�ZW]OP�

_MI\PMZ��_PMV�I�JWI\�Q[�ZMITTa�ZWKSQVO�IVL�ZWTTQVO��

the skipper’s natural tendency is to slow down. A 

[\IJQTQbMZ�NWQT¼[�OMVMZI\ML�NWZKM�Q[�XZWXWZ\QWVIT�\W�\PM�

boat’s speed, so as the boat slows down the force 

applied by the foil is reduced, 

perhaps when you need it most. 

/aZW�[\IJQTQbQVO� [a[\MU[�

PI^M� [WUM� [PWZ\KWUQVO[� QV�

this area too. Gyros function by 

[XQVVQVO�I�PMI^a�Æ�a_PMMT��<PM�

LW_V[QLM�Q[�\PI\��I[�_Q\P�Å�V�[\I�

JQTQbMZ[��\PM�[XMML��_MQOP\�IVL�

[QbM�WN�\PM�Æ�a_PMMT�IZM�Å�`ML�

Y]IV\Q\QM[��R][\�I[�\PM�[QbM�WN�I�

Å�V�Q[�Å�`ML�IVL�\PM�\ZI^MT�WZ�IZ\QK]TI\QWV�WN�\PM�Å�V�Q[�

TQUQ\ML��*MKI][M�[XMKQÅ�K�XIZIUM\MZ[�TQUQ\�JW\P�\PM�

\QUQVO�IVL�UI`QU]U�NWZKM�I^IQTIJTM�_Q\P�MQ\PMZ�[a[�

\MU��[WUM�ZMIT�_WZTL�KQZK]U[\IVKM[�_QTT�W]\[UIZ\�

\PM�JM[\�WN�[\IJQTQbMZ[��)�OWWL�M`IUXTM�Q[�I�TWVO��[TW_�

ZWTT�OMVMZI\ML�Ja�I�TIZOM�_I^M�\PI\�PI[�IV�M`\MVLML�

NZMY]MVKa��1V�\PQ[�KI[M��I�OaZW�[a[\MU�M`MZ\[�NWZKM�QV�

IV�I\\MUX\�\W�[\IJQTQbM�\PM�JWI\��J]\�JMKI][M�WN�\PM�

TMVO\Pa�L]ZI\QWV�WN�\PM�ZWTT��\PM�OaZW�M[[MV\QITTa�Z]V[�

W]\�WN�\QUM�\W�UIQV\IQV�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�IVL�\PM�JWI\�

ZWTT[�IVaPW_��1V�\PM�KI[M�WN�I�Å�V�\aXM�[a[\MU��\PM�

IZ\QK]TI\QWV�WN�\PM�Å�V[�Q[�TQU�

ited and, in a slow roll with the 

boat at a standstill (anchored) 

WZ�Z]VVQVO�I\�^MZa�[TW_�[XMML��

\PMZM�[QUXTa�UIa�VW\�JM�MVW]OP�

[_QVO�I^IQTIJTM�\W�SMMX�\PQVO[�

on an even keel. (In recent 

years, electronic controllers 

IVL�/8;�[XMML�[MV[QVO�LM^QKM[�

that determine the velocity and 
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direction of roll have been incorporated 

QV\W�JW\P�ÅV��IVL�OaZW�\aXM�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�

[M\]X[�\W�QUXZW^M�\PMQZ�[TW_�ZWTT�IJQTQ\a��

 We see factors that separate the two 

IXXZWIKPM[�\W�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�WVKM�I�JWI\�Q[�

]VLMZ_Ia��:MUMUJMZ�\PI\�I�OaZW�[a[\MU�

has a predetermined amount of  maximum 

NWZKM�Q\�KIV�OMVMZI\M�JI[ML�WV�\PM�[QbM�WN �

\PM�QV[\ITTML�[a[\MU��?PI\�KIV�JM�I�P]OM�

^IZQIJTM�� \PW]OP��IZM� \PM�IXXTQML� NWZKM�

LQNNMZMVKM[�JM\_MMV�\PM�\_W�\MKPVWTWOQM[��

Conventional wisdom says a boat becomes 

more stable as it speeds up, but here one 

needs to differentiate between “stable” and 

¹[\IJQTQbML�º�)K\]ITTa��\PM�UWZM�QVPMZMV\Ta�

stable a boat is, the harder it is to stabi�

TQbM��<PM�NI[\MZ�I�JWI\�OWM[��\PM�UWZM�Q\�

will follow the surface of  the water or the 

UWZM�Q\�_QTT�JW]VKM�IZW]VL��?Q\P�I�OaZW�

system, there is limited force available, so 

I[�\PM�JWI\�OWM[�NI[\MZ�IVL�UWZM�NWZKM�Q[�

VMMLML�\W�SMMX�\PQVO[�[\IJTM��\PM�OaZW¼[�[\I�

JQTQbQVO�XW_MZ�_QTT�XMIS��?Q\P�I�ÅV�\aXM�

[a[\MU��\PM�NI[\MZ�aW]�OW��\PM�UWZM�[\I�

JQTQbQVO�NWZKM�aW]�OM\�JMKI][M�WN �\PM�TQN\�

OMVMZI\ML�Ja�\PM�NWQT�[���<PM�NWZKM�OMVMZ�

ated is proportional to the speed squared.  

)�JQO�IL^IV\IOM�WN �\PM�OaZW�[a[\MU�TQSM�

WVM�NZWU�OaZW�UISMZ�;MISMMXMZ�Q[�\PI\�� 

because this style setup lacks external  

IXXMVLIOM[�� \PMZM� Q[� ZML]KML� PaLZW� 

LaVIUQK�LZIO��1\¼[�IT[W�WVM�TM[[�\PQVO�\W�

_WZZa�IJW]\�_PMV�OM\\QVO�_PIKSML�Ja�

underwater debris. With some of  the older 

ÅV�[a[\MU[��[M^MZM�KWZZW[QWV�_Q\P�\PM�ÅV[�

and shaft was an issue, and it certainly is an 

area that needs close inspection on older 

JWI\[�KPIVOQVO�PIVL[��

7VM�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ��/aZW�/ITM��Ja�̂ QZ\]M�

of  its name, may confuse the uninitiated. 

<PM�¹OaZWº�Q\�QUXTQM[�Q[�KWUXTM\MTa�LQNNMZ�

MV\�NZWU�\PM�TIZOM��PMI^a�OaZW[�_M¼̂ M�JMMV�

\ITSQVO�IJW]\��<PQ[�KWUXIVa¼[�[a[\MU�Q[�I�

ÅV�JI[ML�WVM�\PI\�Q[�IT[W�MY]QXXML�_Q\P�

a trim tab. The manufacturer claims the 

tab helps induce as much as three times 

the lift as that of  an ordinary tab, thereby 

UI`QUQbQVO�MNÅKQMVKa�WN �\PM�\IJ�IVL�MNNMK�

\Q^MTa�ZML]KQVO�\PM�[QbM�WN �\PM�\IJ�ZMY]QZML�

\W�PIVLTM�\PM�TWIL[�M`XMK\ML��/aZW�/ITM�

ZMXWZ\[�\PI\�\PM�\IJ�ÅV�ZML]KM[�LZIO�W^MZ�

KWV^MV\QWVIT�ÅV�\aXM�[a[\MU[��<PM�¹OaZWº�

Q\�ZMNMZ[�\W�Q[�\PM�]VQ\¼[�MTMK\ZWVQK�OaZW�[MV�

sor control. This setup is similar to (but 

U]KP�TIZOMZ�\PIV��\PM�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�[a[\MU[�

][ML�QV�UWLMZV�LQOQ\IT�KIUMZI[�IVL�TMV[M[��

)VW\PMZ�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ��;QLM�8W_MZ��PI[�

just introduced another variation of  the 

ÅV�_Q\P�_PI\�Q\¼[�KITTQVO�>MK\WZ�.QV[��<PM�

K]Z^ML�ÅV[�IZM�LM[QOVML�\W�ZMLQZMK\�\PM�

NWZKM[�\PMa�IXXTa��[W�\PMa�IZM�_WZSQVO�QV�I�

[TQOP\Ta�UWZM�]X�IVL�LW_V�LQZMK\QWV�^MZ�

[][�\PM�\aXQKIT�XIZITTMT�\W�\PM�P]TT�JW\\WU�

LQZMK\QWV�\PI\�\ZILQ\QWVIT�ÅV[�XZW^QLM��

<PM�KTIQU�PMZM�Q[�\PI\�\PM[M�ÅV[�I^MZIOM�

���XMZKMV\�UWZM�MNÅKQMVKa�I\�IVKPWZ�IVL�

���XMZKMV\�\W����XMZKMV\�UWZM�MNÅKQMVKa�

I\� KZ]Q[QVO� [XMML��;QLM�8W_MZ�M`XTIQV[�

\PI\��Ja�IT\MZQVO�\PM�NWZKM�IVOTM�WN �\PM�ÅV[��

\PM�VM\�MNNMK\�Q[�IV�QVKZMI[M�QV�\PM�TM^MZIOM�

IZU�TMVO\P�IZW]VL�\PM�JWI\¼[�ZWTTQVO�KMV�

\MZ�XWQV\��MNNMK\Q^MTa�XZW^QLQVO�I�TW\�UWZM�

ZWTT�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�XMZ�ÅV�[QbM��*M[QLM[�\PM�

MNÅKQMVKa�QUXZW^MUMV\[�WN �\PM�ÅV[�IVL�

their shallower protrusion from the bot�

\WU�WN �\PM�P]TT�[]ZNIKM��ZML]KQVO�JW\P�LZIO�

and draft, the drive head inside the vessel 

PI[�JMMV�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�ZMLM[QOVML�\W�JM�TM[[�

obtrusive than in traditional units. 

<PQ[�JZQVO[�][�\W�I�ÅVIT�XWQV\�WN�KWU�

XIZQ[WV�QV�\PM�ÅV�̂ [��OaZW�LMJI\M"�WVJWIZL�

real estate requirements and equipment 

_MQOP\��8IZ\QK]TIZTa�QV�I�ZM\ZWÅ\�[Q\]I\QWV��

there are some major issues that need sort�

QVO��<W�JMOQV�_Q\P�\PM�OaZW�\MKPVWTWOa��

understand that the unit will need to be 

installed on the boat’s centerline, so space 

Q[�OWQVO�\W�JM�VMMLML�̧ �IVL�I�NIQZ�IUW]V\�

WN�[XIKM�I\�\PI\��.WZ�M`IUXTM��I�]VQ\�[QbML�

NWZ�I�����\W����NWW\�XW_MZJWI\�_QTT�PI^M�

I� ���QVKP�_QLM� NWW\XZQV\� IVL� ���QVKP�

TMVO\P��IVL�_QTT�ZMY]QZM�IJW]\����QVKPM[�

WN�KTMIZIVKM�UMI[]ZML�NZWU�\PM�[\ZQVOMZ�

\WX��<PM�OaZW�PIVO[�IJW]\����QVKPM[�JMTW_�

\PM�[\ZQVOMZ�\WX��[W�\PMZM�VMML[�\W�JM�\PI\�

U]KP�^MZ\QKIT�PMQOP\�QV�\PM�[\ZQVOMZ[�WZ�

\PQVO[�_QTT�VMML�\W�JM�RIKSML�]X�NZWU�\PM�

[\ZQVOMZ[��QVKZMI[QVO�\PM�PMQOP\�ZMY]QZML�

from the bottom of the deck to the top of 

\PM�OaZW�UW]V\[��?M¼ZM�\ITSQVO�IJW]\�I�

KWV[QLMZIJTM�IUW]V\�WN�XZMKQW][�MVOQVM�

ZWWU�[XIKM�QV�UW[\�KI[M[��AW]¼TT�JM�TWWSQVO�

I\�IJW]\�!���XW]VL[�WN�OMIZ��_PQKP�Q[�VW\P�

QVO�\W�[VMMbM�I\�WV�I�����WZ����NWW\�JWI\�

=[QVO�\PM�ÅV�[\aTM�;QLM�8W_MZ�MY]Q^I�

TMV\�I[�I�KWUXIZQ[WV�NWZ�\PM�[IUM�[QbM�JWI\��

the actuator mechanisms protrude only 8 

inches vertically from the inside of the hull. 

Their footprint measures just under 2 feet 

Ja���NMM\��IVL�\PM�]VQ\[�_MQOP�IJW]\�����

pounds each. Since you’ll need two units, 

that works out to 440 pounds, or about 

PITN�\PM�_MQOP\�WN�\PM�OaZW�]VQ\��VW\�KW]V\�

QVO�\PM�_MQOP\�WN�\PM�ÅV[��<W�JM�NIQZ��UW[\�

W\PMZ�IK\]I\WZ�[M\[�NZWU�W\PMZ�ÅV�\aXM�[\I�

JQTQbMZ�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[�IZM�OWQVO�\W�PI^M�

TIZOMZ�̂ MZ\QKIT�IVL�NWW\XZQV\�[QbM�ZMY]QZM�

ments, but still considerably smaller than 

WV�I�\aXQKIT�OaZW�[M\]X��

*MQVO�QV�\PM�[Q\]I\QWV�WN�TWWSQVO�I\�I�

NZWU�[KZI\KP�J]QTL�WZ�WN�]XLI\QVO�IV�WTLMZ�

JWI\�_Q\P�I�Å`ML�TIaW]\�JMTW_LMKS[�KIV�

JM�I�JQO�LZQ^QVO�NWZKM�QV�_PQKP�[a[\MU�aW]�

MVL�]X�[MTMK\QVO��1V�UIVa�KI[M[��[MZQW][�

UWLQÅKI\QWV[�UIa�VMML�\W�JM�UILM�\W�

accommodate this equipment. This is no 

DIY project! But all the major manufac�

\]ZMZ[�WNNMZ�[MTMK\QWV�IVL�LM[QOV�I[[Q[\IVKM��

[W�OM\\QVO�Q\�ZQOP\�Q[�VW\�I[�LI]V\QVO�I[�Q\�

UIa�[MMU�I\�ÅZ[\�OTIVKM��

;W�_PQKP�[\IJQTQbI\QWV�[a[\MU�Q[�JM\\MZ�

for you? It really depends upon your boat 

and the way you plan to use it. But, I’ll add 

\PI\�1�\PQVS�aW]�PI^M�MVW]OP�QVNWZUI\QWV�

PMZM�\W�[\IZ\�I[SQVO�[WUM�\W]OP�Y]M[\QWV[�

WN �aW]Z�J]QTLMZ�WZ�ZMÅ\\MZ�\W�OM\�I�[WT]\QWV�

that’ll keep your vessel’s rock and roll lim�

ited to the stereo system.  

What about Maintenance?
I think the fin-type system wins when it comes to maintenance requirements. Why? The gyro units require seawater running through them 
to cool down. Any marine system that sees a constant flow of seawater is vulnerable to corrosion. It equates to diligent maintenance re-
quirements for the anodes in the cooling system to help keep corrosion in check. Additionally, if the boat is stored in cold climates, add a win-
terizing regimen for the stabilizer system to the seasonal maintenance list. This gets added to  inspection for electrical and hydraulic hoses 
and connection points, looking for cracks and corrosion. At 2,000 hours, the gyro brake bushings will need replacement and the hydraulic 
and cooling systems will need flushing. The fin-type systems require periodic oil filter changes for the hydraulic system and inspection of the 
hoses and hydraulic rams. Side-Power, for example, recommends rebuilding the hydraulic rams at 4,000 hours and replacing the main shaft 
bearings and through-hull shaft seals at 8,000 hours. Normal usage for a boat in a 12-month-use cycle will run 1,000 to 2,000 hours. — E.S.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com


Consign Now
at MecumYachtAuctions.com

Register to Bid
at MecumYachtAuctions.com

For more information about our exciting new events and opportunities, 
Contact: Gerald Berton    +1.305.663.7000     jerry@mecum.com   Toll Free 1.855.66MECUM  (1.855.666.3286)

SOUTH BEACH
- FLORIDA -

MIAMI  BEACH MARINA

MAY 2-3, 2014

A proven method of bringing buyers and sellers together.

Doral Alegria 45  Length: 45’3” Beam: 13’ 10” Apeamare Maestro  Length: 66’2” Beam: 18’ 8”

Permare Amer 86  Length: 86’ Beam: 20’  

Destiny 98  Length: 98’ Beam: 22’ 

Hatteras 130  Length: 130’ Beam: 25’ 

Baia Azzurra 63  Length: 63’0” Beam: 16’ 6” 

Brooke 116  Length: 116’ Beam: 23’ 

http://MecumYachtAuctions.com
http://MecumYachtAuctions.com
mailto:jerry@mecum.com
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EASILY SEEN IN PALM BEACH! EASILY SEEN IN PALM BEACH! 

PRISTINE CONDITION! NEVER CHARTERED!  
ONLY LIGHT PERSONAL USE BY HER ORIGINAL OWNER!

1 Owner Yacht • Built to ABS Standards • New A/C Compressors Throughout • New Auto Pilot • New Bottom
Paint by Rybovich • Custom Fuel Polishing System • 20’ Hydraulic Passerelle • 80hp Hydraulic Bow Thruster 

STUNNING INSIDE & OUT!
C-18 CATs • Four Stateroom/Five Head Layout; Beautifully Decorated Throughout • Extensively Equipped

Trac Stabilizers • Bow and Stern Thruster • Twin Generators • Nautica Hard Bottom Inflatable Jet Boat  
Underwater Lights and much more! 

“MY MARILYN” 114’ HATTERAS 

“ALL IN” 68’ 2005 LAZZARA

Contact Tony Lazzara: 727-692-9902 Mobile • tlazzara@hmy.com

Contact Tony Lazzara: 727-692-9902 Mobile 
tlazzara@hmy.com

mailto:tlazzara@hmy.com
mailto:tlazzara@hmy.com


www.gilmanyachts.com

57' CARVER 2001
�ŝŐ� ǇĂĐŚƚ� ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůŝƚǇ�� �ǆƉĂŶĚĞĚ� ƐĂůŽŶ�� ŇǇďƌŝĚŐĞ�� ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�
room. 3 staterooms, 2 heads. Seller will consider trades 
ĨŽƌ� ĐŽŶĚŽ� ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇ�� �ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� :Ğī� ^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ�

34' GLACIER BAY 2006
T/380 hp Cummins with 525 hrs. Perfect layout: 2 separate 
ĐĂďŝŶƐ��ĨƵůů�ŐĂůůĞǇ��ĞŶĐůŽƐĞĚ�ƉŝůŽƚŚŽƵƐĞ�ůŽƵŶŐĞ�ĂƌĞĂ��>ŝŬĞ�ŶĞǁ�
ĐŽŶĚ��ƌĞĂĚǇ�ƚŽ�ĮƐŚ�Žƌ�ĐƌƵŝƐĞ���Ăůů�:Ğī�̂ ƚĂŶůĞǇ����ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ��

1510 SE 17th Street, Ste. 300 • Ft Lauderdale, FL 33316

954.525.8112  • Lauderdale@gilmanyachts.com • WWW.GILMANYACHTS.COM

72' NEPTUNUS 2012
dǁŝŶ��#ϯϮ���d�ϭϲϱϬŚƉ��KŶ�ĚĞĐŬ�ŵĂƐƚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ĐĂďŝŶƐ�ďĞůŽǁ�ƉůƵƐ�ĐƌĞǁ���ǆĐŝƟŶŐ�ŶĞǁ�
ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ďǇ�'ƌĞŐ�DĂƌƐŚĂůů���ůů�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌĞĂƚ�EĞƉƚƵŶƵƐ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ�ƐĞĂŬĞĞƉ-
ŝŶŐ�ĂďŝůŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ϯϬ�ŬŶŽƚ�ƐƉĞĞĚƐ�ŝŶ�Ă�ĨƌĞƐŚ�ŶĞǁ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

65' PACIFIC MARINER 2000
dǁŝŶ�ဒϬϬ�ŚƉ���d6Ɛ�ǁ�ϭϯϮϱ�ŚƌƐ��ϯ�^ƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ�ǁ�ĞŶ#ƐƵŝƚĞ�ŚĞĂĚƐ��ǁĂůŬ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ĚĞĐŬƐ��ƐƚĂŶĚ�
ƵƉ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�ƌŽŽŵ��ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞƌƐ�Θ�ďŽǁ�ƚŚƌƵƐƚĞƌƐ��DĂŶǇ�ĐƵƐƚŽŵ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ��ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�'ƌĞĂƚ�
>ŽŽƉ��ƌƵŝƐĞ���ƐŬŝŶŐ�Ψϳϳϱ�ϬϬϬ��̂ ĞƌŝŽƵƐ�ƐĞůůĞƌ��>ŽĐ��E�����Ăůů�tĂǇŶĞ��ĂŶŶĂǀĂ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�
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55' NEPTUNUS 1996
EŝĐĞƐƚ�ϱϱ6�EĞƉƚƵŶƵƐ�ĞǀĞƌ���ŚĞƌƌǇ�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ��ϯ�ƐƚƌŵƐ�Ϯ�ŚĞĂĚƐ��
ĮďĞƌŐůĂƐƐ�ŚĂƌĚƚŽƉ���ůĞĂŶ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�ƌŽŽŵ��ůŽǁ�ŚƌƐ�ϲsဓϮ�����'s 
DĂƌƋƵŝƚ�ϭϬϬϬůď��ďŽǁ�ĚĂǀŝƚ���Ăůů�:Ğī�̂ ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

62' NEPTUNUS SELECTION
ϮϬϬϰ��ϮϬϬϱ��ϮϬϬϲ�DŽĚĞůƐ��Ăůů�ǁŝƚŚ��#ϭဒ�ϭϬϬϬŚƉ��,ǇĚƌĂƵůŝĐ�
ƉůĂƞŽƌŵƐ��ƚĞŶĚĞƌƐ���ĂĐŚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ƐůŝŐŚƚůǇ�Ěŝī��ůĂǇŽƵƚ��Ăůů�ǁ�
ŚĂƌĚƚŽƉƐ�����ŽŶ�&���^ƚĂƌƟŶŐ��ΨဒϮϱ<���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ������

50' SUNSEEKER CAMARGUE 2000
>Žǁ�ŚƌƐ�ŽŶ���d�ϯϭဓϲd��ĞŶŐŝŶĞƐ��/ŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ�ƵƉĚĂƚ-
ĞĚ���ŚĞƌƌǇ�ǁŽŽĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƐŽŌ�ůĞĂƚŚĞƌ�ƐĞĂƟŶŐ��ŚĂƌĚƚŽƉ��̂ ŵĂůů�
ƚƌĂĚĞƐ� ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ�� �Ăůů� :ŽĞ� DĂũĐŚĞƌĞŬ�� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ�

37' SEA RAY SUNDANCER 2013 
KŶůǇ�ϱϰ�ŚŽƵƌƐ��ŶĞǀĞƌ�ďĞĞŶ�ƐůĞƉƚ�Žƌ�ĐŽŽŬĞĚ�ŝŶ����ƌǇ�ƐƚŽƌĞĚ�
ŝŶĚŽŽƌƐ���,ĂƐ�Ăůů�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝŐŚƚ�ŽƉƟŽŶƐ��ဒ�Ϯ>�&t���ŶŐŝŶĞƐ��:ŽǇ-
ƐƟĐŬ�̂ ǇƐƚĞŵ��̂ ŬǇ�,ŽŽŬ���Ăůů��ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�DŝĐŚĂĞů��ŽƌŽƐŬǇ�
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44' TIARA 2004
�ƵŵŵŝŶƐ�Y^D�ϭϭ#�ϱဒϬ�ŚƌƐ��WƌŝƐƟŶĞ��ŽŶĚŝƟŽŶ��&Ƶůů��ŶĐůŽƐĞĚ�
,Ğůŵ�ǁ�Ăŝƌ��ŐƌĞĂƚ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ�Θ�ƐŽƵŶĚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ��̂ ĂƟŶ�dĞĂŬ�ŝŶƚ��
KǁŶĞƌ� ĨŽƵŶĚ�ŶĞǆƚ�ďŽĂƚ���Ăůů� :ŽŚŶ�EŽŽŶĞ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

R
ED

U
C
ED

54' SEA RAY SUNDANCER 2011
hƉŐƌĂĚĞĚ�ϳϭϱŚƉ�Y^Dϭϭ��ƵŵŵŝŶƐ�ǁ��ĞƵƐ�WŽĚ��ƌŝǀĞ�^ǇƐ-
ƚĞŵ�� ,ŝŐŚ� ŐůŽƐƐ� ĐŚĞƌƌǇ� ŝŶƚ��� ZĂǇŵĂƌŝŶĞ� ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ� ƉĐŬŐ��
ŚǇĚƌĂƵůŝĐ�Ɛǁŝŵ�ƉůĂƞŽƌŵ��/ŵŵĂĐƵůĂƚĞ���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ������

R
ED

U
C
ED

TWO 56' NEPTUNUS HARDTOP 
dǁŝŶ� ��d6Ɛ� ϯϰϬϲ�� ǁ�ဒϬϬ� ŚƉ�� dŚƌĞĞ� ƐƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ�� ƚǁŽ�
ŚĞĂĚƐ�� ŚǇĚƌĂƵůŝĐ� Ɛǁŝŵ� ƉůĂƞŽƌŵ�� /ŵŵĂĐƵůĂƚĞ� ŝŶƐŝĚĞ�ŽƵƚ�
^ƚĂƌƟŶŐ� Ăƚ� Ψϱϳϯ�ဓϬϬ� �ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� :Ğī� ^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ�

74' STEPHENS CUSTOM MY 
�ůĂƐƐŝĐ� ƐƚǇůŝŶŐ�� ŐƌĞĂƚ� ĨĂŵŝůǇ� ǇĂĐŚƚ�� ^ƉĞĐƚĂĐƵůĂƌ� ƚƌĂĚŝƟŽŶĂů� ŵĂŚŽŐĂŶǇ� ŝŶƚĞ-
ƌŝŽƌ�� dŽƚĂů� ƌĞĮƚ� ĂŶĚ� ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ� ƵƉŐƌĂĚĞ� ǁŝƚŚ� ďŽǁ� ƚŚƌƵƐƚĞƌ�� ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞƌƐ�� ĂŶĚ� ĞůĞĐ-
ƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ�� DƵƐƚ� ƐĞĞ�� ƌĞĂůŝƐƟĐ� ƐĞůůĞƌ�� �ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� tĂǇŶĞ� �ĂŶŶĂǀĂ�� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ�

77' HATTERAS COCKPIT MY
,ƵŐĞ�ǀŽůƵŵĞ��ĂŌ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�ƌŽŽŵ�ŵŽƚŽƌ�ǇĂĐŚƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ĨĂĐƚŽƌǇ�ĐŽĐŬƉŝƚ��&ŽƵƌ�ŐĞŶĞƌŽƵƐ�
ƐŝǌĞ�ƚĞĂŬ�ƐƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŚĞĂĚƐ���ƌĞǁ�ĨŽƌ�ƚǁŽ��EĞǁ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ��ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŽƌƐ�����ĂŶĚ�
ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ���ŽŶƚĂĐƚ�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

http://www.gilmanyachts.com
mailto:Lauderdale@gilmanyachts.com
http://WWW.GILMANYACHTS.COM


Toll Free 888-230-0439 or 954-921-1500
Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd Street, Suite 213, Dania Beach, FL 33004

Asking $2,995,000
Trades Considered

115 TRINITY REFIT 2007/2008

Twin 3412 CATs, luxuriously appointed four stateroom plus crew. Jacuzzi on fl ybridge. Ideal 
for personal use or charter. Contact Chris 954-303-5604 or Mack Carroll 954-648-8989.

MTU 16V2000s. 4 cabins for guests plus crew. Under warranty. Euro power 
plus Atlas converter. New bottom paint. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

90 FALCON 2010

Not for sale in US waters

Price Reduced

100 HATTERAS 2002

Twin MTUs, new paint, new electronics. Shows like new. Asking $4,299,000.  
Located in Ft. Lauderdale. Contact Ed Biggie 954-868-0526.

118 MILLENIUM 2001 

Four Owner staterooms with split level master.  Semi-raised pilothouse, 
country kitchen. Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

Not for sale in US waters

79 LEOPARD ARNO 2000

Refi t 2012 w/ new waterjets. Hydraulic sun roof, 3 stateroom, shallow draft 
perfect for Bahamas. Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

Not for sale in US waters

94 SUNSEEKER YACHT 2003

4 SR + crew. Underwater lights, Jacuzzi on fl ybridge, SAT TV & phone. Miami -  Bring 
offers.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

80 SUNSEEKER YACHT 2010

1800 MANs, extended warranties, stabilized, loaded!  
Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279.

New to Market

82 HORIZON 2001

Full beam master makes 4 staterooms plus crew. Captain maintained. Fresh interior. 
Contact Trevor Carroll 954-647-5217.

Fresh Paint

90 BOUNDLESS CUSTOM MOTOR YACHT 2009 

Triple Yanmar diesels w/ low hours. Waterjets, very shallow draft.
Contact Randy Kires 954-401-6888.

80 TECHNEMA 2001

4 staterooms plus crew, built to US specs. 3412 CATs w/ low hrs., capt. 
maintained. Contact CA Gregg Silver 305-304-4574.

Price Reduced

101 IAG 2015

Four Stateroom, Euro style.  RINA specs. 2015 Delivery.  $5.5M.  
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

80 MAIORA 2006 

1500 hp MTUs.  Easy to see in Miami.  
Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

85 PACIFIC MARINER 2005 

Twin 1500 hp MTUs. 4 stateroom plus crew for 3.  
Captain maintained. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

84 MONTEFINO SKY LOUNGE 2004  

Twin CAT C30, 3 staterooms, Interior refi t 2012, new davit, tender, 
paint. Reduced.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Contemporary oak interior, on-deck Guest Cabin/media room. Twin MTUs.  
Located in Italy.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

108 SAN LORENZO 2007

80 AZIMUT CARAT 2005

Twin C-30 CATs, Loaded – Atlas, KVH TV, SAT Phone.  Located Greece.  Contact Joe 
Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

120 SOVEREIGN 1999 

Twin 1800 hp MTUS, low hrs. 5 SR+crew. Many upgrades, recent paint. Light maple 
interior. Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604 or Mack Carroll 954-648-8989

Twin CATs, Five Stateroom. Ready to go. $10.5M. At our docks!
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

127 IAG 2014 – HULL 2
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65 PRINCESS MOTORYACHT 2002

Twin 1050 hp MANs. Four stateroom, US or European electric.  Excellent condition. 
No expenses spared.  Contact Trevor Carroll 954-647-5217.

68 RIVA SUPEREGO 2012 

Great deal!  Located in Italy. Asking 2M Euro.
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

65 HATTERAS ENCLOSED BRIDGE CONVERTIBLE 1996 

3 Stateroom, galley up, enlarged owner stateroom.  Twin Detroit 16V92s.  
Contact Ed Biggie 954-868-0526.

65 PACIFIC MARINER PHMY 2003

Twin 3406 CATs, stabilizer, 3 staterooms plus 2 crew, SAT TV. 
Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

Not for sale in US waters

65 VIKING 2001

Twin CAT C32s, 4 stateroom layout.  Rigged tower, bow davit, turn-key. Best 
deal anywhere. Contact  Johnny Woods 954-684-3286.

Refi t

72 MANGUSTA 2007

1500 MTUs w/ low hours. 3 stateroom, 3 head. Immaculate condition. 
Enroute Florida. Contact Mark Meyer 305-677-9137.

Not for sale in 
US waters

72 RAYBURN MOTORYACHT 2005

T-1050hp MAN’s, 3 staterooms + crew, open galley, captain
maintained. Contact Central Agent, Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in 
US waters

68 AZIMUT 2006

Twin 1150 MTUs.  Super clean & easy to see in Miami.  
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059 or Brent DeSellier 954-662-6241.

68 SUNSEEKER PREDATOR 2005 

Twin MANs speed to 40 kts. 3 stateroom plus crew, retractable hard top, teak 
decks. Contact Herb Bopp 954-931-7138

Not for sale in US waters

70 HATTERAS CPMY 1989 

Twin Detroits, rebuilt w/ low hrs. 4 staterooms/4 heads. 
Extensive upgrades. Contact Johnny Woods 954-684-3286.

65 GRAND ALASKAN FLUSHDECK 2001

CAT engines, bow & stern thruster. 4 stateroom/3 head layout with 
full beam master.  Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.  

75 GRAND ALASKAN FLUSH DECK 2001

Twin 3406 CATs, 3 SR+ crew, day head, Fresh paint & cushions. Many 
upgrades. Contact Trevor Carroll 954-647-5217. 

Sistership

New condition yacht.  Equipped with Volvo-Penta IPS total 2700 hp.  
Very motivated Owner!  Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

63 MARQUIS 2012

78 MARLOW 2005

Three stateroom plus crew. C30 CATs, stabilized. Best equipped 
Marlow ever conceived! Contact Gregg Silver 305-304-4574.

Miami Boat Show 73 Model 1995 Also Available!

78 FORBES COOPER 1997

Not for sale in US waters

4 Staterooms with private head, 2 crew, and day head. Full time 
captain. Price reduced to $995K. Contact Brad Nelson 954-205-7944.

73 DONZI CONVERTIBLE 1999

Twin MTU 16V2000 series 1800 hp. 3 cabin plus crew. Refi t 2008, fresh paint 
2010. Bring offers!  Contact Jim Kelly 954-675-4435.

New Listing!

Twin MTUs. 3 stateroom/3 head layout plus crew.  Many upgrades! Passerelle, 
underwater lights, audiovisual equipment. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

70 MAIORA MOTORYACHT 1996

Not for sale in US waters

$599K

74 SUNSEEKER PREDATOR 2010

Twin MANs, hydraulic swim platform, teak decks,  underwater lights. 
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Reduced

mailto:info@atlanticyachtandship.com
http://AtlanticYachtandShip.com
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FLORIDA OFFICE:  Tel. 954-921-1500 

         TOLL FREE:  Tel. 888-230-0439

43 INTREPID 2012

Triple Yamahas w/ extended warranties.  Custom w/ high end options. 
Lightly used. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

56 VIKING 2004

Twin Series 2000 V12 series MTUs. Fish rigged, underwater lights, full 
electronics. Contact CA Ed Biggie 954-868-0526.

Price Reduced

48 BUDDY DAVIS EXPRESS 2005

CAT C18s, upgraded gen, 2 SR, helm A/C, new Furuno touch screen 
electronics. – Contact Jim Kelly 954-675-4435.

50 BAIA CLASSIC 1997

Twin MTUs, fast, super clean.  Well maintained. Fully refit interior, 
lots of  upgrades. Contact Brent DeSellier 954-662-6241.

42 YELLOWFIN 2013 

Triple 350 Yamahas with warranty.  Full electronics. 2008 model also available.  
Contact Trevor Carroll 954-647-5217 or Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

52 VIKING CONVERTIBLE 2008

1360 hp MANs. Palm Beach Tower.  Eskimo ice chipper, water maker, bow 
thruster. Fully fi sh rigged. Contact Jim Kelly 954-675-4435.

59 RIVA 2004

Twin 1050 hp MANs w/ low hours.  Best priced Riva on market.  
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059. 

60 SUNSEEKER 2011 

Twin 1100 MANs, engine warranty, less than 350 hrs. 3 SR/3 head plus crew. 
Cherry interior.  Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279.

60 VIKING 1994

Custom cockpit extension.  Great for fi shing, swimming, or diving!  3 Stateroom/
3 head layout. MAN powered.  Contact Dennis Rhodes 954-695-2839.

61 SUNSEEKER PREDATOR 2002

1,000 hr service completed on MANs, bow & stern thrusters, cockpit A/C. 
Stored under cover. Contact Randy Kires 954-401-6888.

61 BUDDY DAVIS 2001 

Twin MTUs, all service up to date. New Eskimo ice chipper, dual live wells, 
transom fi sh box. Bring offers! Contact Dennis Rhodes 954-695-2839.

<<<  Scan the Code to 
access our full listings

61 VIKING W/ MEZZANINE SEATING 2004

Twin MTUs. 3 sr/3 head layout. New underwater lights, electronics, btm. paint. 
Contact Mack 954-648-8989 or Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

Price Reduced

45 RAMPAGE CONVERTIBLE 2005

CAT C-18s 1015 hp.  Loaded with many upgrades.  Immaculate!  
Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279.

62 AZIMUT 2010

C18 CATs, 3 stateroom/3 head plus 2 crew. Hydraulic gangway, bow/stern 
thrusters. Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

Warranty

42 MOTION SPORTFISH 2013

5 year engine warranty, 10 yr. hull warranty. 73 mph! New build representatives.  
Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279.

In Stock!

50 SUNSEEKER MANHATTAN 2006

C-12 CATs. Cleanest boat ever!  See her and you will make an offer! 
Contact Stephen Faraldo at 561-322-8279

Sistership

Price Reduced

Twin 480 hp Cummins, Zeus pod drives, high gloss cherry interior, SAT TV, under 
warranty. Contact Trevor Carroll 954-647-5217.

43/47 SEA RAY SUNDANCER 2009
Sistership

50 HATTERAS CONVERTIBLE 1997

1292s, updated electronics, teak cockpit.  Exceptionally clean.  
Contact Johnny Woods 954-684-3286.

Price Reduced

mailto:info@atlanticyachtandship.com
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62’ LITTLE HARBOR 1982
Contact Steve Deane

49' GRAND BANKS EASTBAY 2002
Contact Phil Annunziato

73’ OUTER REEF 2008
Contact Pam Barlow

50’ DEFEVER 2010
Contact Marc Thomas

62’ SELENE 2005
Contact Kiki Bosch

55’ FLEMING 2002
Contact Ron McTighe

64' IN STOCK

Contact Greg Sturgis

92’ EXPEDITION YACHT 2010
Contact Andrew Cilla

85' INACE 2004
Contact Dana Cambon

91' TARRAB 2012
Contact Jason Dumbar

NEW

32' NORDIC TUG 2004

 Contact Jim Wilkey

TRADE IN

PHONE: 954-525-6617

SALES@LUKEBROWN.COM

WWW.LUKEBROWN.COM

#1 Source for New and 
Pre-Owned Offshore 

Motoryachts and Trawlers 
since 1969

92' IN BUILD

Contact Steve Deane 

62' OFFSHORE 2013

Contact Steve Deane 

39' IN STOCK

Contact Jim Wilkey

NEW

42' ON ORDER

Contact Kiki Bosch

NORDIC TUG

SELENE OCEAN EXPLORER

NORDIC TUGS

SELENE OCEAN TRAWLER

 77’ PRESIDENT 2009
Contact Andrew Cilla

NEW OUT ISLANDER YACHTS

NEW
JUST LISTED

mailto:SaleS@lukeBrown.com
http://www.lukeBrown.com


130’ Westport Tri-Deck MY 2010 “APHRODITE”  

Mark Peck, C.A. 

130’ Hatteras MY 1995 “CHARISMA”

Andrew Miles, C.A.

115’ Crescent 1996 “SANS SOUCI”

Andrew Miles, C.A.

112’ Crescent RPHMY 2002  “ATTITUDE”

Andrew Miles, C.A.

112’ Westport RPHMY 2004  “JESSICA” 

Bryan Long, C.A.

������������
�����6WDWH�5RDG�����)RUW�/DXGHUGDOH��)/������

LQIR#ZHVWSRUW\DFKWVDOHV�FRP���

%5<$1�/21*�����$1'5(:�0,/(6�����&$00�0225(�����0$5.�3(&.����

&/$8'(�5$&,1(�����-26(�52'5,*8(=�����$/(;�52*(56�����-2+1�9$5*$��

New Construction

WESTPORT 164  | 50M

New Construction

WESTPORT 112  | 34M

New Construction

WESTPORT 130  |  40M

New Construction

WESTPORT 98  |  30M

New Construction

PACIFIC MARINER 85  | 26M

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NOW

2010 ALSO AVAILABLE2009 ALSO AVAILABLE

Not for sale to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters

mailto:info@westportyachtsales.com


106’ Westport CPMY 2004 

John Varga, C.A.

98’ Queenship 1993

Mark Peck, C.A.

98’ West Bay 1998

Andrew Miles / Bryan Long, C.A.’s

97’ Hargrave MY 2005

Andrew Miles, C.A.

95’ Westport / Christensen Long Range MY 

John Varga / Camm Moore,  C.A.’s

85’ Pacific Mariner 2008

Claude Racine, C.A

82’ Lyman-Morse 2003

Bryan Long / Mark Peck, C.A.’s

80’ Novatec 1996

John Varga, C.A.

80’ Lazzara 1998

Mark Peck, C.A.

80’ Azimut 2001

Mark Peck, C.A.

77’ Horizon MY 2008

John Varga, C.A.

70’ Uniesse 2007

John Varga / Clause Racine, C.A.’s

68’ Viking SF 2007

Alex Rogers, C.A.

68’ Lowland 1985

Mark Peck, C.A.

63’ Hatteras GT Convertible 2012

Camm Moore, C.A.

SINCE 1964

�ZZZ�ZHVWSRUW\DFKWV�FRP

http://www.westportyachts.com


Putting the “Fun” 
back in boating
One owner at a time!

FT LAUDERDALE

78°

800.551.9590  |  954.463.0555  |  SALES@HARGRAVE.ORG  

SeaVenture – 101' 2010 Hargrave Sky Lounge – Built for grand cruising adventures!
Breathtaking views from every location in this extended sky lounge model immediately 
sets SeaVenture apart. She has the unique ability to handle the hot sunny weather found in 
Florida or Mexico and then shift gears to delight the owner and his guests when cruising in 
the inclement weather common to New England and the Pacific Northwest. Caterpillar 1,675 
hp C-32 series engines, Northern Lights generators, 4 large guest suites for up to 9 guests 
and 2 crew cabins that can accommodate up to 4 crew members. A great opportunity for you 
to own this like new custom built Hargrave Sky Lounge Motoryacht.  Offered at $6,900,000.

Brand New 76' 2013 Hargrave Flush Deck – Built for Speed and Stability 
Don't miss this opportunity to own this exciting new model from the Hargrave design studio 
riding on a new hull created by Jack Sarin.  This impressive quality built yacht features 
four separate dining areas, center island country kitchen, day head, bridge deck stand up 
bar, and four cabins! Showcasing the new CAT C-18TA 1,150 engines, and equipped with 
dual 20 kW gen sets, Naiad stabilizers, Headhunter toilets, chilled water a/c system, and a 
heavy duty package of electronics and audio visual equipment. She is the perfect choice for 
serious blue water yachtsmen. Offered at $4,400,000 with full warranties.

Adventure Us – 82' 2007 Hargrave Flybridge – Built for family cruising    
The current owners had great fun with family and friends cruising from Maine to Key West, 
in fact, they had so much fun they are building a new one so they can share their adventures 
with more guests! Lots of custom creativity starting with the uniquely designed galley and 
dinette area, full lower helm, four luxurious en suite staterooms, and crew quarters for two 
located aft. The flybridge is enclosed with its EZ2C enclosure and has air conditioning/
heating system for entertaining in all weather conditions. Twin CAT C-30s with 1550hp. 

SEAFARER – 101' 2008 Hargrave Raised Pilothouse – Built for Entertaining & Charter
Our most popular four stateroom plus crew aft arrangement this yacht offers a superior 
use of space and a country estate type of loose furniture look giving Seafarer a distinctive 
upscale feel. She has 3/4 scale for safety but allowing a much wider main salon for 
entertaining.  Oversized windows offer wonderful views, while her extensive entertainment 
system adds to family and guest enjoyment. Fully equipped with thrusters, stabilizers, big 
generators, Nautica tender, and water toys, she has been providing outstanding service to 
her owners, and also enjoys a great reputation in the charter market. Twin 1, 675-hp CAT C32s.

)X
Q

ENJOY PHOTOS, VIDEOS, AND FULL DETAILS AT HARGRAVEYACHTSALES.COM

Brand New 125' 2013 Hargrave Raised Pilothouse
Do you own a Rolls Royce? If so, you will feel right at home on this stunning hand built 
masterpiece that is so luxurious that one buyer told his wife, “Honey, we can’t just show 
up in this!” This boat was created with a huge 4-stateroom layout, and has an open 
feeling throughout the yacht. Powered by twin 1825 hp Caterpillar Engines and twin 45 kW 
Caterpillar Generators, she is completely outfitted and ready to entertain your family and 
impress your friends with all the right toys and oversized hot tub. Enjoy the shade of the 
hardtop while cruising the tropics.

ALL NEW 2014 Hargrave 31M (101') Four Staterooms & Country Kitchen
If you like only the very best you’ll want to see our newest model from Hargrave featuring 
fresh new styling both inside and out that will be sure to please you, and is part of our 
leadership commitment to the industry. Hargrave has introduced more new models in 
the past five years than any other company we compete with in the US market. Look at 
our newest profile and enjoy the stylish shapes in the transom and flybridge deck. This is 
the future and it’s here now. If you can afford the best, why wouldn’t you want to own a 
Hargrave?

mailto:sALEs@HARGRAVE.ORG


PROVIDING A BETTER BOATING EXPERIENCE

HARGRAVECUSTOMYACHTS.COM  |  1887 WEST SR 84, FT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315  

72' GUY COUACH “ALEGRIA” $1,500,000
MTU Power | Sophisticated | 3 cabin + crew | Large Exterior Space

62' 2008 AZIMUT “SABELLA” $1,095,000
3 Staterooms | Crew Aft | Trades OK  | Cat C-18

54' 1996 OCEAN ALEXANDER “LADY M” NOW $370,000
3 Staterooms | Cockpit | Walk Around | Bimini Top | Det 8V92TA

81' 2003 HARGRAVE “PRETTY LADY” $2,800,000
4 Staterooms | Crew Fwd | Full Elevator | Cat 3412 | Florida

80' 2014 MONTE FINO “IRRESISTIBLE”
3 Staterooms | Extended fuel range | hot tub | CAT C-18 ACERTS 1150 hp

75’ 2004 PRINCESS YACHT “FRIENDSHIP” $1,995,000
4 Staterooms | Factory Hard Top | Bow & Stern Thrusters

90' 2005 HARGRAVE "DANI"
3 Staterooms | Crew Fwd | Wide Body | Cat 3412

85’ 2005 PACIFIC MARINER “CARBON COPY”
4 Staterooms | Crew Aft | 2 Jacuzzi tubs | MTU Engs 1500 hp

84' 2004 MONTE FINO “POMBOO” $2,300,000  
3 Staterooms | $1.2 mil refit | CAT Eng | Crew FWD

98' 2008 HARGRAVE “TIGERS EYE” $4,995,000
4 Staterooms | Crew Aft | Wide Body |Fiberglass | Cat C-32

96' 2010 HARGRAVE “MARYCLARE” $3,495,000
4 Staterooms | Crew Fwd | Great Interior Volume | Cat 3412

95' 2002 HARGRAVE “PATENT PENDING” $2,900,000
4 Staterooms | 3 Crew | Walk-Around | CAT 3412E

114' 2009 HARGRAVE “SEA LEGEND” $5,900,000
4 Staterooms | Walk Around | Cockpit | Cat 3412 | Trans Atlantic

106' 1986/2010 DENISON “ZANTINO III” $1,795,000
3 Stateroom | Re-powered CAT C-32 | 8775 gal fuel

101' 2010 Hargrave “AMITIE” $5,795,000
On-Deck Master | 3 Guests | Convertible Top | CAT 5yr warranty

FT LAUDERDALE

78°

)X
Q

Putting the “Fun” 
back in boating
One owner at a time!

http://hargravecustomyachts.com


104' ALLOY YACHTS  $1,650,000

William Garden design, 200+ mile daily sailing, 2 X Volvo Penta eng.

WKUHH�VWDWHURRPV���FUHZ��5H¿W�������/DWHVW�HOHFWURQLFV��9LGHR�$YDLO

Florida T 954.525.7637 F 954.527.1292 Email yachts@ardell.com

1550 S.E. 17th Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 USA

California T 949.642.5735 F 949.642.9884 Email yachts-ca@ardell.com

2101 West Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA 92663 USA

54' JEANNEAU 2006  $390,000

Well maintained by knowlegable, original 

owner, 3 en suite staterooms, + crew

FEATURED LISTING

UNDAUNTED

73' Dauntless Explorer

$4,950,000

It is to meet this growing demand that 

Dauntless Yachts designed a new range 

of explorer yachts with superior stan-

GDUGV��7KLV�KLJK�HI¿FLHQF\��¿EHUJODVV��

fast-displacement hull of Jon Overing 

design, provides tremendous interior 

volume. Four en suite staterooms plus 

crew & separate lower deck laundry 

facilities. Practical and comfortable for 

long range cruising, Undaunted boasts 

75$&�67$5�VWDELOL]DWLRQ�DW�UHVW�

Jeromy Mold 

jeromy@ardell.com

114' CODECASA   $895,000

Raised pilothouse.Full displacement Motor Yacht, 5,000 mile range

6L[�HQVXLWH�VWDWHURRPV��WHDN�DQG�PDKRJDQ\�LQWHULRU

102' PALMER JOHNSON 1980/2009   $2,995,000   

&XVWRP�0�<����VWDWHURRPV���FUHZ��&RPSOHWH�UH¿W�LQ������ 

1HZ����KS�&���&$7�HQJLQHV��QHZ�6HDNHHSHU�VWDELOL]HUV

7RP�&RUNHWW�

corkett@ardell.com

0DVRQ�6WDULQJ� 

mason@ardell.com

Brian Hermann  

brian@ardell.com

William Palmer

palmer@ardell.com

Dick Phillips  

dick@ardell.com

Gage Powell  

gage@ardell.com

68' NORDLUND 1991   $795,000

0DMRU�PHFKDQLFDO�FRVPHWLF�UH¿W�������QHZ�/3� 

paint, 3 staterooms, walk-in engine room.

52' VAN DER HEIJDEN 2014    $1,450,000

$OXP��FRQVWU����VU���KHDG�OD\RXW����;�&$7�&��$FHUWV�21$1������

.:�JHQ��%RZ�VWHUQ�WKUXVWHUV��*DUPLQ�HOHFWULF��7XUQ�.H\�

72' FERRETTI 1998    $1,095,000

�����WZLQ�078�GLHVHOV��WZLQ�EULGJH� 

DFFHVV���VWUPV���KHDGV���FUHZ

Dauntless yachts are for those with an 

adventurous spirit...for those who want 

to explore remote and exotic locations 

in comfort and in absolute safety...for 

those who understand that such exotic 

adventures can be undertaken only with 

a minmal amount of support.  

Not for sale to U.S. residents while  

in U.S. waters.

Dennis Moran 

moran@ardell.com

mailto:yachts@ardell.com
mailto:yachts-ca@ardell.com
mailto:jeromy@ardell.com
mailto:corkett@ardell.com
mailto:mason@ardell.com
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mailto:gage@ardell.com
mailto:moran@ardell.com


&UDLJ�&DGZDODGHU 

 craig@ardell.com

Todd Rittenhouse 

rittenhouse@ardell.com

&UDLJ�&DGZDODGHU

craig@ardell.com

Dick Phillips 

 dick@ardell.com

&UDLJ�&DGZDODGHU� 

craig@ardell.com

Todd Rittenhouse

rittenhouse@ardell.com

Jim Elliott 

elliott@ardell.com

Jerome Brarda  

jerome@ardell.com

Brian Hermann  

brian@ardell.com

HYBRID BLUE COAST YACHTS  €42,100,000

Power trimaran designed for long range cruising, technically advanced,

OX[XULRXV�DQG�HOHJDQW���FDQ�DFFRPPRGDWH����JXHVWV�DQG���FUHZ

44' MOCHI CRAFT DOLPHIN 

���VWUPV���KG�OD\RXW�ZLWK���[�����+3�9ROYRV 

Beautiful & priced at $479,000

100'  CANTIERI FERRI 1989   €975,000

$OXP��KXOO��SURYHQ�ZRUOG�FUXLVHU�����VWDWHURRPV���FUHZ

strong and powerful yet luxurious, ready for long range cruising

92' TARRAB 2002   $1,895,000

%HDXWLIXO�FRQGLWLRQ��)RXU�VWDWHURRPV���FUHZ��7ZLQ�&$7�����

/DUJH�À\EULGJH��/RZ�KRXUV��7XUQ�NH\�UHDG\���9LGHR�$YDLODEOH

76' CUSTOM PEDRICK DESIGN    $2,295,000

&XVWRP�EXLOW��)LEHUJODVV�&RPSRVLWH�FRQVUXFWLRQ����6WDWHURRPV���FUHZ�

3RZHU�ZLQFKHV�IXUOLQJ�V\VWHP��6HW�XS�IRU�VKRUW�KDQGHG�VDLOLQJ

83' KNIGHT & CARVER 1988  

Ed Monk Jr. design. MTU diesels, bow  

WKUXVWHU��WHDN�FRFNSLW�������UH¿W�

WWW.ARDELL.COM
   California 949.642.5735                               Florida 954.525.7637

ISLAND PACKET 445 2006   $430,000

&WU�&RFNSLW��0DVWHU�	�9,3�6WUPV� 

Fully equipped, shoal draft    

72' OYSTER 2006  $2,850,000

6WDQ�+XPSKULHV�GHVLJQ����VUPV�����FUHZ��K\GUDXOLF�IXUOLQJ�� 

1RUWK�6DLOV��WHDN�GHFNV��UHDG\�WR�FUXLVH

110' PALMER JOHNSON  $2,950,000

7KUHH�VWDWHURRPV���FRQYHUWLEOH�GHQ��6HD�NLQGO\�-RKQ�$OGHQ�GHVLJQ

%XLOW�LQ�������UH¿W��������
���GUDIW�ERDUG�XS��ORFDWHG�)W��/DXGHUGDOH
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Annapolis, Beaufort, Boston, Cape Canaveral, Cape May NJ, Charleston, Ft. Lauderdale, Houston, Miami, New Bern, Newport, L.I. New York, 

Nova Scotia, Ocean Reef, Palm Beach, Panama City, Portland OR, San Diego, St.Augustine, St. Petersburg, Savannah, Seattle, Stuart, Wrightsville Beach

116’ Amer - 2009

Alexandra Tovar 305-606-7783

119’ Custom MOtorsailer

Ron Housman 617-549-4123

43’ Chris Craft - 2007

Carlos Araujo 305-336-9392

44’ Huckins - 2009

Richard  Buteux 772-485-2731

43’ Silverton - 2005

Samantha Gauld 978-590-2806
43’ Mainship - 2008

Roger Cole 727-460-0228

37’ Great Harbor - 2007

Lenny Beck 910-917-2205
34’ Mainship - 2006

Greg Haught 772-475-6030

40’ Sea Ray - 2001

Jeff Beird 305-984-5179

38’ Regal - 2006

Steve Gallagher 561-718-1300

74’ Sunseeker - 1999

Steve Gallagher 561-718-1300

80’ Sunseeker - 1999

Chuck Newman 904-607-7286

78’ Baia - 2003

Juan Morillo 305-917-3758

75’ Azimut - 2009

Mark Andries 619-204-3686

115’ Sterling - 1985

John Pribik 954-494-5956

48’ Sea Ray - 2004

Tania Andre 315-783-0036
48’ Fountain - 2006

Ron Housman 617-549-4123

48’ Offshore - 2000

Greg Haught 772-475-6030

48’ Azimut - 2013

Carlos Araujo 305-336-9392

53’ Hatteras - 1980

Doug Rosensky 713-854-4434

57’ McKinna - 1999

Chris Cooke 888-922-4814

52’ Legacy - 2002

Larry Dario 401-954-1478
53’ Kristen - 2002

John Pribik 954-494-5956

130’ Custom - 2008

John Pribik 954-494-5956

http://www.unitedyacht.com


Inquire on any one of our 1000+ in-house listing and you speak directly to the listing agent!

70’ Buddy DAvis - 2009

Chris Cooke 888-922-4814

68’ Jim Smith - 2006

Chuck Newman 904-607-7286

62’ Azimut - 2004

Mark Andries 619-204-3686

68’ Azimut - 2006

Juan Morillo 305-917-3758

44’ Sea Ray - 2006

Paul MacCormack 772-812-1182

44’ Tollycraft - 1988

Fritz Grell 772-285-9226
46’ Soluna - 2008

Larry Dario 401-954-1478

47’ Doral - 2007

Willy McCormick 561-301-8126

98’ Benetti - 1962/2012

Steve Barnes 561-400-6323

92’ AllSeas - 2010

Lenny Beck 910-617-2205

86’ Hatteras - 2003

Doug Rosensky 713-854-4434

82’ Horizon - 2007

Greg Pierce 561-385-4564

52’ Bruce Roberts - 2008

Robert Powell 772-388-5555

51’ Zimmerman - 2007

John Peterson 910-546-5760

50’ Azimut - 2006

Ken Brooks 772-631-6960

49’ Grand Banks - 1999

John Peterson 910-546-5760

42’ Sabre - 2004

Mordy Miltz 516-606-1282
42’ Cruisers - 1998

Andrew Troyer 850-499-7013

40’ Outback - 2001

Keegan Bird 772-215-1691

41’ Beneteau - 2006

Christoper Cooke 888-922-4814

33’ Ocean Master - 2014

Paul MacCormack 772-812-1182

34’ Glacier Bay - 2006

Willy McCormick 561-301-8126

34’ Knowles - 2008

Rich Gopfert 954-648-6701

31’ Jupiter - 2008

Olan Scheff 772- 341-5192

http://www.unitedyacht.com


(206)344-8566 (949)515-7700

NEWPORT BEACH, CASEATTLE, WA FT. LAUDERDALE, FL

(954)779-1905

Ocean Alexander Current Models Call to place your factory order!

90’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Stock #007, #008, & #009- SOLD
Stock #010- IN STOCK in Ft. Lauderdale
Stock #011- IN STOCK in Ft. Lauderdale
Stock #012- IN STOCK Seattle

112’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Stock #001- under construction

100’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Debuting at the Ft. Lauderdale Int’l Boat Show

85’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Stock #E05- Sold
Stock #E07- IN STOCK Newport Beach

78’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Stock #020, #021, & #022- SOLD
Stock #023- Order Today

72’ OCEAN ALEXANDER MY
Stock #109,  #110, #112 & #115- SOLD
Stock #116- Order Today

www.oceanalexander.com

NEW

NEW

http://www.oceanalexander.com


(206)344-8566 (949)515-7700

NEWPORT BEACH, CASEATTLE, WA FT. LAUDERDALE, FL

(954)779-1905

2005 58’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $985,000

Paul Groesbeck - 425-829-3551

1990 57’ ANGEL - $365,000
Niel Steenkamp - 206-850-2801

1994 55’ SEA RAY - $299,000
Paul Groesbeck - 425-829-3551

2008 70’ VIKING SPORT - $2,450,000
Michael Vrbas - 949-632-1414

2011 90’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $5,495,000

Paul Groesbeck - 425-829-3551
1994 106’ WESTSHIP - $2,395,000
Louis Dvorak - 954-336-7345

2010 83’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $3,495,000

Kevin McCarthy - 954-798-0969

2006 74’ OCEAN ALEXANDER
Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525

1998 62’ RAYBURN - $575,000
Louis Dvorak - 954-336-7345

2000 65’ FOUNTAIN - $599,000
Michael Vrbas - 949-632-1414

2002 56’ SEA RAY - $439,000
Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525

1965 57’ CHRIS-CRAFT - $225,000
Michael Vrbas - 949-632-1414

2010 68’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $2,595,000

Ray Prokorym - 425-327-0994

2010 80’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $3,250,000

Michael Vrbas - 949-632-1414
2007 80’ HATTERAS - PLEASE CALL
Kevin McCarthy - 954-798-0969

2010 54’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $1,250,000

Niel Steenkamp - 206-850-2801

2005 64’ WEST BAY - $1,349,000
Jerry Todd - 206-963-6543

2012 85’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $3,595,000

Kevin McCarthy - 954-798-0969

2010 54’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $1,195,000

Ray Prokorym - 425-327-0994

1999 58’ WEST BAY - $565,000
Louis Dvorak - 954-336-7345

2000 70’ HATTERAS - $995,000
Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525

88’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $5,195,000

Kevin McCarthy - 954-798-0969

2001 51’ SEA RAY - $299,000
Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525

2008 58’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $1,195,000

Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525
2006 59’ MARQUIS - $795,000
SEATTLE - 206-344-8566

2005 64’ OCEAN ALEXANDER- PLEASE CALL

Niel Steenkamp - 206-850-2801

our trade

brokerage    new construction

2000 54’ OCEAN ALEXANDER - $458,000

Jeff Oliver - 954-303-4525

our trade

1997 90’ ANTAGO - PLEASE CALL

Ray Prokorym - 425-327-0994



Brokerage & Charter
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL     MIAMI, FL     MIAMI BEACH, FL     NEWPORT, RI     NEWPORT BEACH, CA     SAG HARBOR, NY     STUART, FL

WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM • SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM • PHONE: 1.888.428.3727

s u p e r  y a c h t  D I V I S I O N

Gorgeous Gal | 2008 86' Azimut
$2,295,000 | Sean Fenniman, 772.260.1628

Perfecta | 2008 75' Itama
$2,800,000 | Peter Hopwood, 216.272.0095

Negoseator | 2005/2013 105' Leopard
$4,995,000 | Tommy Thompson, 954.205.7979

Chips Ahoy | 2010 73' Ferretti
$2,350,000 | Justin Sullivan, 954.931.2230

Frailech | 2008 90' Pershing
$4,650,000 | Eric Frank, 954.600.0369

Not for Sale or Charter to U.S. Residents While in U.S. Waters

Where’s Waldo | 2010 83' Ferretti
$3,699,000 | Justin Sullivan, 954.931.2230

http://WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM
mailto:SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM


Brokerage & Charter
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL     MIAMI, FL     MIAMI BEACH, FL     NEWPORT, RI     NEWPORT BEACH, CA     SAG HARBOR, NY     STUART, FL

WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM • SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM • PHONE: 1.888.428.3727

f e a t u r e d  l i s t i n g s

007 | 2001/2012 94' Ferretti
$3,499,000 | Bill Begley, 561.313.9088

Bellisima | 2005 72' Uniesse
$1,850,000 | Robert Lama, 607.379.3728

Chop Chop | 2009 68' Riva
$2,495,000 | Sean Fenniman, 772.260.1628

Fortunato | 2008 64' Vicem
$1,391,111 | Dean Anthony, 954.328.2700

Ventura | 2008 77' Horizon
$2,290,000 | Bob Martin, 305.710.3952

Great White I | 2000 65' Pershing
$624,900 | Bob Martin, 305.710.3952

Pescadora | 2005 63' Bertram
$1,395,000 | Jason Wood, 786.314.9441

Champagne Lady| 2006 67' Bertram
$1,699,000 | Sean Fenniman, 772.260.1628

Sandy Sun | 2001 63' Hatteras
$679,000 | Tom Jenkins, 772.201.1800

Eleonora | 2006 75' Viking Princess
$1,888,000 | Dean Anthony, 954.328.2700

Sari Victoria | 2004 67' Bertram
$1,795,000 | Tommy Thompson, 954.205.7979

Odyssey | 2012 64' Pershing
$2,599,000 | Jim McConville, 954.849.0855

http://WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM
mailto:SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM


The Superyacht Experts

Sales | Charter | Management | Construction | Crew

fraseryachts.com

monaco
london
palma
malta
turkey
mumbai

fort lauderdale
san diego
seattle
mexico city
casa de campo
singapore 
sydney

aventura | 33m (109’) | danish yachts | 2005 | 5,495,000 usd  
Composite Royal Denship,  SHALLOW DRAFT keel/cb - Fontaine design.  Opening transom.   
Superb deckhouse design 4 double staterooms + crew.  World capable. Located St. Martin.  
georges bourgoignie | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | georges.bourgoignie@fraseryachts.com

moana | 24m (80’) | custom built | 2000 | 2,950,000 usd  
Power Catamaran built in 2000 for a European family as an exploration cruiser.  
Logged in excess of 118,000 nautical miles. Absolutely superb condition.      
james nason | san diego  +1 619 225 0588 | james.nason @fraseryachts.com

endless summer | 28m (92’) | paragon | 2007 | 2,590,000 usd  
Beautiful 3 stateroom CPMY powered w/ economical Caterpillar engines. Tender, equipped  
fishing cockpit, jacuzzi, large open galley are just a few amenities in which she has to offer.  
eric pearson | san diego  +1 619 225 0588 | eric.pearson@fraseryachts.com

hp 4 | 30m (97’) | hargrave | 2006/2013 | 3,695,000 usd  
HP 4  features a 5 stateroom layout accommodating 12 owner/guests.  HP 4 defines  
comfortable luxury. Great layout with a lot of volume.  Engine warranties included.  
scott french | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | scott.french@fraseryachts.com

rosso | 24m (80’) | overmarine | 2002/2013 | 995,000 usd  
4 staterooms + 2 crew layout. 4,000 HP with Surface Drive Propulsion.  VERY FAST  
45 knots!!!   New Paint, New Teak Decks, etc. Low Engine Hr. 
jose arana | mexico +5255 5004 0408  | jose.arana@fraseryachts.com

mystique | 50m (165’) | oceanfast | 1988/2013 | 9,900,000 usd  
This Iconic Bannenberg/Oceanfast jet yacht is in immaculate condition and ready  
to cruise! Immediate sale desired as new yacht has been purchased.   
jody o’brien | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | jody.obrien@fraseryachts.com

clevelander | 24m (81’) | nautor’s swan | 2004/2012 | 3,950,000 usd  
Superb example of Nautor built performance cruising Swan with 4 dbl Staterooms all ensuite plus 
crew forward.  Major refit 2011 including repaint.  Excellent value and US DUTY Paid / EU VAT Paid!    
georges bourgoignie | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | georges.bourgoignie@fraseryachts.com

lowest price on the market

kristina 8 | 21m (70’) | viking | 2006 | 1,995,000 usd  
Been maintained by the original owner with care, love and knowledge.  Upon inspection  
you will get a confident feeling that this vessel is going to make you a very proud owner.   
michael gardella | san diego  +1 619 225 0588 | michael.gardella@fraseryachts.com

for sale & charter

new to market

                price reduced for immediate sale

                   oustanding value

http://fraseryachts.com
mailto:georges.bourgoignie@fraseryachts.com
mailto:james.nason@fraseryachts.com
mailto:eric.pearson@fraseryachts.com
mailto:scott.french@fraseryachts.com
mailto:jose.arana@fraseryachts.com
mailto:jody.obrien@fraseryachts.com
mailto:georges.bourgoignie@fraseryachts.com
mailto:michael.gardella@fraseryachts.com


olympus | 28m (92’) | new york launch | 1929 | 1,750,000 usd  
One-of-a-kind heirloom vessel,  This is a vessel to be cherished and an ownership  
opportunity that may never come again.  
brian holland | seattle  +1 206 382 9494 | brian.holland@fraseryachts.com

meduse | 60m (199’) | feadship | 1996/2011 | 29,500,000 usd  
De Vries Feadship capable of carrying an EC145 helicopter.  6 staterooms, 2 full  
beam on deck, plus a staff cabin.  Cinema, elevator, recording studio, exceptional  

charisma | 36m (120’) | danube marine consulting | 2005 | 3,900,000 usd  
Exceptional layout with the owner’s stateroom on deck. Massive interior and outside spaces. 
stuart larsen | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com
josh gulbranson | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com

headroom,  decompression chamber, large tenders and an excellent dive room  
all complement the world wide cruising capabilities of this lovely well proven Feadship. 
 stuart larsen | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com

on a roll | 25m (84’) | hargrave | 2009 | 3,950,000 usd  
Largest volume 84’ on the Market.  Open and airy layout with fresh decor.  Beautiful Sapelli wood 
throughout.  Four Staterooms + Crew.  Preferred CAT engines with extended warranty.  
scott french | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | scott.french@fraseryachts.com

indigo | 32m (105’) | cbi navi | 1998/2013 | 5,500,000 usd  
Full displacement, 4,000 nm range.  15 year Lloyds survey just completed,  
ready for her next circumnavigation.  Seller will consider a variety of trades.  
josh gulbranson | ft. lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com

             major price reduction

new to market

             new to market

not for sale to us residents while in us waters.

mailto:brian.holland@fraseryachts.com
mailto:stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com
mailto:josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com
mailto:stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com
mailto:scott.french@fraseryachts.com
mailto:josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com


DOLF HAFFENREFFER  2� CHET HARTSHORN  2��TED HOOD  2��MURRAY LORD  2��JOHN PERKINS  2��BRUCE SZAMIER  2� JIM WETHERALD

Rhode Island (401) 683-6070 2�info@WellingtonYachts.com 2�Florida (954) 527-4230

See more at www.wellingtonyachts.com

CUSTOM 65’ WORLD CRUISING CUTTER
Proven Tom Wylie steel pilothouse. Shoal draft keel 
centerboard. Everything is generous, from the owner’s 
SR aft, salon and galley, to the wide uncluttered side 
decks. A remarkable vessel.

NAUTOR’S SWAN 77’
Proven Frers design with luxurious and versatile 
5-cabin layout. Many recent upgrades include mast, 
sails, paint, teak decks and much more… New to market!

S&S CUSTOM 45’ DOWNEAST CRUISER
Built to high standards by New England Boatworks, this 
unique yacht features a long-range, low-maintenance 
exterior and shallow draft/sea-kindly hull form – ideal 
for extended cruising in the Bahamas or U.S. east coast.

HINCKLEY TALARIA 40’, 2002
Compelling combination of 28 knot cruise, 26” draft and 
JetStick maneuverability. Only 420 hours and many 
recent upgrades, including paint, teak sole, all windows, 
electrical system and much more.

HOOD/FONTAINE CUSTOM 92’, 2004
Unique shoal draft fiberglass sloop. Comfortable pilothouse offers split-level living. Layout and volume 
belowdecks of most 100’+ footers, with three large ensuite staterooms aft, plus two crew cabins. 
Well equipped, with new 2013 John Deere diesel, captive winches, carbon fiber furling main, toggle 
controls at helm and hydraulic stern. Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

HYLAS 70', 2007
Frers designed long-range performance cruiser, 
fully equipped with every conceivable option. 
Beautiful raised-panel teak interior with four 
ensuite cabins. Ideal for private or charter use.

HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 70'
Stunning Bruce King design is a proven performer that 
has been upgraded and maintained without regard 
to cost. Beautiful custom construction details, three 
ensuite staterooms, plus crew quarters. 

CUSTOM WARWICK/ALIA 82’ 2010
Raised pilothouse with versatile cabin layout for day/
night configuration. Built to very high specs with carbon 
rig, in-boom furling and hydraulic lifting keel. Not for 
sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

CCYD/FARR 72’
Outstanding performance cruiser with refined interior. 
Three ensuite staterooms, plus crew. Equipped for 
shorthanded bluewater sailing with new roller furling 
boom, paint and recent refit 2013.

HOOD CUSTOM EXPEDITION 52.3'
Designed/built for owner-operated remote exploration. 
This fast, very competent long-range vessel has low 
hours, low use. Well maintained.

HOOD/ALLOY YACHTS 102', 2002
Graceful yet powerful design is a proven world cruiser capable of accommodating up 
to eight owners and guests in comfort and style.  Exceptional design features, tasteful 
styling and Alloy Yachts build quality make her a unique and desirable option. Not for 
sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

mailto:info@WellingtonYachts.com
http://www.wellingtonyachts.com
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2011 Vicem 80’ Classic Fly – $2,950,000 2006 Vicem 52' Classic Express – $539,000

2009  Windsor 40' Enclosed – $499,000 2009  Windsor 36' Hardtop – $399,000

2013 Vicem 107’ Cruiser – $7,350,000

2004 Eastbay 58’ Fly – $1,149,000

2007 Vicem 54' Classic Fly  – $775,000

mailto:sales@vicemusa.com
http://www.vicemyacht.com
http://www.vicemyacht.com
http://www.facebook.com/VicemYachts
http://www.twitter.com/VicemYachts


http://galatiyachts.com


NE WPORT

1 (401) 847-5449
GREENWICH

1 (203) 687-4700
FT.  LAUDERDALE

1 (954) 524-4616

Y A C H T  D E S I G N  -  B R O K E R A G E  -  C H A R T E R  -  I N S U R A N C E

1929

w w w . s p a r k m a n s t e p h e n s . c o m

95’ COOKSON 1998

´625&(5(5�,,μ�ZDV�GHVLJQHG�E\�*HUPDQ�)UHUV�DQG�EXLOW�E\�&RRNVRQ�RI �
1=���([FHOOHQW�&RQGLWLRQ���6OHHSV�VL[�JXHVWV����

3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&$�3DXO�%XWWURVH����������������

100’ SOUTHERN WIND 100RS 2011

´&$3(�$552:μ�LV�WKH�SHUIHFW�FRPELQDWLRQ�RI �VW\OH��FUXLVLQJ�FRPIRUW�DQG�
KLJK�SHUIRUPDQFH���)LQHVW�FUDIWVPDQVKLS���&DUERQ�PDVW�DQG�ULJJLQJ����

3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&R�&$�.HYLQ�'DLOH\����������������

57’ NAUTOR SWAN 56 1999

´0(16$(μ�KDV�EHHQ�H[SHUWO\�PDLQWDLQHG���)UHUV�GHVLJQHG��UHGXFHG�GUDIW�
FUXLVLQJ�NHHO��6XFFHVVIXO�UDFHU�ZLWK�GHHS�GUDIW�UDFLQJ�NHHO��DOVR�LQ�LQYHQWRU\������

3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&$�.HYLQ�'DLOH\����������������

40’ HINCKLEY TALARIA 2008

´&$5/</(μ�KDV�EHHQ�PDLQWDLQHG�H[FOXVLYHO\�E\�+LQFNOH\�6HUYLFH�LQ�5,��9HU\�
ORZ�KRXUV�RQ�XSJUDGHG�WZLQ�<DQPDUV���+LJKO\�RSWLRQHG��ODWH�PRGHO�7DODULD����

0RWLYDWHG�6HOOHU���3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&$�+DUU\�0RUJDQ����������������

60’ R/P PERFORMANCE CRUISER 2007

´5(()�32,176μ�H[��´3<(:$&.(7�9μ�LQFRUSRUDWHV�D�OLIWLQJ�NHHO��SRZ�
HUHG�ZLQFKHV��LQ�ERRP�PDLQ��VZHSW�EDFN�VSUHDGHUV�IRU�VKRUW�KDQGHG�VDLOLQJ������

&RQWLQXDOO\�XSGDWHG���3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&$�3DXO�%XWWURVH����������������

68’ DERECKTOR 1969

´6800(5�621*μ�ZDV�WRWDOO\�UHÀ�W�LQ������ZLWK�FRQVWDQW�XSGDWLQJ�VLQFH���
1R�H[SHQVH�VSDUHG�LQ�PDLQWHQDQFH���3URYHQ�5D\�+XQW�GHVLJQHG�KXOO�IRUP����

3OHDVH�FRQWDFW�&$�&KXFN�,UZLQ����������������

AWARD WINNING DESIGN - ‘SAFIRA’ - 129 ft (39.4-Meter) Motoryacht

´6$),5$μ��ZLWK�GHVLJQ�DQG�QDYDO�DUFKLWHFWXUH�E\�6SDUNPDQ�	�6WHSKHQV��ZDV�UHFHQWO\�DZDUGHG�WKH������6KRZ%RDWV�'HVLJQ�$ZDUG�IRU�1DYDO�$UFKLWHFWXUH��
%UHQGDQ�$EERWW��&KLHI �'HVLJQHU��FHQWHU��DFFHSWLQJ�WKH�DZDUG�LQ�$XVWULD���,FH�VWUHQJWKHQHG�VWHHO�KXOO��DOXPLQXP�VXSHUVWUXFWXUH���7ZLQ�6FKRWWHO�SRG�GULYHV��FRXSOHG�

WR�&$7�&���$&(57�HQJLQHV���&XUUHQWO\�DYDLODEOH�IRU�VDOH��FKDUWHU�RU�VLVWHUVKLS�FRQVWUXFWLRQ���&RQWDFW�XV�IRU�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DW�GHVLJQ#VSDUNPDQVWHSKHQV�FRP��

mailto:design@sparkmanstephens.com
http://www.sparkmanstephens.com


2006 & 2010 Frers Hylas 70’s
In-mast furling.  Exquisite teak joinery.  4 staterooms.

www.davidwaltersyachts.net
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL   954-527-0664
sales@dwyfl .net 
NEWPORT, RI   401-465-8634
otek@dwyri.net

2008 Hargrave 98 Capri Skylounge
One of Hargrave’s fi nest.  $2m below new.

Aldens: 2 43’s 3 44’s.  Starting $170,000 
High quality shoal draft classics.

2000 Hallberg Rassy 53 Passagemaker
Great condition.  Many extras.

53' Royal Cape Cat. 5 Staterooms
Huge Reduction! Owners want her sold!

Nauticat 51 Pilothouse. Interior Helm.
Scandinavian quality.  Pushbutton sailing.

2 Hylas 54 Raised Salons, 2009 $722,000
2009 best equipped 54.  2001 Great price and condition.

Alden/Palmer Johnson 78
$695K for pedigree design and highest quality builder.

2011 Hylas 49  
Mint condition.  Complete inventory.  Low hours.

Morris 42 Day Sailer - Best Priced! 
Very well equipped. Low hours.

Cambria 44 & 46. Many Upgrades
Featured in World’s Best Sailboats.

Kadey-Krogen 48 Whaleback – New Listing
1997 with many upgrades. Elevator/Swim Platform.

75' Lazzara 2009
Very well maintained. Volvos w/joystick technology.

Taswell 50 – Bill Dixon Design
Very customized. Great equipment. Quality builder.

Sistership

2007 Hanse 54e w/Shoal Draft 6’5” Keel 
Light use. Gen, AC, full electronics package.

Taswell 58 Pilothouse
Quality Dixon design in excellent condition.

72 Farr/Southern Ocean
$495K, fast, comfortable, great condition

Sistership

Sistership

REDUCED

2007 Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 54  
Original owner, exquisite interior. 

http://www.davidwaltersyachts.net
mailto:sales@dwyfl.net
mailto:otek@dwyri.net


SALES | NEW CONSTRUCTION | CHARTER

561.833.4462 | WorthAvenueYachts.com | Team@WorthAvenueYachts.com | 150 Worth Avenue, Suite 136 | Palm Beach, FL 33480

*Not for sale or charter to US residents while in US waters

AMIXTLI 103’ (31m) 
Broward, 1990

BAD INFLUENCE II 75’ (22.8m)
Hatteras, 2002

WATERFORD 110’ (33m) 
Hatteras, 1997

*SEALYON 120’ (37m) 
ISA, 2007

CHILDS PLAY 103’ (31m) 
West Bay Sonship, 1999/2012

*A & I II 78’ (23.72m) 
Alfamarine, 2006

SEA LOAFERS III 112’ (34m)
Westport, 2000

RUSALKA 118’ (36m)
Christensen, 1994/2004

TRIPLE ATTRACTION 100’ (30m) 
Hatteras, 2005

BREAKAWAY 68’ (20.73m)
Hatteras, 2005

BY GRACE 110’ (33m) 
Broward, 1995

MIMU 113’ (34.5m) 
Codecasa, 2000/2012

DOMINO 112’ (34m) 
Westport, 2005/2006

* ESSENCE OF CAYMAN 85’ 
(26m) Vicem, 2006

 MIGRATION 86’ (26m) 
Hatteras, 2003

HEAVEN SENT 56’ (17m) 
Viking, 2006

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

http://WorthAvenueYachts.com
mailto:Team@WorthAvenueYachts.com


SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE (207) 244-5531 BOB POOLER - BPOOLER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE  (207) 664-8111   WYTHE INGEBRITSON -  WINGEBRITSON@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND (401) 338-2717 TED GERSEN - TGERSEN@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND (401) 578-2919 JOE DWYER - JDWYER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND   (401) 965-1684  DANA DAVIDSON - DDAVIDSON@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (410) 263-0095 PETER HOWARD - PHOWARD@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
HARBOR SPRINGS, MICHIGAN (231) 526-4378 MARTY LETTS - MLETTS@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM 
STUART, FLORIDA (561) 262-3900   TRIPPER VINCENT - TVINCENT@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM
NAPLES, FLORIDA (401) 418-2188  JACK ERBES - JERBES@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM 

TheHinckleyCompany.com
Since 1928

1992 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 52
DIANA, a highly customized, one owner 52.  Hinckley maintained, 2 reverse-cycle AC 
systems, water maker, electric winches, teak galley countertops, 10-seat salon table, 6’6” 
hdroom, raised cockpit bridgedeck, custom storage cradle. Turn-key.  $550,000 STUART, FL

2011 HINCKLEY PICNIC BOAT MKIII   
GRACE, a 2011 Picnic Boat should be considered a viable option to a brand new boat.  She 
has twin engines, every imaginable option and is ready to go now!!!   $779,000  EASTON, MD

2001 HINCKLEY TALARIA 40   
MAGIC 2 is an extremely well kept boat by a life-long Hinckley owner.  Recent teak decks, a 
pair of Raytheon E-120 Radar/GPS units, new paint, cushions, new engine, and more.  This is 
a must see Talaria 40!  $619,000   KEY LARGO, FL

2013 HINCKLEY TALARIA 48 MY    
DRINKABILITY is an exceptional yacht with superbly handcrafted cherry interior designed for 
cruising couple and family. Spacious cockpit and pilothouse. Twin Cummins 715hp diesels= 
30 kts effortlessly, Hamilton waterjets + patented JetStick II control, $2,469,000  STUART, FL

2006 HINCKLEY TALARIA 44 FB    
RECESS is one of the best FlybridgeT-44’s built by Hinckley. Wonderfully appointed and always Hinckley 
maintained to the highest standards.  Midnight Blue and JetStick, Twin Yanmar 480-hp diesels and 
Hamilton 322 waterjets.  Fully equipped. Teak cockpit sole. $700,000  PORTSMOUTH, RI.

1995 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 70   
WHISKEY GIRL has been fully upgraded, maintained without regard to cost. Teak 
finished deck, housetop, cockpit, beautiful varnished maple interior with custom touches, 
3-stateroom/3-head layout. A special yacht.  $1,495,000  PORTSMOUTH, RI 

2013 HINCKLEY TALARIA 34     
HOOPTY - In virtually new condition, HOOPTY is a rare find.  She is in fact the first used 
boat of the popular Hinckley Talaria 34 model to hit the brokerage market.  $549,000  
ANNAPOLIS, MD 

2001 HINCKLEY TALARIA 44 EX    
DEMAR is a well cared for T-44 express which has gone north/south seasonally. Everything 
to go cruising, including an extensive set of varnish covers. Offers are highly recommended. 
Motivated to sell.  $550,000  PORTSMOUTH, RI

Sistership

mailto:bPooler@hinckleyyachtS.coM
mailto:wingebritSon@hinckleyyachtS.coM
mailto:tgerSen@hinckleyyachtS.coM
mailto:Jdwyer@hinckleyyachtS.coM
mailto:ddavidSon@hinckleyyachtS.coMannaPoliS
mailto:Phoward@hinckleyyachtS.coMharbor
mailto:MlettS@hinckleyyachtS.coM
mailto:tvincent@hinckleyyachtS.coMnaPleS
mailto:JerbeS@hinckleyyachtS.coM
http://TheHinckleyCompany.com


 2955 West State Road 84, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312

(954) 527-0999 • inquiry@cheoylee.com

www.cheoylee.com 

SOLD

mailto:inquiry@cheoylee.com
http://www.cheoylee.com


For more information please contact Pieter van der Weide:    T +31 (0) 299 315 506    info@hoekbrokerage.com     www.hoekbrokerage.com

TC 90  ATALANTE - Seriously for sale -

Hoek Design - Claasen Jachtbouw - 2009 - Aluminium hull - L27.5 m - B6.0 m - D 3.4 m - 7 Berths in 4 cabins - Ultimate family cruiser and great performer.

The yacht won 2012 / 2013 Hoek Design Cup and became second in the 2013 Palma Superyacht Cup! -  Asking Price € 5.000.000,- VAT not paid -

70' Neptunus Pilothouse Motor Yacht 1996
Beautiful 3 s/r, 3 head, + crew Q’ w/ head & shower, 2 
gens, large salon / dining area, full beam master, bow/
stern thrusters. Call MONTY MILLER 954-224-7906

56' Hampton FB Sedan 2006
600 original hrs, T-Cummins 660HP QSM11’s, 3 st rms, 
stabilized, Bow & Stern thrusters, 2 gens, GREAT LOOPER. 
$649K. ED CHAPDELAINE 954-646-1609 
ed@qualityyachtsforsale.com

2014 Hampton E-640

3541 W State Rd 84, on Marina Mile • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
T: (888) 221-1320 or (954) 797-0030 • Fax (954) 797-6682 • www.anchoryt.com

60' Hatteras Conv 1985
Well maintained, Looks and Runs Great 300 Hours
Since Major Overhaul. Ready to Fish or Cruise Now.
Owner motivated. Offers BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

64' Hampton CPMY 2009
Country kitchen layout, 3 s/r, 2 head layout, hard windows 
forward on bridge, climate controlled bridge, twin 900HP 
Yanmars, 2 gens, chilled water A/C, B & S thrusters, 
stabilizers, large cockpit, CALL 954-797-0030

76' Lazzara Walkaround MY
Pristine in and out.  Low hours on MTU's 1000 HP.  All 
annual Lazzara sea checks and service records available. 
Bring offers.  BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

NEW

60' Neptunus Sedan 1994
Great layout! Many upgrades, 820 MANS, 1,550 orig. hrs, 3 
staterooms, tender, 25 Knot cruise. Great value, MOTIVATED 
SELLER BRING OFFERS Call MONTY MILLER 954-224-7906

52' Cape May by Silverton 2013
MAJOR PRICE REDUCTION! Balance of manufacture war-
ranties good through 9/27/15*. Climate controlled skylounge 
layout, Twin Volvo 800’s, 24 k cruise, 3 s/r’s. 769K. Must See.
CALL 954-797-0030 (*ask dealer for details)

SPECIAL
  OFFER

mailto:info@hoekbrokerage.com
http://www.hoekbrokerage.com
mailto:ed@qualityyachtsforsale.com
http://www.anchoryt.com


http://www.outerreefyachts.com


YOU DON’T PAY YOUR REALTOR 10% TO SELL YOUR HOME –

WHY PAY 10%
TO SELL YOUR YACHT?

www.Knot10.com
SEE OUR REDESIGNED SITE AT

0õDFT�JO�'MPSJEB���UIF�.JE�"UMBOUJD��(844) 815-0508

http://www.Knot10.com
http://www.Knot10.com
http://www.Knot10.com
mailto:annie@lymanmorsenewport.com
mailto:info@lymanmorse.com
www.lymanmorse.com


VA C AT I O N S

Charter Yacht Ownership Program:

Benefits to owners include fixed monthly 

payments, zero operating expense and 

professional MarineMax management.

Financing available. Trade-ins considered.

Indulge in an unforgettable adventure aboard a new custom built power 

catamaran where you will discover the British Virgin Islands in a whole new way. 

Where unprecedented upgrades are standard and custom designs are spacious 

for your luxury vacation. Exceeded only by our team’s service commitment and 

expertise, discover why your experience will be different in every way.

Yacht Charter Vacations

888-461-5497 • 813-644-8071

Yacht Ownership Program

866-934-7232 • 813-644-8070

www.marinemaxvacations.com

EXCEPTIONAL VACATIONS

DIFFERENT IN EVERY WAY

CHARTER YACHT VACATIONS TO BE ENVIED

http://www.marinemaxvacations.com
http://www.marinemaxvacations.com


1.866.377.3948

Essex Credit Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of:

© ϮϬϭϰ��ƐƐĞǆ��ƌĞĚŝƚ��ŽƌƉŽƌĂƟŽŶ��ED>^�/��η�Ϯϱဒϯ��ƋƵĂů�,ŽƵƐŝŶŐ�>ĞŶĚĞƌ��

ESSEX
CREDIT

ESSEX
CREDIT

/ŶƋƵŝƌĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ĨŽƌj

NEED A BOAT LOAN? YOU CAN DEPEND ON ESSEX CREDIT!

> Part Time/Full-Time Charter

> Live-Aboard Financing

> Older Boats (1919 - 1993)

�ƐƐĞǆ� �ƌĞĚŝƚ� ĐĂŶ� ŵĂŬĞ� ŝƚ� ĞĂƐŝĞƌ� ƚŽ� ƌĞĂůŝǌĞ� ǇŽƵƌ� ŐŽĂů� ŽĨ� ďŽĂƚ�

ŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ���ƐƐĞǆ�ŵĂŬĞƐ�ƉƌŝŵĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽŶ#ƉƌŝŵĞ�ĮŶĂŶĐŝŶŐ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�

ǁŝƚŚ�ĐŽŵƉĞƟƟǀĞ�ƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞƌŵƐ��tŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐŝŶŐ�Ă�

ŶĞǁ�Žƌ�ƵƐĞĚ�ďŽĂƚ�ĨƌŽŵ�Ă�ĚĞĂůĞƌ��Ă�ŶĞŝŐŚďŽƌ�ĚŽǁŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌĞĞƚ�Žƌ�

ĞǀĞŶ�ĂĐƌŽƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ���ƐƐĞǆ�ŝƐ�ŚĞƌĞ�ƚŽ�ŚĞůƉ���tŝƚŚ�Ă�ǀĂƌŝĞƚǇ�ŽĨ�

ůŽĂŶ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ� ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ĮŶĂŶĐŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�ŽůĚĞƌ�ďŽĂƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�

>ŝǀĞ#�ďŽĂƌĚƐ�� ĐŚĂŶĐĞƐ� ĂƌĞ� ǁĞ� ĐĂŶ� ŚĞůƉ� ǇŽƵ� ĮŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� ďŽĂƚ�

ĮŶĂŶĐŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�

Ύ�ƐƟŵĂƚĞĚ��WZ�;�ŶŶƵĂů�WĞƌĐĞŶƚĂŐĞ�ZĂƚĞv��^ƵďũĞĐƚ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ�ůŽĂŶ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐƌĞĚŝƚ�ĂƉƉƌŽǀĂů���ĞƌƚĂŝŶ�ĨĞĞƐ��ĐůŽƐŝŶŐ�ĐŽƐƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƟŽŶƐ�ŵĂǇ�ĂƉƉůǇ���

^�WZ�ĂƉƉůŝĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽĂŶ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ��WZ�ŝŶ�ĞīĞĐƚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĂƚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶ�ŝƐ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƐ�ǀĂůŝĚ�ƵŶƟů�ϯϬ�ĚĂǇƐ�ĂŌĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽĂŶ�ŝƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽǀĞĚ���WZƐ�ŵĂǇ�ǀĂƌǇ�ǁŝƚŚ�ůŽĂŶ�ƚĞƌŵ���ŽĂƚ�ŵƵƐƚ�ďĞ�ϭဓဓϰ�ŵŽĚĞů�ǇĞĂƌ�Žƌ�

ŶĞǁĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŚĂǀĞ�Ă�ŵĂǆŝŵƵŵ�ůŽĂŶ�ƚŽ�ǀĂůƵĞ�ŽĨ�ဓϬй���DĂǆŝŵƵŵ�ůŽĂŶ�ƚĞƌŵ�ŵĂǇ�ǀĂƌǇ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ŵŽĚĞů�ǇĞĂƌ��ůŽĂŶ�ĂŵŽƵŶƚ��ůŽĂŶ�ƚǇƉĞ�ĂŶĚ�ůĞŶĚĞƌ�ŐƵŝĚĞůŝŶĞƐ��KƚŚĞƌ�ƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ�ůŽĂŶ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ��

4.35%^

PURCHASE OR REFINANCE

with APRs* as low as

$25,000 - $49,999 4.79%^

�WZ�ŝƐ�ĮǆĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ůŝĨĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽĂŶ�

>ŽǁĞƌ�ƌĂƚĞƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƐŚŽƌƚĞƌ�ůŽĂŶ�ƚĞƌŵƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ�

ZĂƚĞƐ�ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ�ĂƐ�ŽĨ�DĂƌĐŚ�Ϯဒ��ϮϬϭϰ��^ĞĞ�ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ

ƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĞƌŵƐ��ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ůŽĂŶ�ĂŵŽƵŶƚƐ�ďĞůŽǁ�ΨϮϱ�ϬϬϬ�

$50,000 +

> Non-Prime Loans

�Ž�ǇŽƵ�ĂůƌĞĂĚǇ�ŽǁŶ�Ă�ĮŶĂŶĐĞĚ�ďŽĂƚz�� /Ĩ�ǇŽƵ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ůŝŬĞ�ƚŽ�ƚĂŬĞ�

ĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞ�ŽĨ�ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ� ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ�ƌĂƚĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƚĞŶƟĂů�ƚŽ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞ�

ǇŽƵƌ�ŵŽŶƚŚůǇ�ƉĂǇŵĞŶƚƐ��ƌĞĮŶĂŶĐŝŶŐ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĞǆŝƐƟŶŐ�ďŽĂƚ�ůŽĂŶ�ŵĂǇ�

ŵĂŬĞ�ĮŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ƐĞŶƐĞ�

tŚĞƌĞǀĞƌ� ǇŽƵ6ƌĞ� ůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�� �ƐƐĞǆ� �ƌĞĚŝƚ� ŚĂƐ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞĚ� DĂƌŝŶĞ�

>ŽĂŶ��ŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚƐ�ƌĞĂĚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�ƋƵŝĐŬ��ĐŽŶǀĞŶŝĞŶƚ��ĂŶĚ�ŇĞǆŝďůĞ�

ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ� ƚŽ� ŵĂŬĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ� ŚĂƐƐůĞ#ĨƌĞĞ� ƐŽ� ǇŽƵ� ĐĂŶ� ĨŽĐƵƐ� ŽŶ�

ǁŚĂƚ6Ɛ� ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�� ĞŶũŽǇŝŶŐ� ǇŽƵƌ� ďŽĂƚ�� ZĂƚĞƐ� ǀĂƌǇ� ǁŝƚŚ� ŵĂƌŬĞƚ�

ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂǇ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�Ăƚ�ĂŶǇ�ƟŵĞ��ƐŽ�ĚŽŶ6ƚ�ŵŝƐƐ�ŽƵƚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�

ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƚĂŬĞ�ĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƌĂƚĞƐ��Apply online today!

www.essexcredit.com/yht

http://www.essexcredit.com/yht


Great Abaco in The Bahamas is home to Schooner Bay, a sustainable new urbanist village 

destined to capture your soul. A protected harbour marina, tranquil beaches, natural forests, 

eco-adventures, organic farming, infinite fishing and water sports—it’s a cherished out-island 

life that celebrates an authentic Bahamian village and its extraordinary natural surroundings.  

Be among the first to discover the 2014 Residential Collection and the new Harbour Club, 

Beach Club and Sporting Centers.  It’s an unprecedented real estate opportunity and an 

astonishing value, from the $400s to $4 million. Ask about our Discovery Vacation Packages.
Free  Issue 

Abaco Bahamas Living Magazine

YourFind self

Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything.  No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property.

888-275-1639 � 242-366-2048 � SchoonerBayBahamas.com

schooner bay
An Out-Island Harbour Village 

http://SchoonerBayBahamas.com


See Your Travel Professional • Information:  800-442-0551
info@starclippers.com  • www.starclippers.com

STAR CLIPPERSSTAR CLIPPERS

Star Clippers fl eet of three tall ships is able to     
access off-the-beaten path destinations due to 
their intimate size and eco-friendly design. 

A truly authentic sailing experience, guests have 
the chance to climb the mast, relax in the bow-
sprit net or connect with the captain in the open 
bridge.

Tall ship sailing adventures to the Greek Iles & 
Turkey, French & Italian Rivieras, Spain & the 
Balearic Islands as well as Ocean crossings are 
available.

Adventure is on the Horizon

 THE BEST OF HILTON HEAD ISLAND.

All in one exceptional place.

The Harbour Town Yacht Basin, recently dredged to a 
greater depth, is your gateway to the world-renowned amenities of 
The Sea Pines Resort. Discover the countless reasons guests return, 
year after year, to this timeless destination.

843.363.8335 • harbourtownyachtbasin.com 

32° 08’ 20” N /80° 48’ 40” W

Recently Dredged

mailto:info@starclippers.com
http://www.starclippers.com
http://harbourtownyachtbasin.com


UNFORGETTAB L E  MO MENTS
on the water

Call 888.981.3866 or visit www.moorings.com/yachting

Break Free from the Ordinary
Experience the freedom of a power yacht charter with

The Moorings, where every voyage is as limitless as the horizon.

http://www.moorings.com/yachting


Get a quote online 
or by phone:

www.nmu.com 

1-800-262-8467

www.privateyachtcharteralaska.com

206.406.1626

Enjoy the 7 night charter cruise 

of a lifetime with roundtrip Seattle-Juneau 

Alaska Airlines airfare and 2 nights Juneau 

accommodations on us!

Book before June 1st to 

take advantage of this 

exceptional offer!

ARRIVE OUR GUEST

DEPART AS FAMILY

The 85’ Alaskan Legend 

accommodates 4-8 guests in spacious 

comfort and elegant style.

Our members return each year 
as faithfully as the tides.

 Visit our website to request your copy

or call our Membership Department to inquire 

about the possibilities of a guest stay. 

OceanReefClubMagazine.com 

305.367.5921

 >EC;I���L? BB7I���9ED:EC ?D ?KCI���C7H ?D7 �:E9AI���L? BB7 ���>EC;�H;DJ7BI
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through the pages of EY[Wd�H[[\�9bkX�B_l_d]�Magazine.

http://www.nmu.com
http://www.privateyachtcharteralaska.com
http://OceanReefClubMagazine.com


Double basin marina with 250 slips for vessels ranging from 30 ft. up to 220 ft. 
24 hour, year round security  State of the art modern concrete docks 

Fuel dock  Pump out service at each slip  Single and three phase metered electricity 
Maintenance service  Crew lounge  High speed internet access 

Restrooms and shower facilities  Laundry service  Professional staff

 Golf  Hotel & Spa  Residences  Restaurants 

For information and reservations call from U.S.A. 
1-888-866-9394 or by e-mail gley@marinacostabaja.com

Your best option at the Gateway to the Sea of Cortez.

Marina CostaBaja, La Paz, Mexico.

mailto:gley@marinacostabaja.com
http://www.marinacostabaja.com
http://www.costabaja.com


Why hassle with the extra expenses of travel to the Bahamas? 
Experience the best of the Florida Keys right in beautiful Islamorada.

PLANTATION YACHT HARBOR

85 Slips all with pumpout
Can accommodate up to 100 ft. with 5 ft. draft
30-50-100 Amp Service
Fuel Dock with gas & diesel

New Bathrooms, Showers & Laundry 
Marina Located within Founders Park, a 42 acre park with pool,
tennis courts, sandy beach, playground, dog park and so much more.
Free limited WiFi & Cable television hook ups available for a fee.

305 852-2381 / Email: Marinainfo@islamorada.fl.us / Islamorada, Village of Islands, 87000 Overseas Highway, Islamorada, FL 33036

RELAX-FISH-SWIM-PLAY-SHOP-EAT-EXCERCISE

* Visit yachtingmagazine.com/boatingsafety

to take the monthly boating safety quiz for a

chance to win a $250 West Marine gift card and 

be entered into the drawing for one $1,000 

West Marine gift card.

For complete rules, please visit 

yachtingmagazine.com/boatingsafety/rules

TAKE THE 

BOATING SAFETY QUIZ

 and

$1,000WIN

mailto:Marinainfo@islamorada.f.us
http://yachtingmagazine.com/boatingsafety/rules
http://yachtingmagazine.com/boatingsafety/rules
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x� Completed in 2009 on 2 lots � 17,600sf 

x� Home size 7,500sf with Land to Expand 

x� Intracoastal Waterway Views 

x� 5 Spacious Bedrooms &  5.5 Baths 

x� Plus Additional Private Captain Quarters 

x� Minutes to Port Everglades Inlet 

Exclusively Offered For $4,875,000 

x� 1200 sf Master Suite with Private Balcony 

x� Chef’s kitchen with Wolf, Miele & SubZero 

x� Outdoor Kitchen & Cabana Bath 

x� 3 Car Garage � Secured Tackle Room 

x� Media Room with Theatre Seating 

x� Located across from Lauderdale Yacht Club 

KENT McINTYRE 

WWW .KEN T A NDV I C C I . C O M  

  VICCI READ 
954.798.7888 954.658.8112 

www.MegaYacht1637.com 

http://MegaYacht1637.com
http://www.kentandvicci.com
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Fort Lauderdale, FL USA | contact: 1.954.496.8400
www.comfortcustombedding.com

Comfort Custom Mattresses 
& Marine Bedding Inc.

QUALITY, COMFORT, LUXURY, & SUPPORT 

QUICK TURNAROUND + WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

Coils, Premium Foam, Latex Foam, Memory Foam
Mattress Pads & Fitted Sheets

CUSTOM MATTRESSES FOR YACHTS & BOATS

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
http://www.comfortcustombedding.com
http://www.yachtgraphx.com
http://www.skytoptrading.com
http://www.boatlife.com
mailto:info@boatlife.com
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NO MORE DIRTY WINDOWS

AfterBefore

The Venco Clear X “Window Polish & Stain Remover” Kit is 
an inexpensive and effective way to keep your windows looking 
clean and new. Rid your windows of impossible to remove 
watermarks, rust and mineral deposits. Even restore the shine 
to faded windows!
In this kit, you will also get our invisible “Clear Guard Glass 
Protector” polymer treatment, which protects windows from 
dirt and salt water, making cleaning much easier! 

Purchase Venco ClearX now...
@www.vencoclearx.com or call 1-888-650-2585

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
mailto:@www.vencoclearx.com
http://www.yachtthruster.com
http://amazon.com
http://www.tideslide.com
http://www.tideslide.com
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Latex or Innerspring Mattresses

Custom Shapes & Sizes • Folds for Easy Installation
Sheets • Pads • Bed Spreads

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 
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http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
http://BRADDANDHALL.COM
http://www.YAchtingMAgAzine.com
http://www.yachtcontroller.com
http://www.eartec.com
http://www.boatbeds.com
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For THE SHIPYARD  
information & rates contact 

brian.luke@bonniercorp.com

401-571-4788

Guest House
Hobby House
Main House

Compound
1.28 Acres

3+ Docks
HAVE TO SEE!
Call Matt

772-696-4800
PRIVATE • UPDATED 
• RESORT STYLE •

• LOFTED CEILING •

INSURANCE

Visit us online for a fast quote

AmericanMarineInsurance.com

Or call 800-283-5646

CHARTERS: EAST COAST

Newport, Rhode Island Bareboat 
& Captain Charters Beneteau 42, 46 

& 47 - Jeanneau 40, 439d/s & 54d/s 

Sail to Martha’s Vineyard, Nantucket, 

Block Island, Shelter Island & more! 

May 1 - November 1 (800) 661-4013 
www.bareboatsailing.com

MARINAS / RESORTS

ROATAN–Barefoot Cay Is a 

full-service marina and resort, 

accommodating vessels with 

drafts up to 9.5 ft.  Restaurant, 

dive shop, spa on site.  

www.BarefootCay.com/Marina    
US Tollfree 1-866-246-3706

BOATS FOR SALE

Calling All Boats www.caboats.
com A marketplace of For-Sale-

By-Owner Power, Sail and PWC No 

sales commissions. Buyers/sellers. 

Call 1-800-546-8457

WATERFRONT REAL ESTATE NAUTICAL SUPPLIES & GEAR 

THE ORIGINAL PRECISION
TANK MEASURING SYSTEM
Accurate, reliable, measurement

of up to 10 tanks.
Non-electric/easy installation

www.thetanktender.com
Hart Systems

(253) 858-8481 Fax: (253) 858-8486

TANK TENDER

Fender Hooks

Fender 

Fasteners

Yacht Innovations

Marine Product Manufacturer

Rod 

Holder 

Cleat

 516-480-3388

YachtInnovations

Hang A Fender Where Any Rod Holder

Heavy 
Duty 

Stainless 
& 

Anodized 
Aluminum Low Profile Design

.comwww.

LassoMate

Attaches 
To Any 

Shurhold 
Or Swobbit 

Pole

Unique Line 
Handling 
Device

We Can 
Easily  
Make 
Custom 
Sizes To  
Fit Any 
Boat

Patented 
100% 

Stainless 
Cleat

We Do 
MEGA 

YACHTS
Too!

Weatherproof
Coating

UV Resistant / 

We Design & Manufacture Everything We Sell

Easily 
Hang & 
Remove 
Fenders 
Without 

Tying 
Knots

Our 
Award 

Winning 
Design

Stainless 
Safety Pin

Offset 
Line 

Guide

 10   

Color 

Options

Simple 
To 

Adjust 
Line 

Height

For 
Oval 
Rails

1/3 The 
Price 

Of  
Leather 
Fender 
Hooks

Pull    
Back On 
Lasso-  
Mate To 
Release 

Line   
Onto 
Piling   

Or    
Cleat

Folds For Easy Storage

Exists

Protect The 
Back 1/3 Of 
Your Boat

     Visit
www.yachtingmagazine.com/cs
to fulfill all your customer service needs

Online customer service is available
         whenever you are, 

    24 hours a day.

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com
mailto:brian.luke@bonniercorp.com
http://AmericanMarineInsurance.com
http://www.bareboatsailing.com
http://www.BarefootCay.com/Marina
http://www.caboats.com
http://www.caboats.com
http://www.thetanktender.com
http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/cs
http://www.yachtinnovations.com
http://fenderhook.com
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typically know how to drive. I suggested to the Admiral 

that they were most likely headed to the fuel dock. “But 

it’s closed,” she pointed out. “Exactly!” I replied.  I’m a 

stinkpotter genetically, but a lovely catboat, Puss, resides 

QV�W]Z�ÆMM\��;XMVLQVO�\QUM�IJWIZL�PMZ�ITTW_[�UM�I�[IQT-

or’s view of  the sea. … The wind is free, so why not the 

fresh water, toilet paper and waste disposal – after hours?

To my surprise, the boat passed the fuel dock and 

took aim at the corner of  the marina where we were 

holed up. This course change was accompanied by a 

loud voice shouting commands.  “Please turn, for God’s 

sake turn,” I mumbled as the boat steamed toward us. 

;PM�_I[�I����NWW\�¹KWUNWZ\�Å\º�LM[QOV��VMIZTa�I[�NI\�

as she was long. A multicolored assortment of fenders 

hung from her sides, and I could see her skipper’s sil-

houette in the cockpit. “Oh, God, he’s got a cap with 

[KZIUJTML�MOO[�º�1�KWUUMV\ML�\W�\PM�)LUQZIT��0Q[�ÅZ[\�

mate, who looked whalelike, was wedged in the bow 

pulpit brandishing a boathook as Ahab might. “Clearly 

\PMa¼ZM�VW\�[IQTWZ[�¸�\WW�_MTT�NML�º�1�[]OOM[\ML��;M^-

eral conscripts including a pocketbook-size dog were 

wearing PFDs and clinging nervously to the handrails. 

The good news was that she was not under sail. The 

bad news was that she was under power. Her skipper, 

apparently, was nearsighted; he turned a bit too soon 

and engaged a concrete breakwater. Given the sound 

of  breaking glass it was clear the picture window on the 

JWI\¼[�\WX[QLM[�PIL�KWUM�I[PWZM�ÅZ[\��?Q\P�\PM�JWI\�VW_�

lodged on the breakwater, the skipper wasted no time 

and ordered full astern. After an audible pop, the boat 

T]ZKPML�JIKS_IZL�I\�ÆIVS�[XMML�WV\W�I�[IVLJIZ��

“I’ve seen this before,” I said to the Admiral. “The 

boat is trying to commit suicide and save herself  from 

further abuse.” 

Unfortunately, she broke free and the skipper took 

aim at a gathering crowd we had joined on the fuel dock.

“Do you require assistance?” shouted a fellow stand-

ing nearby. 

“All’s well,” responded the skipper with authority. 

“All’s well!” a lady behind me shrieked. “Good God, 

what’s he going to hit now?” 

After several bounces, the boat came to a grinding 

halt. The crew stood stoically on deck, apparently in 

shock. It was the dog that led them to safety. Clearly an 

intelligent breed, the animal had weighed its chances of  

survival aboard and chosen to transit the abyss between 

deck and dock. The rest of  the crew chased the ani-

mal down the dock to safety and were never seen again. 

The moral of  the story? Take a hint from man’s best 

friend and buy your own damn boat!  
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n old saw that boatless  boaters like to 

chant suggests that the wise boater 

does not own, but he mooches. 

To save bucks these ersatz enthu-

siasts bum their days at sea off 

NZQMVL[��;I^^QMZ�[MIUMV�WN�aM[\MZ-

year feared being shanghaied and 

facing natural selection under another’s command, but 

if you make a habit of standing before another’s mast, 

you should consider the fate of the poor souls I encoun-

tered recently while enjoying sundowners dockside. 

The sun had just set and the Admiral (my wife, Nelia) 

and I were still “keeping watch.” This is a dangerous 

time in marinas, as those who arrive after dark typically 

do not intend to do so. Their boat-handling chops are 

usually no better than their navigation skills. 

I relaxed a bit when I saw the masthead light. Modern 

ragbaggers spend most of  their time under power and 

Save Yourself! Bumming rides 
comes at a cost; buy your own boat! 
By Jay Coyle
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Vero Beach

KROGEN EXPRESS 52’

You can appreciate why we’re proud of the fact that 85% of the Krogen Express 52’s are still owned by their 

initial buyer. And the statistic tells you that fi nding the right yacht isn’t just about the design and your lifestyle 

on the water, it’s also about the builder. It may surprise you to know that each moved from 

fi ne brands such as Hinckley, Fleming, Doggersbank, and Grand Banks.  

And we show our appreciation by offering Krogen Express 

owners lifetime concierge support. 

When you are in the market for your next yacht, look at the classic 

Krogen Express styling, liveaboard comfort, superb quality and 

craftsmanship, merged with effi cient speed options, safety and 

seaworthiness. And that just begins to tell the story. 

CRUISING without COMPROMISE
™

For more information, call us toll-free at 866-4KROGEN, or visit us at krogenexpress.com.

IT’S A TELLING SIGN WHEN YOU SEE A YACHT on the open water 

and NOT on the open market.

Lifetime

Concierge
4ĆāāĀăą

http://krogenexpress.com


DISCOVER
WHATS
POSSIBLE.

Designed and built in Australia utilising race proven hull design and 

engineering technology delivering superior performance and economy. 

The latest evolution of the acclaimed Maritimo M48, the all new M50 

offer superior luxury with full beam master cabins, spacious interior and 

contemporary styling. 

The All New Maritimo M50 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Visit our new Factory Sales & Support Centre

Maritimo Offshore Yacht Sales, Inc

2515 Marina Bay Dr. West, Unit 101

Fort Lauderdale, Fl, 33312 

T 206 462 6080

Contact one of our Professional Dealers

Visit www.maritimo.com.au

http://www.maritimo.com.au

